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Abstract
Abstract
The Seaformatics project is a five year AIF projectlhat intcnds to dcvelop to a proof-
of-concept seafloor array of wireless marine sensors for use in monitoring seabed
processe.s, including applications such as gcological imaging and earthquake detection.
Individual low cost sensor pods will be self-powered through oce:lI1 bollom currents and
will be able to communicate with each other and to the Internet through surfaec master
units to facilitate observation of the ocean floor from shore.After examining the available
systems, it was decided that the Savonius rotor was most appropriate. Modcls were
constructcd and tested in the wave t:lI1k and the wind tunnel at MUN.Scaling L1WS that
could be used to predict full scalc or prototype behaviour were developed
A micro sea-floor power generation system has becn designed :lI1d dcveloped at
Electrical Energy System [-'1b of Memorial University of Ncwfoundland 10 extract few
waIlS electrical power. The proposed powcr generation system consists of a drag type
Savonius rotor, a gear box, a pcnnanent magnet generator, a controlled DC-DC
convener. baneries for energy storage, instrumentation and a micro controllcr based
control system for the turbine. Micro controller will control thc DC-DC convener to
extract the maximum power from the system. Such a control scheme will be based on the
voltage, current and speed measurement of thc systcm. Maximum power algorithm based
control scheme will ensure lhat the systcm is always cxtracting thc maximum power from
lhe waler current. This thesis aims to develop a technical and cconomical viable marine
currentencrgyconvcrSionsySlem
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.0 Background
Currently most of Ihe world's energy demand is met by fossil fuels with their attended
devaslaling effects on the environment. most nOlably Ihe emission of carbon dioxide
(C02) leading to climate changc. According to Kyoto agrecmcnt countries agreed to
rcduce the emission of grccnhouse gases 10 lhc almosphere 111. Also according 10 the
/memat;lJllal Pallel Ofl Climate Change (IPCe), almospheric concentrations of CO2
rcsulting from burning of fossil fuels and deforeslalion have increased by more than one
third in lhe past 150 years and arc al the highcsllc:\'e1s for al leasl the paSI 420.QI)) years
(Singer 2003). Fossil fuels Ihal look 2oo.QI)) years 10 be formed by geological processes
are now being burned in one year. 1berefore. efforts should be made to meel!he presenl
and fUiure energy demands cleanly and efficiently. To provide Ii SUSlainable power
produCiion in !he future and al the same lime respecting lhe Kyoco protocol. there is a
growing demand fO!" cnergy from renewable sources sueh as wind. geolhermal. solar and
The oceans C{lver 75% of the world surface and as such ocean energy is a global resource,
There arc differenl forms of renewable energy available in the oceans; waves. currenlS.
thermal gradienls. ~alinily gradienls, the tides and others. Ways to exploit these high
energy densities resources lire being investigated worldwide. Renewable energy sources,
mosl notably. wind energy. solar energy and small scale hydro power schemes have
undergone major developlllems. Their potential to mcel Ihe world's energy demand for
CIUlpier I
the 2\'" eentury and beyond, cleanly, safely and economically is high. However the
intermittency and weather dependency of most of thcm still poses a challenge and calls
for cxtcnsive and diligent research and development effort. One other fonn of renewable
energy whieh has attracted some interest is marine current or tidal stream energy. This
energy resource has a potential to be exploited on a large scale because of its
predictability and intensity. It is most likely to be the new clean energy alternative for the
21"ccntury.
1.1 Marine Current Energy
Energy conversion from marine eurrents is quitc similar to that of wind encrgy
conversion but there arc also several differences between them. The underwater
placement of a marine current energy converter (MCEC) gives some advantage such as
no noise disturbance for the public, low visual exposure and lillie usc of land space but
also adds some challenges like the need for water and salt proof technology, difficult and
costly maintenance etc. Ocean current speeds arc much lower than wind speeds. This is
important because the kinetic energy contained in flowing bodies is proportional to the
cube of their velocity. However, another more important factor in the power availablc for
extraction from a flowing body is proportional to the density of the material. Water is
about 900 times denser than wind. so for the same area of flow being intercepted, the
energy contained in a 12 mph water flow is equivalent to thm containcd in an air mass
moving at about 110 mph. Thus. ocean currents represent a potcntially significant,
currently untapped, reservoir of energy. The IOtal worldwide power in ocean currents has
been estimated to be about 5,000 OW, with power densities of up to 15 kW/mz. Ocean-
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current genernted energy tcchnologies have many favourable chnractcristics, including
the following:
Watercurrems have 3 rcl3tivcly high energy density.
Some ocean currents 3fC rcl3tively constant in location and velocity, leading to a
large capacity factor (fr3ction of time a systcm is actively generating power) for
the turbines.
Because they 3re installed bene3th the water's surface, water turbines h3ve
minimalvisualimp3cl.
There 3re also some challenges associated with higher density e.g. turbulence which
gives high strain on the turbine. A fin31 characteristic to highlight is the relatively high
degree of utilizatiOn, tidal streams are likely to have a utilization factor up to 40-50 %
and currents of more constant nature arc likely to have a utilization factor up to 80 % [21
For wind power the corresponding utilization factor is usually between 25-30% in most
places. The utilization factor is defined as the actual annual energy output divided by the
theoretical maximum and is dependent on the rated power of the installed device 13]. A
high utilization fllctor is important to achieve an economically viable power production
14,51. A drawback with marine currents as an energy source is that the water currents
usually have a low velocity that rarely exceed 5 m Is [6-101. Lower eUlTcnt vclocities
results in low turbine speeds, thus, if a conventional generator were used to produce
electricity, a gearbox becomes essential to achieve highcr rotor speeds. It is important to
note that gearboxes contribute to mechanicallosscs and require maintenance regularly to
avoid power generation failures. From the perspective of reliability and economics, a
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simple energy conversion system with minimum maintenance is desirable when the
device is placed off-shore.
1.2 Modes or Operation
Underwater Turbines are used to harness the kinetic energy in moving water. Basically
three steps are involved in the energy transformation as in Figure 1.1.
Tile lurhi,1t rolor is driven by the current. This converts the energy of the current into
rotational energy of the shafl. The output power of turbine is optimized by adjusting the
angle between the rOlOr blades and the current vector (pitch comrol)
Ti,e gearbox converts the low rotational speed of the turbine shaft to the desired higher
speed of the generator shaft
The gel/erator converts its shaft rotational energy to electric energy which is tnlllsmitted
to the shore via a cable on the seabed or used to power underwater equipment.
Figure 1.1 Principal components ofa marine currcnt lurbine
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1.3 Support Structure Concepts
A key requirement for the turbincs is to hold them reliably in placc taking into
consideration the harsh marine environment. Currently there arc three options as shown
in Figure 1.2 which is under consideration. The types of turbincs being considered arc
propeller.
Gral'ity Struclllres are substantial steel or concrete mass attached to the ba.'iC of the units
to achieve stability by their own incrtia.
}'ile/I S/metllres are pinned to thc seabed by one or more steel or concrete beams, Thc
beams or piles arc fi,.;ed to the seabed by hammering if the ground conditions are
sufficiently soft or by pre-drilling, positioning and grouting if the rock is harder. The
simplest fonn of piled structures is a single pile penetrating the seabed with the lUrbine
fi,.;ed to the pile at the desired depth of deployment. The pile may stick out on the water
surface or below.
FloalillC S/mcllIres provide a more credible solution for deep water locations. In this
case the turbine unit is attached to a downward pointing vertical beam rigidly fi,.;ed to a
barge. The barge is then moored to the seabed by chains or wire or synthetic ropes which
may be fi,.;ed to the seabed by drag, piled or gravity anchors. depending on the seabed
condition
~
-- -
Figure 1.2 Support structure concepts
I
-
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MO/lopi/e /rutal/fllio/l is an already established technique and seems to be the most
favored option. However this is currently limited to depths less than 50 m considering the
capabilities of available jack-up barges (Fraenkcl, 2(04)
1.4 Study or Ocean Current in Atlantic
The circulatory system of the surface waters of the Atlantic can be dcpicted as two large
gyres, or circular current systems. one in the North Atlantic and one in the South Atlantic,
These currents arc primarily wind driven, but are also affected by the rotation of the earth
The Atlantic receives the waters of many of the principal rivers of the world, among them
the Saint Lawrence, Mississippi, Orinoco, Amazon, Parami, Congo, Niger, and Loire, and
the rivers emptying into the North, Baltic, and Mediterranean seas. Nevertheless,
primarily because of the high salinity of outflow from the Mediterranean, the Atlantic is
slightly more saline than the Pacific or Indian oceans.The Atlamie Ocean may be
described as a bed of water colder than 9°C (48° F)-the cold-water sphere-within, which
lays a bubble of water warmer than 9° C-the warm-water sphere. Data of current flows at
various depths in Atlantic Ocean for more than onc year collection is analyzed to
determine the change in flows as shown in Fig. 1.3.
Figure 1.3 also shows histograms of one-year hourly watcr current speed data recorded
at four depths of Atlantic Ocean in cast of 5t. John's. The average speed is very low and
its variations over a year are significant. This makes it really challenging to extract
sufficient amount of electrical power from ocean floor current
(,j
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Figure 1.3 (:I, b, e &d) W:lter current speed variations :lnd histogram:lt four depths over
a period of more than:l year.
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Figure 1.4 Available and maximum extract:lble power density from water current
Figure 1.4 shows aV:lil:1ble power density of water current :IS a function of flow speed. It
:llso shows how much maximum of available power density can be extT:lctcd. It is based
on a reasonable assumption that turbine power coefficient will be about 0.15 because the
cfficiency of turbine is usu:llly less than 20%.
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Table 1.1 Expectcd Output of Power Generation System
Depth(m) Average Maximum Extractable Maximum Extractable
Flow available Power with available encrgy
Specd power a turbine cncrgy densityina
(cm's) densitl (W/m2) densityina year
(W/m) year (Whrfrn2)
(Whr/m2)
20 14.6070 1.5583 0.2337 152195.0 23169.0
45 13.2005 1.1501 0.1725 44045.0 5954.0
84 11.2233 0.7069 0.1060 109590.0 15906.0
Ncar 7.0555 0.1756 0.0263 98465.0 14268.0
Bottom
It is observed that extractable power per square meter is very small due to the low water
current speed. The average specd is vcry low and its variations over a year are significant.
From table 1.1, we can say that. to produce say IW output at a depth of 84m we necd a
turbine with an apparent area of 10m2. In addition it is not possible to design a direct
driven system in sueh a low flow of water. Bascd on the above analysis we ean conclude
that eithcr we usc turbine at a site where now speed is highcr or rcduce power
consumption in signal conditioning circuits to a minimum possible.
I.S Marine Current Energy Com'crsion System
Power generation in harsh seanoor conditions is thc major challenge. Batteries cannot
store power for a long timc. Closed cycle engines need storage of fuel and oxygcn for a
long time that is not possible in seafloor conditions. Temperature differential is nOmimll
therefore; ocean thennal energy cannot be exploited. Ollly remaining options are wire
linked noating wave energy converter and ocean current convcrtcr.A fundamental
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requirement for the success of the power system is the prescnce of ocean currents of
sufficient velocity near the seafloor to pennit self-contained energy generation,
The objectives of this research is to design, fabricate and test an autonomous, lightweight,
low-cos\, pressure-resistant energy generation system that can optimize power
'harvesting' from ocean current sources and deliver few wailS of electric power to the
'Seafonnaties' pod. This assumes year-long average marine currents of O.5m1s arc
available: ocean current movement ncar the seafloor is limited. but e)listing studies
indicate it might be as high as O.Sm/s on the Grand Banks. While it would add cost and
weight to the units, the contingency plan is to usc balleries suitable for a marine
environment. The system should also coordinate power-using resources and direct the
activity sequcnces in realtime. Risk is further mitigated by the intent to source and
modify off-the-shelf components and the research plan to evaluate and selcet the best
options for the turbine and thc generator components.
1.6 Environmcntal Impuct~ of Marinc Currcnt Development
A system that generates electricity needs to be assessed in its entirety to pinpoint any
energy, environmental, social or economic implications. Thc environmental impacts of
marine current energy have been branded as benign even though no detailcd
Environmental Impact Assessmcnt (EIA) studies have been conductcd yet. Past studies
state that the impacts arc likely smaiL however they need quantification to make
inf0n11ed judgments. However a few studies (DTI 2001, 2(02) have idcntified the
possible and likely environmental impacts. These impacts can be grouped into two main
eategorie.~namely:
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(i) Effects common to oth('r construction projects (e.g. offshore wind)
• Visunlimpnct
• Noise and construction
'Instnllationofcables
• Onshore powcr lines :md substations
• Land access for construction nnd maintenance
• Pollution (c.g. oil spillage)
(ii) Em·cts uniquc to murine current powcr schcmes
• Physicallmpacts~ The innucnce of tidal energy extraction on coastal processes,
tidal nows. seabed scouring and scdiment transport.
• Ecological lmpacts- Possible interaction between moving submerged rotor blades
and marine creatures.
• Antifouling~ The need to have moving parts within the seawater environment is
likely to lead to a need for regular maintcn,mcc action or the usc of antifouling
paints.
Table 1.2 gives a summary of the comparison of the renewable energy system and the
marine current has been found be the most promising.
Table 1.2 Comparison of Renewable Energy
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1.7 Objective of this Thesis
The energy convcrsion system studied in this thesis consists of a vertical axis turbine and
a permanent magnet generator with gear oox. This concept has few moving p:lrts and is
construction:llly simple. Such a construction will reduce a maintenance requirement
which is desirable once thc device is placed under W:lter. The combined turbine-generator
system is intended to be placcd on the occan floor in such a way that the gencrator and
the turbine have the same :lxis of rotation. A controlled DC-DC converter,
instrumentation and a microcontrOllcr based control system has been implemented.
System will produce the power rcquired for battery ch:lrging and signal conditioning
circuits. Microcontrollcr will control the DC·DC convcrtcr 10 cxtract the maximum
power from thc system. Such a control scheme will be based on the voltage. current and
specd measurement of the system. Maximum power algorithm based control sehcmc will
make sure that system is always extracting the maximum power from water current.
Figure 1.5 Block diagl"3m of Marine Power Conversion System
Fig. 1.5 represents the block diagram of the proposed model. The Ill:lin issues of research
to develop such a system:lre:
1. System sizing based on the YC:lr round seafloor marinc current data
2. Design and development of an efficient turbinc.
3. Integrating a multiple pole slow speed generator.
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4. Design and development of energy storage system.
5. Design of DC-DC converter control system.
6. Selection and tcsting of maximum powcr algorithm.
7.Systcm testing in dcep-sea eonditions.
1.8 Thesis Report
This thesis is made up of seven chapters.A bricf description of Ihc content of each chaplcr
isas follows:
Chapler one gives a background to marine current energy. The need to meet increasing
energy demand cleanly and safely was highlighted, The marine current resource, the
h.:chnology status and challenges as well as the need for environmel1lal impact studics
were brieny discussed resulting in thedelinilion of objectives ofthis thesis.
Chapter two focuses al morc detailcd study of the marine currcnt rcsource dyn:lIllics and
estimation making reference to pasl studies, Thc modes of operation of the technologies
are thcn highlighted with particular reference 10 marine currcnt turbines. Prototypes
undcrgoing testing and refinement were also discussed brieny and Ihe cnumerating
enginecring challenges facing them. A summary of the environmental impacts of these
developments and the importance of three physical factors of the marine environment
which arc likc1y to be affected is discussed
Chapter three discusses the different types of turbines and its efficiency.The scaling laws
for the turbines is dcrived and its importance is discussed.
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Chaptcr four presents the design and construction:!1 aspects for the building of laboratory
experimental different types of suitable turbines for marine current energy conversion
system and the dimensionless analysis .It :llso discusses the experiment:ll setup 10 study
of the performance of the marine current turbine and the valid:!tion of scaling laws.
Chapter five explains the design of a suitable dc-dc convertcr to maintain a constant
voltage at the output. It also explains the technique of removing thc voltage ripple of the
Chapter six discusses the experimental sct up of a low rpm generator, balleries for encrgy
slOr:tge, :l comrol1cd dc-de converter, instrumelllation and a micro controller based
cOlllrol system for thc turbinc. The algorithm of maximum power point tracking theorem
for the system and its implementation is discussed. The chaptcr :llso presenl.~ the results
and :lnalysis of the system. In this case results thc output power, efficiency of the system
was presented
Chaptcr sevcn prescnts the overall research conclusions and also some suggestions for
future work that could be carried out for a bener understanding of thc various :!spccts
involved in the marine current energy conversion process.
14
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Chapter 2
A status review of marine current systems
2.0 introduction
Tidal currents are recognized as a resource to be exploited for the sustainable generation
of electrical energy. As with all energy generation developments they have to be
considered and analyzed in entirety; energy, cronomics and environmental concerns, This
chapter looks at the nature of the marine current resource and the technology required
exploiting it. Prototypes which have been developed and undergoing testing have been
highlighted as well as possible environmental impacts. Focus is placed on three physical
factors of the aquatic environment whieh arc likely to be affected.
2.1 Marine Currents
Oceans of the world can be regarded as an abundant source of energy. A ponion of the
total energy from the oceans is due 10 the marine currents (including tidal currents,
currents caused by salinity or temperature gradients, and/or the Coriolis effect caused by
the eanh's rotation lll]). Generally the water current movements arc slow but the seabed
topography can increase the current velocities up to 7 mls [12J, particularly between
islands and the mainland, around ends of headlands and in river estuaries.
The currcnt velocity is an important factor in the design of a marine current power plant.
because it sets the limits for both the (Xlwer output as well as the forces acting on the
turbine and support structures. The available power from the occan incrcases rapidly
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with increasing current velocity. The velocity varies with the depth and the velocity
profile approximately follows [13]:
(2.1)
where h is the total water depth and H is any height above the seabed, (l is a constant and
Vp«ltis the current velocity at the surface. The factor (l is generally taken equal to In and
is different for different locations. It must be noted that Eq. (I) is approximate and the
vertical profile will vary at different sites due to local seabed and coastal topography. For
example equation (I) is not applicable in case of river estuaries and for currents due to
salinity or thermal gradients [12]. 11 can be assumed that approximately 75 % of the
energy is found in the upper 50 % of the flow [6].
2.2 Tidal Currents
The global marine current energy resource is generally driven by the tides and to a lesser
extent by thermal and density effects. The tides cause the water to flow inwards twice
each day (high tide) and seawards twice each day (low tide) with a period of
approximately 12 hours and 24 minutes (a semi-diurnal tide), or once both inwards and
seawards in approximately 24 hours and 48 minutes (a diurnal tide). In most locations the
tides are a combination of the semi-diurnal and diurnal effects, with the tide being named
after the most dominant type.
Tides arc generated by gravitational forces of the sun and moon on the ocean wuters of
the rotating earth. The proximity of the moon and sun relative to earth has a significant
effect on the tides. The magnitude of the tide-generating force is about 68% moon and
32% sun due to their respective masses and distance from earth (Open University, 1989).
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The sun's and moon's gravitational forces create two "bulges" in the earth's ocean
waters: one directly under or closest to the moon and other on the opposite side of the
earth, These "bulges" are the two tides a day observed in many places in the world.
Unfortunately, this simple concept is complicated by the fact that the earth's axis is tilted
at 23.5 degrees to the moon's orbit; the two bulges in the ocean are not equal unless the
moon is over the equator, This difference in tidal height between the two daily tides is
called the diurnal inequality or declinational tides and they repeat on a 14 day cycle as the
moon rotates around the earth [14J.
Where the semi-diurnal tide is dominant, the largest marine currents occur at new moon
and full moon (spring tides), which is when the sun and moon's gravitational pull is
aligned as shown in Figure2.1. The lowest. occurs at the first and third quarters of the
moon (neap tides), where the sun and moon's gravitational pull are 90 degrees out of
phase.
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When diurnal tides happen then the current strength varies with the declination.
Generally the largest and lowest currents occur at the extreme declination of the moon
and zero declination respectively. Thus the differences in currents occur due to changes
between the distances of the moon and sun from Earth. the relative positions with
reference to Earth and varying angles of declination. This phenomenon happens with a
periodicity of two weeks. one month, and one year or may be longer and is predictable
entirely. This means that the strength of the marine currents generated by the tide varies,
depending on the position of the site on the earth. The other fnctors such as the shape of
the coastline and the bathymetry (shape of the sea bed) are also responsible to affect the
strength of marine currents. Along straight coastlines and in the middle of deep oceans,
the tidal range and marine currents arc typically low. Another factor that has impact upon
the magnitude of marine currents is the presence of narrow passages or straits between
islands and around headlands. These passages result in a narrowing and concentration of
tidal flow. The flow through a passage is affected by the loss of energy due to friction.
The entrances to lochs. bays and large harbours cause high marine current flows.
Generally, but not always. the strength of the currents is dependent on the tidal height of
the location. Large marine currents do not necessarily require a large tidal range or
height. In land-locked seas such as the Mediterranean, where the tidal range is small,
some sizeable marine currents exist (BC Hydro. 2002). Some of the largest tidal flows are
found on the east side of the Philippines where the tidal range is small.
Generally the marine current resource follows an approximate sinusoidal pattern with the
largest currents generated during the mid-tide. The flood tide often has slightly larger
currents than the ebb tide. The flood and ebb flows are generally 180 degrees out of face
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with no flow at the turn of the tide (slack tide). However there are some locations where
the water flows continuously in one direction only. the strength being largely independent
of the moon's phase. These currents are dependent on large thermal movements and run
generally from the equator to cooler areas. A not too far fetching example is the Gulf
Stream. which moves <lpproximately 80 million cubic metres of water per second (BC
Hydro. 2(02). Another example is the Strait of Gibraltar where in the upper layer, a
constant now of water passes into the Mediterranean basin from the Atlantic and a
constant outflow in the lower layer (BC Hydro. 2(02).
2.3 Ocean Currents
The more constant water movements are also found in the oceans. There is a dynamic
relationship between constant ocean movements and the slope of the mean sea level
(MSL) surface. The MSL is the average level of the sea surface measured relative a fixed
level on land. The greatest surface slopes and deviation from the MSL surface are found
in areas of great ocean currents for example the Gulf Stream, the Kuroshio Current and
the Antarctic Circumpolar Current shown in Figure 2.2. The relationship between the
current velocity und the mean seu level surface slope [14] for a steady current is given in
(2.2).
Ifc=g·P (2.2)
where I' is the current velocity. P is the slope of the MSL. g is the gravitational
acceleration andfc is the Corio lis parameter given by:
(2.3)
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Figure 2.2 The m:ljor OCe;lll currents, the red :lTTOWS illustr:l1e warm W:l1er currents
:lndthcbluearecold water currents.
[n equation (3) OJ, is the angular speed of earth's rot:l1ion and 1111 is the latitude [14J. [n
the Gu[f Stream an average current velocity of2. [ mls has been measured [15] and the
Kuroshio Current has a maximum velocity of [ mls around Taiwan and slightly higher
outside Japan [16. [7J.
2.4 Other Currents
[n some places nearly constant currents occur due to density differences caused by
salinity or temperature gradients. These types of currents exist for example in the
Mediterranean in the strait of the Dardanel[es and in the sites of Samos, Kafirea, Kea and
Kithos in Greek w:llerS [6].
[n Skagerak/K:l1tegau current velocities of up to 1.4 mls have been measured. These
currents are mainly due to barotropic flows and salinity gradients when the brackish
water from the Baltic Sea meets the Atlantic Ocean. According to [18J the currents in this
area are strongest along the Danish coast.
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2.S The Marine Environment
Many benefils of aquatic ecosystems can be preserved if the ecosystems are protected
from degradation. Aquatic ecosystems comprise a body of water, biological community
(animals, plants and micro-organisms), and the physical and chemical characteristics and
climatic regime with which they interact. It is predominantly the physical characteristics
(e.g. temperature, salinity, light, flow) and chemical characteristics (e.g. organic and
inorganic carbon, oxygen, nutrients) of an ecosystem th'lt detennine lives, breeding, and
the structure of the food web.
The exploit'ltion of marine current energy is likely to be in 'lre'lS of high current speeds,
typically with peak speeds at spring tides of 2 to 3 mls or more. These areas include
narrow straits, between islands and around headlands. By reversing four times a day tidal
currents cause the mixing of waters of different salinity, temperature and nutrients. The
physical characteristics are described briefly in this section.
2.5.1 Salinity
Salinity is a measure of the salt content in seawater. The principal clements present in
ocean's salinity are chlorine (55 %) and sodium (31 %). which combine to produce table
salt. Salinity levels fluctuate with the penetration of tidal flows. and with mixing of fresh
water and marine water by wind and currellls. [n estuaries overall salinity levels decline
in the spring when snowmelt and rain produce elevated freshwater discharges from
streams and groundwater. Salinity levels grade from fresh water which has less than I
part per thousand (ppt) to oceanic water which has greater than 30 ppt as freshwater
entering from rivers and streams mixes with seawater. Seawater has a global average
salinilyof35 kglmJ or35 ppt.
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2.5.1.J Salinity Profiles
Generally salinity levels in the ocean tend to vary vertically (high saline water is denser
than low saline water) but due to the penetration of tidal currents in estuaries horizontal
variation is common Ihere. The degree of vertical and horizontal variation depends on the
strength of the marine current. Moreover the distance up 10 which the tidal effect is felt
depends on amongst others. the slope of the channel. the tidal range, the volume of fresh
water discharge and the configuration of the river. This leads to three different salinity
regimes as in Figure 2.3.
Figure 2.3 Salinity rcgimcs (unit is ppl)
Stratified COflditioll.~ can be described as increase in salinity with water depth. It happens
when river flow is sufficient to produce a plume of low-density freshwater (1000 kg/m3
at 20°C) which can flow over higher-density seawater (1025 kg/m3 at 20"C), and where
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marine currents and waves are not strong enough to mix the water column (e.g. in wave-
dominatedesluaries).
Partially mixed conditioll can be characterized as marine currents having turbulence
which cause vertical mixing bUI Ihey are of insufficient strength 10 fully mix the water
column as salinity varies both venically and horizontally.
Fully mixed cOl/ditiol/s occur in coastal waterways in which tide, river or wave energy
produces enough turbulence to mix the water column. In this case. salinity is uniform
through the water column, but varies between the riverine and oceanic ends.
2.5.1.2 Importance of Salinity
Most aquatic organisms function optimally within a narrow range of salinilY. When
salinity goes above or below this range. an organism may lose the ability to regulate its
internal ion concentration. Variations in salinity therefore results in changes in species
composition, distribution and abundance. Salinity also affects chemical conditions
especially within an estuary, particularly dissolved oxygen levels. It is known that the
amount of dissolved oxygen in water decreases with increasing salinity.
2.5.2 Water Temperature
Water temperature is a measure of the heat (or kinetic energy) in waler. Change in water
temperature can be regarded as an indicator of water quality and the state of environment.
It is therefore a critical factor in determining marine organisms' survibility. Water
temperature in coastal areas changes naturally, as pan of daily and seasonal cycles, with
variations in air temperature. currents and local hydrodynamics.
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2.5.2.1 Temperature Profile
Most of the solar radiation (i.e light and heat) that hits ocean is absorbed in the first few
tens of meters of water. Waves and turbulence mix this heat downward quickly leading to
a gradual decrease in temperature followed by a shall' decrease in the thermocline region
and a gradual decrease in the deep zone. Generally as the depth increases the variation in
temperature decreases.
Measurements by Coastal Laboratory. Liverpool Bay. in the Irish Sea have shown lillie
departure of the trend in channels. however the temperature difference is small (I degree
for the graph shown in Figure 2.4) These levels are nonetheless variable in both time
and space. partly due to the seasonal and daily variations in the tides and solar radiation.
Fig. 2.4 Typical tempcrature profile of the sea
2.5.2.2 Significance of Temperature
Water temperature regulates ecosystem functioning both directly through physiological
effects and indirectly as a consequence of habitat loss. Indeed. the rates of biochemical
reactions usually double when temperature is increased by lOoC within the given
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tolerance range of an organism. This is called the QIO rule, and it also applies to microbial
processes such as nitrogen fixation, nitrification and denitrification. If temperature goes
too far above or below the tolerance range for a given organism (e.g. fish, insects.
zooplankton, phytoplankton. microbes). its ability 10 survive may be compromised.
Temperature is also an important factor influencing viral persistence in estuarine
environments. Generally water temperature influences the density. conductivity. pH and
the satur<ltion states of minerals of seawater.
2.6 Sediment Transport
Sediment transport is the movement of seabed material from one location to another. It is
caused by the action of seabed currents. These seabed currents are mainly caused by the
ebb and flood of the tides (over periods of hours) and by surface-waves passing overhead
in shallow water (over periods of seconds). The waves break up the bed structure, lifting
sediment into the water column. The faster the current, the greater the size of sediment
panicles a stream can move. Since the sand and mud take a finite time to fall back 10 the
bed, the tidal currents sweep them away from their staning point to towards areas of
quieter conditions. where they accumulate. (e.g., into a harbour. where they must be
removed by dredging). Alternatively. sediments can be concentrated into areas where
they are constantly moving about a fixed point. The marine environment. especially those
areas with high tidal currents havc complex sedimem transport dynamics. Deposition
outside the natural variability of an area will cause changes to the local seabed and
sediment dynamics of the area. All consequence pathways could cause potential impacts
with regard to marine ecology. whether positively or detrimentally.
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2.7 Turbidity
Turbidity is a measure of the ability of light to transmit down through the water column.
As suspended solids increase in the water, the amount of light traveling through the water
column is reduced. Turbidity therefore gives an indication of water clarity or murkiness.
This can influence the populations of organisms that are directly dependent upon light
(phytoplankton and aquatic plants) and those that in tum depend on them for food. The
suspended solids include panicles of organism (e.g. algae), clay and silt (e.g. suspended
sediment), detritus or solid waste. Since sunlight is the basic energy source for most life
forms, the degree of turbidity of the water has an important effect and hence is used as an
indicator of the state of the aquatic environment.
2.7.1 Significance of Turbidity
Water clarity is a major detenninant of the condition and productivity of an aquatic
system because increased turbidity can therefore change an ecosystem significantly. The
most obvious effects are:
A reduction in light available for photosynthesis.
Smothering of organisms and habitats.
Promotion of thc growth of pathogens and watcrborne.
Obscuring of the vision of fish as they hunt for food
Therefore high turbidity levels can lead to a reduction in the production and diversity of
speCies.
2.8 Marine Current Energy Extraction Technologies
The simplest and oldcsttcchnology involves building a dam. known as a barrage, across a
bay or estuary that has large differences in clevation between high and low tides. When
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the tide comes in. the water fills the area behind the barrage. When the tide starts to ebb.
the gates of the barrage shut to hold back the water at its maximum height. Once the tide
is out, the water is allowed to now through holes near the bottom of the barrage where
the turbine is located, The water, now running with great energy. turns the blades of the
turbine that, in turn, generate electricity.
The first commercial scale tidal generating barrage rated at 250MW was built in La
Rance, France in I960.The plant continues to operate today just as another smaller plant
constructed in 1984 in Nova Scotia. and Cannda rated at 20MW. All these first generation
tidal power plants have faced the hash marine environment and have been in continuous
emission-free opemtion for many years. The high capital and environmental problems
from accumulation of silt within the catchments area of the dam (which requires regular.
expensive dredging) makes it no longer feasible for energy generation. Two new
developed concepts can be described as follows:
The first and the most advanced, adapted from wind energy industry can be
considered as an underwater turbine. It can be categorized into horizontal and
vertical axis turbines, depending on the orientation of the rotating shaft.
The second one adapted from the oil indust!)' is a system of oscillating
hydroplanes linked to a hydraulic molOr and generator arrangement.
Presently these concepts and the prototype are being undergoing to commercialize. Most
of them are still now in the experimental stages.
2.9 Prototypes
In general technology development in the marine current energy sector has been slow
worldwide. Ocean current energy is at an early stage of development. with only a small
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number of prototypes and demonstration units having been tested to date. The high costs
coupled with the harsh nature of the marine environment made it difficult to develop the
technology. Recent advances in offshore installations and innovation have translated into
real prototypes or field trial models. But still these technologies are not well developed
into full commercialization. The focus is to prove the technologies can be made to work
reliably. Some of the most promising ones are described in this literature. As these
developing technologies are being commercialized so there is reluctance to release
information due to competitive advantage.
2.9.1 Seaflow
The unit consists of a two-bladed rotor mounted on a steel pile set into a socket drilled in
the seabed. The dimension of rotor diameter is 11 m with full span pitch control thereby
making it capable of generating power for both directions of flow. It is currently being
operated in one direction of flow and a dump load is being used instead of grid
connection due to economic reasons. The power train consists of a gearbo)( and an
induction generator. It makes the unit an integral. sealed. watertight unit. The system
operates at variable speed and the control system and power conditioning, together with
the dump load ballast are located in the housing above the pile. An imjXJrtant feature of
this technology is that the rotor and drive train (i.e. gearbox and generator) can be raised
completely above the surface as shown in Figure 2.5. In this position easy maintenance
can becarricd out.
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Figure 2.5 Seaflow in position for Trulintenance and location in Bristol Channel. UK
The prototype (experimental unit) is installed between the channel between Foreland
Ledge and Foreland Point on the North Devon coast. 3 km to the North-East of
Lynmouth, UK which is rated at an output power of 300 kW in a current speed of 2.7
mls. The Foreland Point was chosen due to favorable tidal stream speeds. According to
Coastal Research. an independent consultancy in m<lrine environmental science. this
loc<ltion has tidal strcams in cxccss of2.5 mls during spring tides.
2.9.2 Tidal Stream Turbine
The prototype is expected to supply 700 MWhr energy per year shown in Fig.2.6. The
submerged structure weighs 120 tonnes. [ts a three-bladed turbine made up of glass liber-
reinforced plastic measured 10 meters from hub to tip. By rotating the blades around their
own axis by 180 degrees <It slack water. the machine is rettdy for the revcrsing current
keeping. The average current velocity at this location is 1.8 mls. The stmit h<ls a width of
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400 m at its narrowest cross section and a maximum depth of 50 m allowing a sailing
depth of 19 m.
Sw",e:"""'"".e~i<le¥."" ..nergi,com
Figure 2.6 Deployment of the first grid cOllluxtcd tidal turbine in Kval Sound. Norway
2.9.3 Tidal Fence (Davis Hydro Turbine)
Bille Energy has over two decades developed a floating vertical axis turbine known as
Davis Hydro Turbine.
The Blue Energy (kean Turbine acts as a highly efficient underwater vertical-axis
windmill. Four fixed hydrofoil blades of the Blue Energy (kean Turbine are connected to
a rotor that drives an integrated gearbox and electrical generator assembly. The turbine is
mounted in a durable concrete marine caisson. which anchors the unit to the ocean floor,
directs flow through the turbine further concentrating the resource supporting the coupler.
gearbox. and generator above it. The hydrofoil blades employ a hydrodynamic lift
principal that causes the turbine foils to move proportionately faster than the speed of the
surrounding water. Prototypes ranging form 4 kW to 100 kW have been tested mostly in
rivers.
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Figure 2.7 Computer rendering of the twin (2:\ 250 kW) tloaling units[13]
Blue Energy is currently pursuing the development of a 500kW pre-commercial
demonstration project off the coast of British Columbia. Canada. The project is
comprised of two floating 250kW units as shown in Figure 2.7. The unit will be viable in
ocean eUlTents of 1.75 tw's.
2.9.4 The Stingray Tidal Stream Generator
The stingray generator converts the k.inetic energy of moving water into hydraulic power
and turns an electrical generator by means of a hydraulic motion. It consists of a stack of
large hydroplanes attached by a linkage. The hydroplanes change its face relative to the
approaching water stream by a simple mechanism. The lift and drag force causes the arm
to oscillate vertically (shown in Figure 2.8). A hydraulic cylinder attached 10 the main
arm is forced to alternately extend and compress. producing high-pressure oil and
delivered to the hydraulic motor to drive the generator. The whole structure is fully
submerged and is fixed rigidly onto the sea bed.
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Figure 2.8 Principle of operation of the Stingruy Generator [6J
Initial power cycles completed with 'manual' control of the hydroplane angle produced a
peak hydraulic power of250kW and a time averaged electrical power output of90kW in
a 1.5 m's measured current. Figure 2.9 shows the deployment of Stingray in Scotland.
Figurc 2.9 Deploymcnt of Stingray in Yell Sound. Sc()(land [6[
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2.9.5 MOOS Power System
The MOOS power system is designed to collect and store energy from the buoy
environment, transmit power to distant loads over the riser and seafloor cables. and make
clean power available 10 buoy and seafloor loads via a standardized electrical interface.
The system block diagram is shown in Figure 2. IO.
The capability of the power system was made based on goals established during the user
requirements survey. These goals included a continuous-average power delivery
capability between 10 and 100 walts. the ability to transmit power of 300 W peaks down
a 4-km mooring riser, and the ability to transmit power of 10 W peaks to the end of a 10-
km benthic extension cable. The power system was physically constrained to operate on a
buoy and riser cable. The MOOS system was thus designed to exploit. or to be able to
exploit, energy naturally occurring in the ocean environment, in the form of solar and
wind power
soora::w"·.... moo.n.org
Figure 2.10 MOOS Power Systemll3J
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2.10 Emerging Technologies
There are a couple of additional concept variants currently in development. Some of them
arc worth noting as they may emerge as strong options for future.
2.10.1 TidE) Tidal Stream Generator
The TidEI concept is a pair of contra-rotating turbines, mounted on a single crossbeam. It
is buoyant and tethered to the seabed by a series of mooring chains. The noating system
allows the turbines to align in the direction of the tide automatically, i.e. following the
tide backwards and forwards as it changes direction. The turbine blades are fixed pitch
and variable speed operated.
Figurc2.11 IIJ00h scale TidEI tidal strcamgcncrator
A commercial size, 1000 kW (2 x 500 kW), prototype with 15 m diameter is at the
development stage for offshore testing to be carried out in 2005 and 2006. It is likely to
be tested in an offshore environment with peak tidal speed of2.5 mls or more and a water
depth of 30 m. This will help to prove its viability and numerous perceived advantages.
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Meanwhile a 1:10 scale system (Figure 2.11), partly funded by DTI. and has undergone a
seven week trial program at the New and Renewable Energy Centre (NaREC) in Blyth.
2.10.2 Lunar system
This tcchnology being dcveloped by Lunar Encrgy featurcs a dueted turbine, fixed to the
seabed by a gravity foundation. The blades arc bi-directional rather than variable pitch,
and thcre is no yaw mechanism which maximizes the encrgy from the watcr flow, evcn
when flow is not parallel to the turbine axis. This reduces complexity and allows
improved reliability. Moreover it is likcly to be deployed in dcep waters without
impacting shipping traffic.
2.11 Technology Challenges
In early stage all new tcchnologies challenges arc oound to be faced .Some of thc IOOSI
prcssing oncs arc being discussed here. As prototypes arc being tcstcd and the tcchnology
matures most of them, if not all. are oound to be addressed. Though some of thcm may be
uniquc to certain tcehnologies. most of thcm arc common to most if not all the
tcchnologies under development.
FouI/datioll alld Moorillgs Illstallation:
The installation of marine current generators will present their own unique difficulties.
The constructions of foundations and installation during water movement is challenging.
Slack water can be expected each day only for few minutes. Scouring around the base of
temporary support structures can be significant even over very short periods. Most
devices may have similar installation, foundation and mooring problems and so there is
scope for generic research in this area.
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Mail/tel/alice Requiremel/ts:
It is very imlXll1ant to have easy access to the unit for maintenance. Two concepts have
been prolXlsed so far. The first is a hoist system based on a hydraulic unit, similar to the
system used to raise marine platform legs. The second one is a semi-submersible system
which allows the rotor and power train to float on the water surface for access. Due to
economic reasons it will be wise to design the turbines in such a way that it requires
minimum level of maintenance.
Cavitation:
Relatively high velocities at the tips of the rotor blades cause formation of cavities along
the bladc. To avoid this different approach is needed for marine current turbines because
of its larger plane or rolor area. Cavitation is sensitive to water depth and can be avoided
by placing units in deeper water at potential cavitation sites. Hence, research is needed to
understand the problems of cavitation and whether selection of blade profiles and
materials can bring a difference in cavitation efficiency loss and damage problems.
Packing Del/sity:
A good understanding of the impact of quantity and size cause on the marine
environment and flow pattern can be a basis of design guidelines for system sizing. Some
of the factors to be taken into consideration include seabed structure. depth. flow pattern
and available area. This will help designers to locate suitable sites. and investor to
understand the implications of these farms.
Turhfllellce:
The velocity of tile flow at a given location can sometimes vary across tile actuator area.
This can cause significant variations in loading across the actuator and associated fatigue
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and vibration problems. The study of turbulence levels is important for installation of
individual units in an area with strong flow. The turbulent structure of the flow field is
another important factor design affecting the design of components to resist fatigue.
Design codes for marine current devices considering turbulence levels is important in
setting realistic limits to design.
Ri%uting:
Many devices installed in the sea become artificial reefs, attracting a wide variety of
marine organisms. These cover the structures and can cause significant fouling. Fouling
of TTKwing parts could afTect the performi.lnce of devices. Several methods for preventing
fouling have reen proposed. These include the use of antifouling paints and sonic and
ultra sonic systems. Both methods have their challenges and drawbacks calling for further
research.
2.12 Conclusion
The environmental impacts of marine current development are site specific. The
production. distribution and diversity of species depend on the level and variation of
these physical characteristics. The extent of the impacts will depend on the extent of
exploitation of the resource. A high level of exploitation may result in significant
reduction of eUITCnt speeds and its attended effects on adjacent a!luatic environment. This
decrei.lse in current speed may also attract fishes. In short it be said that marine current
developments are likely to have positive and negative impacts on the environment. The
levels however need quantification to make informed judgement.
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Chapter-3
Micro Marine Current Turbine
3.0 Introduction
This chnpter discusses the types of turbines nnd its efficicncy. The scnling laws of
turbines have been derived and its imporlance for the analysis of the dimension of turbine
has been discussed.
3.1 Horizontal and Vertical Axis Turbines
There arc two types of turbines, horizontal axis (propeller type) and vertical axis
(eggbeatcr type). Horizontal axis turbines arc the most popular geometry for two primary
reasons. The blades of a horizontal axis turbine can produce constant positive torque
from the now. HorilOntal axis turbines also operate at higher rotational speeds. A faster
rotating rotor is more conducive for electrical power generators. which operate on an
order of hundreds if nOithousands of revolutions per minute.
Turbines may be anchored to the ocean noor in a variety of ways. Mechanisms such
as posts. cables. or anchors are required to keep the turbines stationary relative 10 the
currents with which they interact. They may be tethered with cables, with the relatively
const:mt CUTTent interacting with the turbine used to maintain location and stability. In
some areas with powerful currents, it would be possible 10 install water turbines in groups
or clusters to create a "marine current facility:' similar in design approach to a wind
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turbine farm. Two possible arrangements are shown in figure 3.1. Turbine spacing would
be determined based on wake interactions and maintenance needs.
Figure 3.1 Visualization of two possible turbine and anchor technologies
The turbines used for the first Marine Current Energy Conveners (MCEC) have shoner,
thickcr blades than wind turbines to withstand the larger stresses due to higher density of
water. The axial flow rotors always require facing the incoming current and thus need a
mechanism that allows the turbine to operate with the flow in both directions. This can be
achieved by pitch control of the rotor blades through one hundred cighty degree at tum of
tidc. Common to all different designs are that they have the axis of rotation along the
flow. Most of the turbine designs have been adapted from the applied wind turbine
geometry [201. The characteristic for the venical axis rotor is that it docs not need to be
oriented to the flow. This design also allows with case to mount the gearbox and
generator above or below lhe rotor avoiding interference with the flow across the rotor.
Regardless of the design a turbine can only harness a fraction of the avail"blc power in
the free flowing w3ter.
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3.2 Drag and Lift Turbines
Blade designs arc based upon either the principle of drag or lift. In drag type turbines the
blade shape is employed to have a higher drag cocfficiem on one side of the incidem
current than on the other. Drag powered turbines are designed to produce high torque
capabilities. The downward drag force on the rctrc:lting blades is greater than the
TCtarding force on the advancing blades and thus a net torque is produced. The speed of
the rotor is inheremly limited because the retreating blades cannot travel faster lhan waler
speed. They generally said 10 operate al low tip speed ratio (TSR) less than one. [t is a
limit:ltion of drag type turbines that higher speeds and higher peak efficiencies can never
be achieved. Moreover, relatively large amounl of material arc required for a given swept
area. The conSlruction is very simple and inexpensive compared 10 other lurbines
Lift type turbines incorporates aerofoil section blades to produce lift. The blades can
turn sufficiently faSl relative 10 free Slream now and converts the lift inl0 positive 10rque.
These turbines can operate at TSR up 10 len and can achieve bener efficiencies than drag
turbines. The following table 2.1 shows a comparison study of lift and drag type lurbines
Table 3.1: Lift and Drag Hori7.0nlal and Vertical axis Turbines
Rotor H)·drodynamic Axis Self-start Cp Keynotes
Type
Propeller Lift HAWT Good High Noisy,Turbulence,Low
torque, High speed
Darrieus Lift VAWT Poo' High Low torque
Savonius Drag VAWT Good Low High torque, Low speed,
Poorcfficicncy
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3.3 Turbine Erticiency and the Betz limit
Turbines are usually defined by performance curve, which gives power eocflicient(Cp) as
a function of vc10city cocfficient().), l"e pressure exened by the fluid upon the turbine is
given by the following equation [22]:
The volume of the fluid striking the blades can bc expresscd as:
Q==AU",
(3.1)
(3.2)
The power in a fn:-c-flowing stream tube is given by combining Eq,(3.1) and Eq.(3.2)'
p == pUlMA
- 2
(3.3)
where U
M
is the freestrcam velocity of the fluid, and A is the cross stream area or the
swept area of the rotor. When a turbine extracts power from the flow, it needs to reduce
the energy of the fluid around it. This energy loss manifests itself as a pressure drop
across the turbine rotor and can be considered as an increase in pressure at the leading
edge and a decrease at the trailing edge of the turbine. The local high pressure area causes
some of the upstream fluid to diven around the turbine, thus decreasing the amount of
fluid passing through the turbine, which in turn reduces the amount of power available to
the turbine. As more power is extracted from the fluid. the pressure disturbance incrcases,
further reducing thc amount of fluid passing through the turbine. Thcreforc. thcre is a
theoretical maximum 10 the lotal power that can be extracted from a fluid. This was
proven in 1926 by Alben Betz and is known as the Betz Iimit[22].
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It can be assumed thaI lhe velocity al the rotor is lhe average of the velocity in lhe wake
andthc frecstream velocity:
(3.4)
The assumption can be proved using a onc-dimensional momell1um and cnergy balancc.
The mass now rate lhrough the rotor can be cxprcssed as:
• 1
111= pAU, =2 P(U w +UM )
where A is lhe area swepl by the rotor blades. Power is related to velocilY changes by
(3.5)
(3.6)
Substituling (3.5) into (3.6) gives the amount of power e:maclcd by the turbine.
(3.7)
Finally. the Belz limit becomes apparent when this is compared Wilh the power in the
frceslream. P~. That is. dividing (3.7) by (3.3), we get
~=~['-('!.:-J'I'+'!.:-]PM 2 VOl U", (3.8)
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Figure 3.2 Power Ratio versus Velocity Ratio
The maximum of this function is the maximum power an ideal turbine will be able to
extract from water. This limitation is generally expressed by adding an efficiency term
Cp to (3.9)
(3.9)
3.4 Scaling Laws of Turbines
An important benefit of dimensional analysis is chat the rcsults of a model studied,
analyzed and plotted may then be used to predict performance of a full scale system.
Established dimensional analysis methods or scaling laws [301 can also be applied to
water current turbines. This chaptcr gives an overvicw of scaling laws for Savonius rotor
based water current turbines. Dimensional analysis and scaling laws for a single rotor
turbine arc derived. Two rotor prototypes are built and tested in the lab to prove the
validity of scaling laws
Turbo machincs consist of machines such as pumps, turbines and fans and each of
these contains a rotor, or rotating member. Rotor in turbines is similar to rotor in pumps.
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If the transfer of energy is from rotor to l1uid then the machine is a pump. fan or
compressor on the other hand if the now of energy is from the l1uid to the rotor the
machine is a turbine. There are very few problems in the field of nuid mechanics that are
solved using the differential and integral equations only. It is often necessary to resort to
experimental methods in order to establish relationship between the variables of interest.
Since experimental studies are usually quite expensive, it is necessary to keep the
required instrumentation to a minimum. This can be done using a technique called
dimension:!l analysis which is based on the notion of dimensional homogeneity. While
ploning the results of turbine tests and in the :!nalysis of perform:!nce characteristics, it is
necessary to usc dimensionless groups of variables. Appropriate groups of variables for a
turbine can be found using dimensional :!nalysis. There are genemlly two approaches that
can be used in the study of dimensional analysis. Firstly we can use the Buckingham-pi
theorem which organizes the steps of ensuring dimension:!1 homogeneity [30). From
Buckingham-pi theorem it is known th:!t the dimensionless groups mainwin a functional
relationship and n:!lUre of the relationship is unknown withom experimentation. Secondly
we can extract dimensional parameter th:!t is required to analyze the performance of
scaled models
3,5 Dimensional Analysis
Two turbines that come from a common design i.~ said to share a geometrical similarity.
Kinematic simi1:lrity holds if the now fields arc approxim:!lCly similar and there is no
cavitation. The ultimate goal is to obwin the dynamic similarity where the scaling of
force distributions arc similar as well as other pcrfonnance characteristics. To achieve
dynamic similarity both geometric and kinematic similarity arc required. In such a case, it
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can be shown that kincmatics similarity is obtained when the flow coefficient is held
constant for two turbines of the same dcsign. Therefore, from the nonnalization
procedure above. dimcnsional analysis indicates that. the condition of dynamic similarity
is achieved when the flow coefficient is matched between two machines X and Y of the
same family. [t is very useful for the analysis of data from full-sized machines, when it is
desired to predict the performance of other full-sized machines of different size than
those h:sted or to operate under diffcrent conditions.
The imponant variables in turbo machinc performance arc shown in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1 Turbo Machine Variables
Vllriablc
Energy Transfer
Symbol
Volume flow rate Q
Angular speed N
3,6 Derivation of Scaling Laws
[n this section two different approach of calculating the powcr coefficient of turbine is
derived
A. Firsl Approach
Dynamic pressure in a turbo machine can be scaled as pU' where p denotes the density
2
of fluid and U is some ch:lfllcteristic speed of the machine. In turbo machine U scales as
ON 1301 where 0 is the diameter of the rotor and N is its rotational speed.
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Pressure", pU
1
2
Non dimensionlizing pressure by dynamic pressure of rotor one can fonn the pressure
coefficient as:
c =-p- 3.12
P pDlNI
Volumetric flow Q is the product of a speed and an area. [n a turbo machine speed scales
as ND. Area can be sealed:ls D2. Thus one can write the flow coefficient:
3.13
AV
= ND J
V
NO
3.14
3.15
The power P tr:tnsmitted through the fluid is PQ. Thus the fluid power coefficient is:
Cr = CpCQ
PQ
pD'N l
Power
pD'Nl
3.16
3.17
118
These coefficients applies for a similar geometrically turbo machines which c:m be
plotted in a non-dimensional way. For a point on a Cp versus Co characteristic the
equations for Cp and Co represents the following relationship:
3.19
3.20
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3.21
Whcrc Dl. D2 :lrc diameters of first and second model respectively
Nl and N2 :lrc rev/min of first and second model respectively
PI and P2 :Ire power of first and second model respectively
Case I:
Two turbines with fixed size and oper:lting:lt variable speed can be related as follows
3.22
3.23
Case 2:
Two turbines of different size running at constant speed can be related as follows'
3.24
3.25
B. Secolltl Approach
Alternatively the standard way of finding the power coefficient is described below
briefly:
The pressure exencd upon the turbine blade is expressed a_~'
Pressure=pV
l
2
3.26
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Volumetric now of the nuid can be represented as:
Q=AV
Therefore the output power of the turbine can be written as:
power=~pr\V)C,.
3.7 Relationships or Dimensions
3.21
3.28
The first step in dimensional analysis is to tum various pcrfonnance parameters into non-
dimensional pararncters. For similitude to hold. the: flow oocfficient,C"", N~J ' the
pressure coefficient, Cp=: P.V~DI ,and the product of both is the: power coc::fficient, Cp=
PU":U • must remain the same between model and actual turbine. ThUs. we can say (if
pDJN J
the efficiency doesn't change):
3.29
J.JO
3.31
3.32
From the two equations 3.30 and 3.31 it can be shown:
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(H=[k~::J'
Equating (3.23) and (3.24) the following relation holds
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3.33
3.34
3.35
The size of the prototype estimated is 87% to have an output power which is half of the
full scale prototype from above Eq.(4.24).The dimensionless analysis is based both upon
the dimensions and as well as density of the nuid. The study was carried out for two
similar prototypes of differelll size in the wave tank and wind tunnel. Both the
experiments were curried out to consider the size of the turbines and the type of medium
It can be also proved from Eq. (3.35) that an 87% model is needoo to have an output
which is halfofthc first prototype.
3.8 Conclusions
The turbine efficiency and the imponancc of scaling laws has been discussed .In the nexl
chapter different types of prototypes havc been tcstcd to find out thc efficiency of the
turbines. Also thc validity of sculing laws havc been justificd for two prototypes of samc
geomctrical shape and diffcrent dimcnsion in the next chaptcr.
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Chapter 4
Water Current Turbine Experiments
4.0 Introduction
This chaptcr starts with discussion of the perfonnancc of various kinds of water current
turbines. It selects the Savonius rotor as a candidate for a micro scanoor power
generation system. Test results in a tow tank and wind tunnel arc presented.
4.1 Advant.agcsofSavonius Rotor
When designing a rotor for marine current generation there are two types of rotors to
consider. These are the Savonius rotor and the propeller rotor each with its own uniquc
characteristics. The reasons to choose Savonius rotor ovcr other typcs are stated below:
Simplc and low cost to build.
A Savonius rotor cannot rotatc any faster than the nuid rotating it. On the other
hand the propeller type rotor gains momentum and can exceed the water speed. 11
can cause mcchanical stress on motor due to overv01lage in the windings and can
cause rotor damage. In order to prcvent this a separ:lle braking systcm must be
designed to compensate this. It is suitable for low power application to choose
Savonius rotor for simplified dcsign.
A Savonius rotor accepts now from any direction and they arc easier to install.
Generator can be easily mounted on the top of vertical turbine. Another aspect of
rotor dcsign is to consider the connection method between generator and turbine
to extract power. The propeller rotor nceds to h:l\'e a strong connection in order to
compensate for the weight of the rotor itself. In a Savonius system the rotor
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actually stands atop the mOtor. For this reason one could use a strong pin locked
clip, which would act as thc connection between the axle of the rotor and the
motor shaft. When considering which option to choose, cither the Savonius or
propeller rotor, it is important to figure in the nexibility of each option, and plan
accordingly. Due to the faci that the Savonius rotor does not actually have 10 be
welded into place on the generator shaft. but rather pinned, it could be replaced
easily, thus adding the nexibility desired for low power applications
High startingtorquc helps to St:lrt at lower speed
Relatively low operating speed and may require a gcarbox.
Mainlenanccto mainlain a clean 1cading edge isnot necessary.
The above advantages outwcigh its low cfficicncy and slow running speed makes it an
ideal economical choice to meet small-scale power requiremcnt [22). This is essentially
due to the low hydrodynamic perfonnances of such rotors, based on the difference
betwcen the drag forces on thc paddles. Agreement on the efficiency of the Savonius
turbine apparenlly has finally becn reachcd a half century after its development 119.20].
Savoniuselaimedaneflieiencyof31 pereent in the wind tunncland 37pereenl in free
air. Howevcr, he commenled (21)'jhe calculations of Professor Betz gave 20 % as the
highest theoretical maximum for vertical air wheels, which under the best of
circumstances could not produce more than 10% in pmctical output." The theoretical and
experimental results failed to agree. Unfortunately, Savonius did not specify the shape
and size of his turbine well enough for others to try to duplicate his results. In fact. the
best modem machines hardly reach this maximal value of the power coefficient.
Expected perfonnance curves of different turbines are shown in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1 Expectcd perfonnances of different types oflurbines
The concept of the Savonius rotor was based on the principle dcvcloped by Flettner.
Suvonius used u TOtor that wus formcd by cUlling the J-.'clIncr cylinder into two hulves
along the centrul plane and thcn moving thc two semi cylindrical surfaces sideways along
the cUlling plane so that the cross-section resembled the leller"S ."
Figurc 4.2 Typical stationary Savonius TOtor with round edge
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By the usc of a new comparison method, namely the L-sigma criterion, Menet et al. have
shown that the Savonius rotors are in fact more resistant lO mechanical stresse.~ than all
fast running wind turbines 123,24). The basic idea is to compare the mechanical power
obtained by a vertical axis turbine with the one produced by a horizontal turbine. The
comparison is done by considering the same front width of fluid (i.e. diallleter of the
rotor) :md the same mechanical stresses produced due lO the centrifugal forces on the
paddles for the two turbines. The L-sigma criterion 125J shows that Savonius rotor is a
better machine than all the fast running horizontal axis turbines.
Savonius turbine relies on stagnation principles to convert current into rot:ttional
energy. The Savonius rotor uscs stagnation pressure on one side lO promote rotation
around a central vertical axis. The blade turning redirects water around itself with its
rounded shape. Any tangential flow of water will produce a positive force on the rOlOr;
vertical axis turbines operate in turbulent water better than horizontal designs. A
Savonius design relies on the pressure of the current against the rotor blade to produce
torque. As such, a Savonius design cannot exceed the speed of the water and operates at
a lower RPM range than would a horizontal axis turbine. 11 has the benefit of producing a
larger torque.
4,2 Optimum Savonius Design
If Cp were the power coefficient 121 of a turbine then the power P can be obtained from
(4.1)
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where P is the output power (W)
pisthedensityofwater(kglm))
A is the swept area of rotor (m2)
V is the speed of water (m/s)
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Figure 4.3 Expected performances for Savonius rotor 122, 26).
The tip peripheral velocity of the rotor U = (j) R (00 is the :mgular velocity of rotor and R
is the radius of the rotor).
Now the velocity cocfficient of the turbine is defined as:
(4.2)
The value of the velocity cocfficient has been chosen 1.0 from Figure 3.5. The expected
RPM of the turbine can be calculated from the above equation. The aspect ratio 0. is the
height of the rotor divided its diameter, this is a very important criterion for the
performances ofa Savonius rotor:
a=!!..
D
(4.3)
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Generally the value of a is taken higher to improve the efficiency. Values more than 1.0
seem to improve the power coefficient for a conventional Savonius rotor [261. It is known
that end plates also lead to better hydrodynamic performances [271. The influence of the
diameter Dr of these end plates relatively to the diameter D of the rotor has been
experimentally studied. The higher value of the power coefficient 1271 is obtaincd for a
value of Dr around 10% morc than D. whalcver the velocity coefficient. The overlap ratio
Il is given by the followingcquation:
(4.4)
whcrc c is the ovcrlap between two bucket and d is the diamcter of cach buckct shown in
Fig.4.4. Ushiyama el al. (26) reportcd an increase in the coefficient of starting or static
torque as the overlap ratio increases from 0 to 0.2 and a decrease as the overlap ralio
increased from 0.3 to 0.5. Fujisawa (27) observed a monotonic increase in the coefficient
of static torque with an increase in the overlap ratio from 0 to 0.5.
0,
Figure 4.4 Top view of a single-step Savonius rotor
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Figure 4.4 shows top view of a Savonius rotor, where e is the overlap and d is the
diameter of each cylinder constituting the paddles. The best cfficiencies (25J are obtained
for values of ~ between 15 and 20%. The number of paddles should not more th:m two in
ordcr to achievc thc ma)(imum torque or power coefficicnt [26J.
This configurations allow the best power coefficient (i,e efficiency) to be obtained but Ihe
st:lrting torque for few directions of thc water velocity would be so low that the rotor
could not start alone. It is the reason why many authors have chosen to use a double-step
Savonius rotor. where the upper and the lower paddles pairs are set at 90° to each other
[26J. Also it has been mcntioned that with three stages and each stage having a 60° phase
shift can reduce the pulsation in torque. In this thesis three different types of prototypes
have becn tesled 128J.
4.3 Design Consideration
I. Clloiceof tile mUierial:
The choice of Ihe material is very important. Different criteria were considered for this
choice: low cost. easy manufacture, low weight. and good resistance to rust. good
rigidity. recyclable material. rhe best option is to usc aluminum to avoid rusting in salty
2. Geometry ofwrbille:
The two circular end plates arc used for better hydrodynamic performances. As a result
noccntral shaft is necessary torcinforce the total rigidityoftheturbine
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3. SelectiQlIoflJearings:
The protolypes need to be mounted so Ihe bearings arc selected based on the following
faCIOrs·
a) It can run continuously for years
b) It can support mechanical stresses due to the weight of rotor, cenlrifugal forces and
thedragofrOlor
c) The bearing.~should be resistant 10 corrosion. Tel10n bearing were used during the
lablesling.
4.4 Prototypes Descriptions
A. ,.·irs/l'rototype
Figure 4.5 shows Ihe geomelry of conventional single stage Savonius rotor that has been
buill considering the faclors Ihal can give maximum efficiency as waler turbine. [n order
to mount Ihe rotor a rectangular frame has been designed. The rotor is held in vertical
position using teflon bushing and bearing at the bollom and lop of the frame respectively
The dimension of the rectangular frame is 35ctllx35cmx50cm 10 maintain free flow of
water. The malerial chosen for the frame is aluminum in order 10 avoid rusting.
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Figl.lre4.5 Single Stage Savonius ROlor
11. Secfmdl'rolol)'pe
The second prototype built was also a single stage Savonius rotor in order to have the
same geomcrrical shape as shown in Figure 4.2. New prototype was buill 87% of the first
prototype. The model is sized so that the output power is half of the first prototype. The
two circular end plates are used for better hydrodynamic performances. As a result no
central shaft is necessary to reinforce the total rigidity of the turbine.
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Figure 4.6 Single Stage Savonius Rotor with modified dimension
C. Third I'rolotype
The single stage Savonius shown in Figure 4.5 can be regarded as optimum Savonius
rotor as it gives maximum value of power coefficient. It was found that for few directions
of water current the starting torque would be so low that the rotor could nOt start alone.
For this reason a double step Savonius rotor has been built as shown in Figure 4.7 where
the upper and the lower paddles pairs are set at 900 to each other. It's Ix.-en assumed that
the torque variation decreases with a double step. The frame is open from all sides so that
the water can flow from all ends
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D. Pourth Prototype
Many rcsearchers worked to improve the torque characteristics of Savonius rotor. A
Savonius rotor with twistcd rotor blade was proposed (29). Although the twisted rotor has
vcry good starting charactcristics but it has been avoided due to complexity of blade
shape and manufacturing difficulty. A three stage type Savonius rotor with three phases
has been constructed as shown in Figure 4.8. It has three stages and the buckct of each
stage has 60° phase shift between the adjaccnt stagcs. By this arrangement it is expected
that there will be torque averaging.
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Figure 4.8 Three Slage SavonillS Rotor
Sizing data for all three prototypes. and expected nominal characteristics is given in
Table 4.1. The swepl area of all three prototypes has been kept fixed for the comparison
Sllldyoftheperform:mce
Table 4.1 ProtOlypeS Dimensions
Savonius Rotor Types
Dimension Single Double Threc
stage stagc stage
Total hei ht of the rotor (nun) 405 405 405
Hci·htofeachsta c(mm) 405 202.5 135
Nominal diameter of the 113 113 113
addles mm
Diameter of the rotor (mm) 222 222 222
Swc t area of the rotor (m 0.088 0.088 0.088
Expected mechanical power 2.25 2.25 2.25
(W)at lm/s
Expectcd rotational speed 120 120 120
(rev/min) at I m/s
OverlaDratio 0.207 0.207 0.207
Cut ins d(m/s) 0.38 0.38 0.40
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4.5 Experimental Setup
The sct up of the appar:llus for the test of the prototypes in the Wave Tank and Wind
Tunnel are illustrated below:
A. Wm'e Tank Test
The experiment was carried out in a wave tank at Memorial University of Newfoundland,
At 54m x 5m x 3m. the tank is equipped with a towing carriage with a maximum speed of
5m/s and a wave maker capable of producing waves up to O.5m in heigh\. Figure 4.9
shows the diagram of experimental !iet up for measuring torque and RPM of the turbines.
Figure 4.9 Set up of DAQ system with encoder and load cell in Wave Tank
The DAQ system was interfaced with a laptop using USB port and software DaqView
9.1. The rotational speed of the turbine is measured using rotary encoder. A calibrated
load cell and a torque arm have been used to measure the torque of the rotor. The force
exerted on the load cell by the torque arm times the length of arm is the torque of the
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rotor. The sampling time of thc data acquisition systcm is 0,2s. A number of wave tank
tcsts were carried out for all threc prototypes for making comparisons under differcnt
conditions. The tests ineludcd the study of constant torque, powcr cocfficiclll and power
output
1J.lYilld Tllflllel Test
Figure 4.10 shows the experimcntal setup in the wind tunnel. rhe test rotors was placcd
I,5m downstream from the wind tunnel inlet and placed vertically in a cenler position of
lhe cross section of wind tunnel. The torque and rpm of thc rOtors are measured in a
similar way in the wave lank using calibrated load cell and encoder respectively. The
torque arm is designed to compensate thc very low friction in wind,
(.)
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(b)
Fig. 4.10 Picture of lab setup (a) Wind Tunnel (b) Encoder & load cell
4.6 Experimental Results
MATLAI3 hilS been used to analyze the tests d:tta and plot characteristics of the turbines
(see Appendill A.l). Fig 4,11 (a) shows the output power of single step Savonius rotor.
All the prototypes have been tested individually running :tt different speed in the wave
t:tnk. The c:trriage speed is maintained constant for diffcrcnt torque scllings (i,e to
maintain const:tlll torque and constant speed) to measure steady output power, The water
current speed is varicd from 0.3m/s to 1.0 mls. At a speed of I mls thc cllpected output
powcr from the first prototype is I.3W with the assumption that the efficiency of the
turbine is 5%. From the ellperimental results the power obtained at I mls is I.3W which
states that the efficiency of the single stage Savonius rotor is 3.8% Figure 4.11(b)
represents the power coefficient curve as a function of tip speed ratio
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Oulpul Powe, of Single Step Savonlu5
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Figure 4.11 Single stage Savonius (a) Output power (b) Power coefficient
Figure 4.12 (a) shows the output power of double stcp Savonius rotor tested in the wave
tank. The power measured al I m/s is 1.8W which is less than the single step Savonius
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rotor. Also the efficiency of the turbine dropped below 6%.Figure 4.12(b) represenlS the
power coefficient curve of double stcp Savonius rotor.
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Figure 4.12 Double step Savonius (a) Output power (b) Power coefficient
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The outpul power of the three st:lge Savonius rotor is shown in Figure 4.13 (a).The power
obtained from three stage Savonius rotor is 1.7 W at I m1s and is less comp:lrcd to single
st:lge S:lvonius rotor. The Slll:lll bump in the power curvc may be :llso :lttributcd 10 thc
overlap of each stage of the three phase rotor by the similarity 10 lhe one stage rotor (28].
The efficiency of a three stage Savonius rotor is found to be less than 5%. The power
coefficient curve of the three stage Savonius rotor is shown in Figure 4.13(b)
Outpul Powef 01 Three Slage SiMlflius
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Figure 4.13 Three sl~ge Savonius (a) Output power (b) Power coefficient
The RPM and torque characteristics of all three prototypes for water current of 0.8 m/s
have been shown in Figure 4.14 and Figure 4.15 respectively. The RPM of the prototypes
remains fairly steady throughout the time period. The torque peak variation is found to be
less for ~ single phase Savonius rotor. Although the reasons for the torque variations with
the progrcss in time is unclear. It can be considered that the effect of overlap might be an
important factor [28). Overlap might t~ke diffcrent roles on the char~cteristies of rotors.
Overlap might take different roles on the charactcristies of rotors. Although it seems
apparently that torque varimion will be reduced with three stage rotor having 60° phase
shift bUl no improvelllent has been found in the torque charactcristics. Figure 4. 16 shows
the outpUt power obtained for three different prototypes at water currcnt of 0.8 mls. [t can
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be seen that the least variation of power is observed for single step Savonius rotor (sec
AppendixA.2).
RPM Variation of the prototypes
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Figure4.14 RPM variationoflhcprololypcS
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Figure 4.15 Torque varialionoflheprololYpeS
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Figure 4.16 OUlPUl Powcroflhe prOlOlypes
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Chapter 5
Power Electronic System
5.0 Introduction
The job for the power electronics in renewable energy systems is to eonven the energy
from onc stage into another stage with the highest possible efficiency. thc lowest cost and
to keep a superior pcrfonnancc. Thc block diagram of the energy conversion system is
shown in Figure 5.1 .Usually the power convener interfacing a de source to the load
consists of de boost convener. This power electronic system can be used with many
different loads and generators. In this case focus will be on water turbines.
M"Mili"IPow" 8ectri<~Po\fO
r:;---------~! l-~--------l
l(oplIo:lIl GfDeI1la' Pll'nrrotl\"t!t~ 1~---1 ii a~~IY I i!~ i L..,
! . L_-!!
!Pwrirotlllnu:d Pwwb1:mDilsioa P~,rmloo Por.-ffOlDrtrl1Q11t PWri !tvrai~ !
L~~.!.- -.J L __~~ J
Figure 5.t Conversion from Marine CUTTcnt powcr to Electrical power
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4.7 Comparison of Prototypes
This thesis aims is to design. fabricate and test an autonomous. lightweight. low-cost,
pressure-resistant energy generation system that can do power 'harvesting' from ocean
current sources and deliver electric power to the 'Seafonnatics' pod. Three different
types of Savonius rotors have been tested to determine a suitable rotor for seafloor power
generation system. The results of the experiment can be summarized as follows:
The double and three stage Savonius rotor produced considerable amount of
power
The maximum value of power coefficient (5%) has been found for doublc stage
Savonius rotor. The output of thc prototypes can be improved by cnlarging thc
aspeCl ratio of each stage.
The peak to peak dynamic torque variation of the single stage Savonius has been
found to be smaller than the other two prototypes
Cut-in speed of singlc and double stage Savonius rotor is lowest as compared to
three stage rotor.
The small bumps were observed in the cxperimental result for all three prototypes
and which is due to overlap.
The two stages and three stages Savonius were built to improve the torque characteristics
of the rotors. From the experimental result the double stage and three stage Savonius
rotor has the belter pcrfonnance among all three prototypes although it has high torque
ripple.
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Two single step Savonius rotor of same geometrical shape and different dimensions arc
made to justify Ihe scaling 1:lws oflUrbines.
Table 4.2 Single Step Savonius ROlor Dimensions
Dimension First Prototype Second prototype
Totalhei htoflherotor(mm) 405 352.35
Nominal diameleroflhe 113 98.31
loaddles(mm)
Diameter of the rOlor mm) 222 193.14
Swe t area of the rOlor m 0.088 0.076
Mechanieal power (W) al 1.8 0.9
lOmls in wind sDCed
Expected rolational speed 700 800
(rev/min)at 10m/sinwind
speed
Mechanical output Power 2.25 1.13
I (\V)atlmls in water current
Expected rotational speed 120 180
(rev/min)at 1 mlsinwmer
current
Over1:l ratio 0.207 0.207
4.8 Wind Tunnel and Wave Tank Test Results
Mmlab has been used to analyze the data obtained from the two prototypes. Figure 4.17
represents the output power of the two prototypes (see Appendix B.l). The powers
measured of Ihe first and second prOiolype arc 1.3 Wand 0.65 W respeclively a1 lmls
because the Savonius rotor has less efficiency. The output power of second prototype is
approximately half of the first prototype at different water current (0.6rnls. O.7m/s.0.8m1s
and 0.9 m/s). Figure 4.4 also shows that the power measured of the second prototype :ll
different watcr current speed i.s half of the first prototype. The power coefficient of the
two prototypes have becn plolted in using the standard technique (approach B) as shown
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in Figure 4.18. The power coefficient of the lwO prOlotypeS is found 10 coincide on each
other. l11e friction in lhe bearings and the offset of the loadeell can causevarialion in lhe
output power. It is recommended 10 use sensitive load cell with COlTCCI calibration. The
offsel needs to be adjusted to minimize error in readings.
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Figure 4.17 Oulput Power of both prototypes in the Wave Tank
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Figure 4.19 represents the non dimensionalized power coefficient cun'c or both the:
protOl)-pe5 tcsted in the w:we lank using approach A (sec Appendi" 8.4). Turbines of all
sizes and shapes behave similarly when parameters are matched. If we restriclto lurbines
of the same geometry to hold the scaling law. It is advisable to adjust the offset of the
load cell at the end of each run to minimize the error in measuring power.
10'" Pow-r CoeJ'ieleni CUM! of Two Prototype•.
II ,,,,1
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Figure 4.19 Non-dimensionalised power coefficient of both the prototypes in
Wave Tank Using Approach A
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Figure 4.20 Output Power of both lhe prototypes in Wind Tunnel
Figure 4.20 shows the output power of the two prolotypeS in the wind tunnel. The power
rne:lsured :It 10 m/s of wind speed :Ire 1.3W and 0.85W from the first and second
prototype respectively (see Appendix 8.2) .The powcr obtained for the second prototype
:It other wind speed (6m1s, 7m1s, 8 mls. 9 IIl/s) is more or less half the power of the first
prototype as shown in Fig 4.19.The power coefficient of both the prototypes is ploned
using the approach B :lnd A in Figure 4.21 and Figure 4.22 respectively.
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Figure 4.21 Power coeffieienls of both the prototypes in wind
II is being observed that the power measured at lm/s of water eurrcnt of the first
prototype i.~ I.3W and which equal with the output power measured at 10 111/S of wind
speed. Therefore the scaling laws have been justified by the Savonius rotor. Figure 4.21
shows the non dimcnsionalized power coefficient curve of both the prototypes tested in
the wind tunnel (see Appendix 13.4). In order to observe the similarity of the power
coefficiCnl curve in diffcrenltypes of medium, they are being plotted in Figure 4.23 and
Figure 4.24 using approach 13 and A respectively (Appendix 13.3 and B.4).The non
dimensionalized power coefficient curves of two prototypes matches showing the validity
of the scaling law
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Figure 4.22 Non-dimensionalised power coefficients or both the prototypes in
Wind
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Figure 4.23 Power coefficients or both the prototypes in wind and water
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Figure 4.24 Power coefficient of both the prototypes in wind and water
4.9 Conclusions
The simplest method of dimcnsional analysis (a vcry powcrfultool in cxperimental study
of lluid mechanics) has been illustratcd in this chaptcr. Pcrformance pllrametcrs such as
the llow, the power coefficicnt and the powcr output of turbine can be madc
dimensionless and form a basis for thc pcrfon11ancc prcdiction. Different sizcs, turbines
can be scaled up or down from a common design to givc variations in perform:mce
characteristics. Turbinc performancc can also be varicd by changing thc operating speed
Dimensional analysis can be uscd to prcdictthc effect of changes in thc turbine specd, the
size within a given housing on the pcrfon1mnce of a turbine. The S:lVonius rotor follows
the scaling law as discussed in this paper. This analysis assumes th;}t the two turbines,
model and actual, behave in a way that is captured by these laws. But the power lost due
10 particularly fluid friction. docs not scale according to these laws and therefore cause
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variation in the output of lurbines. Actually, in general. smaller systems lend 10 have
proportionately larger losses. However in Table 4,3 differenl size of Single Slep has been
ea1culaledusinglhesealinglaw
Table 4.3Dimensions of Single Step Savonius Using Scaling Law
Scaling Height Dilllncter Area No. of Torque I'ower
"owerof I'" (m) (Ill) (m2) (N·m) (W)
Prototype (RPM)
10 0.642 0.352 0.226 98 1.267 13
20 0.737 0.404 0.298 85 2.92 26
30 0.800 0.438 0.350 7S 4.77 39
40 0,847 0.464 0.393 75 6.62 52
II can be nOled from lhe above Table 4.3 that a turbine of cross sectional area 0.298m2 IS
suilable 10 extract few wmts from marine current. This turbine is ex~cled to generate a
mechanical power of 26W al a waler current of I m/s. If lhe turbine is placed in a place
where there is a marine currcnt of 0.5m1s then it will generate only a mechanical power
of 4W. Since lhe RPM of lhe turbine is low.lherefore either a gear box or a direct drive
generator wilh multi-pole should be used.
Therefore the lurbine needs to be placed where lhe current can be as high as I m1s 10
produce sufficient power. Also the single slep Savonius rOlor is being tested in Marine
lnslitule Flume Tank with lhe side walls on 10 see the effect of any change in mechanical
OUlPUl power. The outpul power measured in Flume Tank is fairly same as the results
found in lhe Wave Tank. Therefore the addition of side walls has no effeCl upon the
change in power
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5.1 DC-DC Converters
There nrc many different types of dc-de converter, each of which tends to be more
suitable for some types of application than for others. For convenience they can be
classified into vurious groups. however. For e:'lample some conveners arc only sui\(lble
for stepping down the voltage (buck type). while others arc only suiwble for stepping it
up (boost type): a third group can be used for either (buck-boost). Efficiency. size, and
cost arc the primary advuntuges of switching power converters when compared to lineur
converters. Switching power converter efficiencies can run between 60-70%, whereas
linear conveners arc usually 30% efficient. The basic element in power processing is the
switching converter. An input voltage VI is given to the switching converter and is
controlled by a pulsed control signnl to efficiently achieve the desired output voltage. The
block diagram shown in Figure 5.2 depicts the fundamental components of a power
Input voltage
Switching Converter block
Control signal input
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Figure 5.3 Gain Vs DUly Ratio of Different Conveners
Fig 5.3 shows the voltage gain versus the duty ratio of different converters. The output
voltage from the PMG is ac and its magnitude is low because of Ihe low rpm for marine
currents It is converted into dc voltagc by using a bridge reclifier convcrtcr. The de-dc
switching Boost Converter is designed to provide an efficient method of taking a given
DC voltage supply and boosting it to a desired value. The dc-dc Switching Boost
Convcncr will lake a 5 Volt DC voltage supply with ±IO % tolerance and deliver 13
Volts across the load and also can charge the lead acid batteries. The basic building
blocks of a boost converter circuit are shown in Fig. 5.4. The voltage source providcs the
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input DC voltage 10 the switch control. and to the magnetic field storage element. The
switch control directs the action of the switching element, while the output rectifier and
filter deliver an aeceptable DC voltage to theompul.
Figure 5.4 Boost converter block diagram
5.2 DC- DC Converter Operation
In many ways, a dc-dc convener can be treated as DC cquivalent of a transformer. In dc-
dc converters the dc energy is changcd from one voltage levcllO another with minimum
energy loss in the process. In other words, it can be described to perform the energy
conversion with the highest possible efficiency. All dc-dc converters have one thing
common that like a transfomlcr. they essentially just change the input energy into a
different impedance level. Inspite of any output voltage level, the output power all comes
from the input and thus no energy is consumed inside the converter. Quite the contrary, in
fact some energy is inevitably used up by the convcrter circuitry and components in the
conversion process. \Ve can therefore represent the basic power now in a convener with
thefollowingcquation
(5.1)
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where P;n is the power fed into lhe converter. POll' is the output power and p""... is the
power loss due to the components used inside thc convcrtcr. [n casc of an ideal converter
it would behavc in the same way as a perfect transfonner. There would be no losses, and
Pout would be cll:lctly the S:lme as Pin' Wc could then say that:
(5.2)
ltcan be also written as'
(5.3)
In ocher words the voltagc step up of a converter steps down the current. and vice-versa.
As there is no perfect dc-dc eonvcrtcr just as there are no perfect transformers. Most
converters achieve least 60-70%, which eomparcs vcry wcll with the efficiency of most
standard actransfonners. Thcefficiencyofeonveflerisellpresscdas'
Efficiency (%) :~XlOO
P,
5.3 Design of Boost Converter
[n order for the circuit to function properly. the external componcnts necd to be
calculated carefully. Assuming continuous conduction, the circuit has twO topologies -
switch closed. and switch open. Both of them are shown in Figurcs 5.5 and 5.6.
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+l'L -
Figure 5.5 Switch Closed for DT Seconds
+l'L -
iL lout
~v+T C1l~:'"
Figure 5,6 Switch Open for (l·DlT Secollds
The inductor current varies between its range of minimum and maximum values as a
function oftime[31]. When the inductor current is at its minimum and the switch S is
closed at t '" 0 then Vin",YS. The differential equation for the inductor current. for
O:S I :S TON = DT can be represented as:
il.(I)=~I+fl_''''
where D isdmyeyeleof the converter
(5.4)
(5.5)
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From (5.5) it can be sccn that the inductor CUlTent increases linearly and attains its
maximum value IL.nw. as t~ TQN: DT such that
'1..",", :-t-DT+/1..... (5.6)
The change in the CUlTcnt from its minimum to maximum valuc as the peak.to-peak
cUlTentripple~ILcanbe expresscd as:
t:J1.:/1....... -/I. .... :-t- DT (5.7)
When the switch is closed the inductor current reaches its maximum valuc. The inductor
eUlTcnt thcn supplies the load CUlTent and charge the capacitor. The cOlTesponding
differential (:-quation for TON :S 1ST is:
The solution of(5.8) yields:
i1.(I): VI ~Vo (t-DT)+ 11...... ,
(5.8)
(5.9)
From (5.9) the inductor CUlTent decreases lincarly fonn its maximum valuc at t '" Tos to
itsminimumvalueast~T ,suchthllt
11.._: V$~VO(l_D)T+/I.._
Now the peak to peak ripple CUlTent is:
t:J I. : 11...... -/1...... : _ V$ ~Vo (1- D)T
The CUlTcnt ripple in (5.7) and (5.[ I) should be same. Therefore we get
~DT '" _ V$ -Vo (I-D)T
L L
(5.10)
(5.11)
(5.[2)
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On simplification the equation we get
(5.13)
Equation (5.13) states that the output voltage of the boost convcncr is inversely
proportional to (I-D) and directly proponionalto the source voltage. The duty cycle is
usually less than unity so the output voltage is greater than the :lpplied volt:lge. Due to
this reason:l boost converter is commonly callcd thc step-up COllvcrter.
When the switch, the inductor. and the capacitor are treated as ideal clements. the avcrage
power dissipated by these components is zero. Consequently. the average power supplied
by the source must be equal to the average power delivcred to the load
From (5.14) we can express the average source current in terms of the averagc 10:ld
The average eurrent in the inductor for the boost converter [32] is not the same as the
:lverage load curren\. The source current is exactly the same as the inductorcurrenl. the
average inductor current is:
'L.-, =15= 1~'Dlo
The maximum and minimum currents through the inductor may now be written as:
I =1 +~
L...... L.....' 2
(5.16)
(5.17)
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R(I-D) 2Lf
fL,_=IL."..-~
:: R(1V~D) - :Zf (1- D)D
Figure 5,7 shows the inductor current in continuous conduction mode.
Figure 5.7 Indl.lCIor and the source currents
Now the peak 10 peak ripple current from (46) can be expressed as'
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(5.18)
(5.19)
(5.20)
(5.21)
The current i D (I) through the diode is shown in Figure 5.8. Its average value is:
Figure 5,8 Waveform of Diode Current
(522) I
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The average current in the diode is equal to thc average current through the load resistor
R. The average current in the capacitor should be zcro. Whcn lhc switch is in its closed
position, the capacitor supplies the load current. Thcrefore for 00::;10::; TOil '" DT the
capacilorcurrcntmustbe
(5.23)
Now when the switch is opened, thc inductor current supplies both the capacitor current
and the load current Thus, during the limc intcrval from To,v 0::; II 0::; T the capacitor
(5.24)
When the switch is in open position the maximum and minimum values of the capacitor
Ie, ..., '" ' L,",,' -10
'" R(~O~)D) + :Z/ (1- D)D
'e.... '" ".... -10
'" R~o_DD) - :Z/(l-D)D
(5,25)
(5.26)
(5.27)
(5.28)
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Figure 5.9 shows the current wavefonn of the capacitor in a boost convener.
'-'~~I~= ~:: - --~~--= ~O~ ----- - I
I-Tow'''1
Figure 5.9 Waveform of current i,(t)through eap:lCilOr
The boost convener can opcrutc both in continuous conduction modc or discontinuous
conduction mode. Whcn it operates in the continuous conduction mode, thcre will be
always a current in the inductor. Thc minimum currcnt in the continuous conduction
mode cun be zero ut the time of switching. Therefore thc minimum vulue of the inductor
that ensures its continuous conduction mode is'
R(~~O) - 2::/(1-0)0=0
(5.29)
From thc peak-to-pc:lk current ripple, we can also obtain an exprcssion for the pcrcent
current ripple as
(5.30)
5.3, I Uoost Converter Characteristics
Figure 5.10 shows the schematic of the boost converter being made 10 incrc:lsc thc low
input voltage. The circuit parameters are being extr:lpolated from the previous section
5.3. Matlab has been used to analyse thc pcrfonnance of the converter and to calculatc
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the circuit parameters (Appendix C.l). A load of 50 ohm is placed across thc output of
the convener.
Vool
C<lntrolSlgflll
(PWlI) 12
Fig.S.IO Schematic of Boost Convener
Generating the PWM signal is only one step in switching the MOSFETs. A
microcontroller is only able to supply currents of 20rnA and this is insuffieientto do hard
switching of the MOSFETs. 1·lard switching refers to turning a MOSFET on and off as
fast as possible. This reduces losses in the convener as less time is spent in the triode
region (or linear region), where high currents ;md voltages are experienced by the
MOSFET. In order to avoid this a logic level MOSFET IRF630 has becn chosen for low
powcr :lpplication and nceds Vas less th:ln 5V. Therefore, there is no need for a drivcr
circuit for the switching of MOSFET.
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FigS I I Picture of Boost Converter in Lab
Figure 5.11 shows the boost converter built and tested in the lab. The output voltage of
the boost converter for varying input voltage are shown in Fig 5. 12. For an input voltage
of 5V the convener gives an output voltage of 13V.
Figure 5.12 Output voltage of the Boost Converter
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Figure 5.t3 OUlPUI currentoflhe Boost Converter
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Figure 5.14 OutpUt power of the Boo.! Converter
Figure 5.13 shows the output current of the converter when the IO:ld is 50 ohm. The load
current obtained for an input voltage of 8.2V is O.4IA. The high percent of ripple vol1:lge
i. alway. threatening for the batlcry charging. Two common mode fihers (Ll and L2) are
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used both in the input and output to reduce ripple in the output. In addition to this a pi
filter is also used to remove the spikes from the output. Table 5.1 shows the list of
components to makc thc boost converter,
Table 5.1 List of Components of Boost Converter
Lobel Description Quantity
CI,C2,C3,C4,C5,C6 O.Olufelectrolytic capacitor 6
C7,C12 250ufelectrolyticcapacitor 2
C8 470ufelectrolyticcapacitor I
C9.C1l 680ufelectrolyticcapacitor 2
LI 150uh inductor
L3,L4 380uh inductor
L2 260uh inductor
QI IRF630
01 MUR815 Diode
5.4 Pulse Width Modulation
Power-switching is the basis of operation of all dc-dc converters. For a certain switching
frequency f.. i.e. period Ts, the output voltage would be an equivalent intenniuent form
of the input voltage. The oUlput voltage is given to be the average of the alternating
waveform. SwitChing control is mostly done using Pulse Width Modulation switching or
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PWM control. In PWM switching a saw tooth wavefonn carrier is compared to a
reference voltagc. Whenever the reference voltage is greater in amplilUde than thc saw
tooth amplitude, the switch turns on, and it turns off when this voltage is lower.
Therc arc various ways to generate pulse width modulation. PWM analogue circuitry,
PWM chips, digital counters, and the timers on microcontrollers. As a microcontroller is
required to design a maximum power point tracking system. using a microcontrollcr to
generate the PWM represents a cheap solution and requires no addition:ll hardware
Many of the mierocontrollers allowed for their timers to be used for PWM and the
control signal is generated using PIC 16F877.
Nonnal PWM uses a counter that counts up and down between the maximum counter and
zero [331. This repeats itself continuously with each incremcnt or decremcnt occurring at
thc clock frequcncy or a prescaled division of the clock frequcncy. A compare register is
u.',ed to gcncrate the PWM output from the counter. When the compare valuc matches thc
counter value a pin was set high if the counter is counting down or low if the counter is
counting up. This generated the PWM output as seen in Figure 5.15 and once starled the
PWM required no intervention from the microcontroller.
:=~.VV0V-
.~,",
PWM~
eUlput
Figure 5.15 Normal PWM operations
The compare value sets the duty cycle of the PWM and the maximum frequency of the
PWM can be derivcd as f""",. A reasonable frequency is 20 MHz and the counter range
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for most microcontrollers is lObits. 320. This creates a maximum frequency of 31.25
kHz.
I I,.
"'"' 2xCOlUrterRllllge
5.5 Efficicnc,Y
(5.3!)
The perfcct dc-dc converter would be onc where none of the incoming dc cnergy is
wasted in the converter it would all end up converted and fed to the output. Needless to
say this docsn't occur in the real world.
Inevitably practical converters have losses i,e voltage drops due to resistance in the
inductor. 'on rcsistance' in the MOSFET's, forward voltage drop in the rectifier diodes,
eddy current and hystercsis losses in the inductor In this convcrtcr design all of these
losses have been to the lowcst possible level, to make the converter as efficient as
possible. MOSFETs has been used as switches in most of the converter circuits becausc
modem MOSFETs make the most efficient electronic switches of high dc currents. When
'off it is virtually an open circuit, and when 'on' they are vcry close to a short circuit and
possess typically only a fcw milliohms and thus waste very little power.
The diodes used in most modern dc-dc converters are of the Schottky or fast recovery.
These have a significantly lower forward voltage drop than silicon diodes, and hence
waste less power. Although using high frequency allows the use of smaller inductors and
capacitors to handle the same power level. And this in turn allows a reduction in both the
size and material cost of the converters. But moving to a higher operating frequency also
increases some kinds of losses. The efficiency of the converter is 65%, Although
increasing the input power results in an increased output power but the switChing and
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conduction losses of thc converter do not increase at the same rate. The switching power
loss remains constant.
5.6 System Instrumentation
5.6.1 Voltage Sensor
The ADC input of microcontrollcrs varies between GND and Yo<. As microcontrollcrs
gcncrally operate with a Yo< of 5Y, the analogue input voltages to the microcontroller
vary between OY to 5Y for the current and voltage sensors. For the voltage sensor the
expected range of its operation is OY 10 20Y. This is as simple as a vollage divider.
shown in Figure 5.16
Figure 5.16 Vohage Divider Circuit
The input rcsisI:tnce of the microconlroller is in the Mega ohm range, and this resistancc
is placed in parallel to R2. To prevent this extra rcsistance from causing significant error
the resistor R2 is smaller than 20k for a possible 1% crror when Mn is placcd in parallel.
Having R2 and R I too small means the voltage sensor can cause 100 much of a power
drain.
(5.32)
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The v;\lue of R I and R2 calculated are 3Kn and IKn respectively. Two voltagc divider
circuits have been used bolh althe input and output of the converter, In order to read lhe
voltage properly acalibr:nion factor has been used.
5.6.2 Current Sensor
The current sensor is not as simple. TIle ADC of the microcontroller only measures voltages
so the CUrTCnt must be converted into ;\ voltage reading. The Allegro ACS713 has been IISCd
to measure the DeCUlTenl as shown in Fig 5.16.
Figure 5.17 Connection diagram of ACS713
Whcn CUlTcnt t10wing through the primary copper conduction path increases (from pins I
and 2, to pins 3 and 4) the output of the device has a JXlsitivc slope and the path is used
for cUlTent sensing. The internal resistance of this conductive path is very small 1.2 mn
to provide low JXlwer losses. The thickness of the copper :ll1ows five times over cUlTent to
t10w lhrough it. The ACS713 is providcd in a small, surface mount SOles package.
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Fig 5.18 Output Vohage vcrsusSenscdCulTcm
In order to read the current properly a calibration equation is used. Figure 5.17 shows the
vuriation of output voltage with current.
5.7 Energy Storage System
An energy storage mechanism has been built for an autonomous design. This energy
storage system should meet power requirements and effectively store any excess power
generated from the system. Energy storage in Ihe fonll of a ballery of electrochemical
cells is considered. Five batteries chemical were considcred for the storage: Lithium-ion
(Li-lon), Nickel-Metal-hydridc (Ni-Mh), Niekcl-Cadmium (Ni-Cd), Scaled Lead Acid
(SLA), and Nickel-Zinc (Ni-Zn). l:>ropcrties considered include cost, cnergy density,
cycle life, memory effecls, availability,self.discharge rate, andchargingratc.
Scaled Lead Acid (SLA) or "gel cell" batteries arc most availablc and incxpensive
and known as the most rechargeable ballery technology .They are also well known for
it's reliability and low self-discharge rate. They are largc in sizc providing 10-20 Whrllb
It is free of memory effects and prefers shallow cycling. They have a short deep-cycle
lifc (IQO.-500 cycles), but this figure improves dramatically with more shallow cycling.
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Nickel Cadmium (Ni-Cd) batteries havc relatively a beucr energy density (2(}'30
Whrllb), long cycle life and a high discharge rate. They arc more pronc to memory
effects than any other ballery and requires decp cycling 10 maintain optimal perfonnance.
Nickel Metal Hydride (Ni-MH) has high cncrgy dcnsity (25-35 Wh/lb) and
medium-Icngth cyclc lifc (approllimately 1000 cycles). Thcy arc the most popular
rechargeablc baueries and ideally suitable for personal usc, They have a small memory
effect and a high self-discharge rate and being used occasionally in renewablc energy-
based products, particularly where weight and size arc a concern
Lithium-Ion (Li-Ion) possesses a vcry long life cycle and are free of memory
effects and the high energy density in the market. It's thc most cllpensive ballery
considcred. It is complicated to charge these batteries and do not handlc tricklc-charging
vcry well. High-capacity Li-lon's arc very rare and typically used only in small-
size/small power requirement applications.
Ni-Zn batteries is a new technology and vcry popular. 11 has a high encrgy
density (25-30 Wh-Ib) and an ellcel1ent life cycle (500-10,000 but varies ellponcntially
with depth of discharge) The charging regimc is very strict, requiring a sustained high-
Table 5,2 shows a short review of typical properties for different type of bauery
considered. The "Environmental Impact" is an important issue when focusing into
"green" technology, This comparison is based upon perceived environmcntal stigmas
associated particularly with using lead and cadmium, Sealed lead acid ballery has been
found to be a suitable choice for charging in seaOoor.
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Chapter 6
Experimental Energy Conversion System
6.0 Introduction
This chapter describes the setup and test results of a small marine current energy convcrsion in
the laboratory. A block diagram of the systcm is shown in Figure 6.1. The power system
developed consists of drag-type Savonius rotor, a multi-pole perm:tnent magnet gener:t1or,
energy storage, :t controlled de-de converter, instrumentation and a mierocontroller-based
cOnlrol syslem. The system will supply power to charge b:tlleries and signal conditioning
circuits of a seanoor instrument:t1ion system. Microcontroller controls the dc-dc convcner to
e:o;tract the m:t:o;imum power from the system. Such a control scheme is based on the voltage,
current and speed measurement of the system. Ma:o;imum power algorithm based control
scheme m:tkes sure th:tt the system is always extracting the ma:o;imum JXlwer from the water
..~,,--
Figure 6.1 Block Diagram of the Energy Conl'ersion System
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Table 5,2 Comparison of Batlery Propcnies
Satlery Nl-Cd Ni.1\H1 SLA Ll-Ion
Attributes Nickel· Nickel-l\1<-tal St'akdLe:ld Lithiurnlon
Cadmium Hvdride Acid
Cycle Life 1500 3OOto 1500 200 to 300 500101000
(80% of Initial
CaoacilY)
Power Dcnsity 451080 6010120 30 to 50 11010160
Whrlkl!)
Operating -401060 -201060 -201060 -20 to 60
Temperature
Ran;e("C
Charge Time 2t04 8tol6 2104
Hours
COSt 0.04 0.12 0.10 0.14
$ US/Cvcle
Environ1llCntai Vel)'High Low Modemle Low
1m act
5.8 Battcry Chargcr Circuit
Figure 5,18 shows the lead acid ballerychargeT. Thc LM317 is an adjustable 3 Icnninal
Vln:9-40V
,.
Figure 5,19 Lead -Acid Ballcl)' Charger
.3
""'
positive vollagc regulalOr capable of supplying in excess of 1.5 amps over an output
range of 1.25 to 37 volts. The oUlput voltage can be adjusled by three resistors Rl, R2
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and R3 as shown in Fig 5.17. The voltage across RI is a constant 1.25 volts 1341 and the
adjustme11l terminal current is less than lOOuA. The output voltage can be approximated
by the following relationship:
Table 5.3 Component List of Lead Acid Bancry Charger
Description
CI 10000feleclrolyliccapac;tor
C2.CJ 22Onfelectrolyticcapacilor
1200hm
l000hm
lohm.IOW
1 ohm. lOW
Ql 2NJ9().fN-lypcll1lnsistor
VI LMJl7.AdjuslableRegulalor
AnachedwilhLM317
Quamily
(5.37)
For a 12 V ballery the value for R3 is equal to 1250 ohm. As thc battery charging circuit
acts as a constant current model with current limit. The currcnt limit is being set when it
reaches (R:I;6
R7
) .The exccss currcnt biases Ql and drops output voltage. Table 5.3
shows the circuit parameters of lead acid battcry chargcr circuit
Thc output voltage of thc converter is fed into the battery charger circuit 10 charge the
bal1crics
t02
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5.8 Conclusions
In this ch:lptcr the design and test result of the boost convcrter has been presented. A
simple banery charger circuit used to charge the lead acid ballery is :llso discussed. The
next chapter will discuss the control of the dc-de converter for a small marine energy
conversionsystcm.
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6.1 Water Current Turbine Emulator
A water current turbine emulator (WCfE) is important equipment for developing marine
current energy conversion systems. The CmUlalOr can be used todrivcan electrical gencratorin
a similar way as a water current turbine, by reproducing thc torquc developed by a water
current turbine for a given m:trine current. It offers a controllable test environmcnt thal allows
the evalu:ltion and improvement of control schemes for electric generators and whieh is hard 10
achieve with an actual water turbine since it's not possiblc to test in the wave tank all the time.
A dc motor is the usual choice to provide the variablc output torque. because the torque it
develops is proportional to the armature current. It is gencrally assumed thai the proposed
turbine will drive the generator at a COnstant tip speed ratio (TSR) :tnd not exceeding the
critie:tl velocity for eavit:ttion. Also a direct drive machine will experience variablc generator
rotor speed depending on the current velocities. In order to test the energy conversion systcm a
laboratory prototype is built using a pennanent m:tgnet de motor driven by manual controlled
de voltage (IS shown in Figure 6.4 . A variable de supply is being used to vary the speed of the
gcncratorand to observe the output:lt different operating speed. It is being considered that the
gellenLlor will be connected with the turbine of swept area of 0.35 m2 and a gear box ratio 1:3
as described in Chapter 4 .The generator has been purchased from Aquair and known as UW
submersible generator.
The expected rotational speed of the turbine is shown in Figure 6.2. The output voltage :tud
current of the generator that can be used with this turbine is shown in Figure 6.3.
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Fig 6.2 RPM of Turbine at different Marine Current
Chapter 6
(0) (b)
Fig 6.3 Generator (a) Output Voltage (b) Output Current for a 50 ohm load
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Fig 6.4 Water Currem Turbine Emulator
6.2 Generator Selection
For marine current energy conversion systems there arc two ways of selecting a generator
a conventional and relatively high speed generator together with a gearbo~
a direct drive generator
Study from thc wind power energy conversion systems indicates that a system without a
gearbox offers higher overall efficiency and re1iability(low maintenance) (35-37],
According to Faradays law of induction a voltage E is induced due to rate of change of an
alternating magnetic flux <J> in N number of coil turns,
E=-N!!1.
d,
(6.1)
The total induced voltage E in a generator is the sum of the voltages induced in each individual
coil of the machine. In the magnetic circuit of a generator the magnetic flux ([) is the magnetic
flu~ density B in the stator integrated over the loop area due to the coil sides of the stator
winding.
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The root mean square (rms) voltage for a generator can be derived from Faradays law of
induction as follows:
(6.2)
where N denotes number of turns per phase, k", represents winding factor and <I>maJl is the
maximum magnetic flux per pole in the air gap. The frequency of the generated voltage is
givcn by (6.3) where n is the rotor speed in revolutions per minutc (RPM) and P is the number
of poles
f =.!!.. ...!!...
2 60
(6.3)
It is seen from above equations that the induced voltage largely depends on the rotational
speed and the air gap flux, From (6.3) it can be seen that the low rotational speeds can be
compensatcd by incre:lsing thc number of poles [38]. The result will be a generator with a very
largediarneter.
6.2.1 Cogging Torque in Low RPM Generators
It is important to reduce the cogging torque in a PM generator because it affects the starting
ability and produces noise and mechanical vibmtioll Cogging is a phenomen3 occurring due
to the non homogenous st3tor reluctance and therefore the magnets tends to cling to the stator
teeth, Cogging torque is the torque produced by the shaft when the rotor of a PM generator is
rotated with respect to the stator :It no I03d condition. Cogging torque is an inherent
characteristic of PM generators and is caused by the geometry of the generator. The (ollowing
are two cogging torque conditions:
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Turbine Start-up:
During start-up, when the rotor speed is very low the TSR is also low. At low TSR, the
resulting Cp is very low, thus the hydrodynamic power is low. Hence it is desirable that during
start-up the cogging torque of the PM generator is low cnough that the hydrodynamic power
can overcomc il. Otherwise, with a large cogging torque, the turbine may not start.
Turbine Running Condition:
Small turbines typically have lower rotor inertia than large turbines because of their shorter
blades and lower mass. Thus, the cogging torque excites the structure of thc wind turbine and
the smoothing effect of incrtia is not vcry domin:lnt. This is particularly aPP:lrcnt in a sm:lll
wind turbine during low wind speeds when the rotor rotational speed is low. Noise :lnd
mechaniC:l1 vibration m:lY be excited by the cogging torque. This type of vibration may
threaten the integrity of the mechanical stnJcturc of an improperly designed small wind turbine.
[n high wind speed, the amount of torque and the kinetic energy stored in the rotor is
sufficiently large that the cogging torque is insigllificalll.
6.2.2 Elimination of Cogging Effect
Factors contributing to the cogging torque include the following:
Pole shape: the non uniform (bread loaf) pole shape of the permanent magnet reduce
coggingtorque.
Pole arc to pole pitch ratio: There is a minimum cogging torque as the pole arc to pole
pitch ratio is v:lried
Skewing: A pcrfect skew can nearly eliminate cogging torque.
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Thcrc arc two types of windings commonly employcd, distributcd and concentric windings.
The difference betwcen thc two is mcrely due to the different arrangemcnt of the cnd
connections. Fractional pitched windings arc mainly used in synchronous generators with large
number of poles, in order to reduce cogging and harmonics. A fractional winding reduces such
effects since the stator slots arc not consistcntly distributed across cvery pole. Thc symmctry is
broken and cogging is reduccd considcrably [401. Whcn fractional windings arc uscd the
induccd voltage is rcduccd with a winding factor, k...=k.J*kp whcrc kp is thc pitch factor and k.J
is the distribution factor
6.2.3 Generator Losses and Efficiency
The clcctromagnetic losses in a generator can be categorizcd as copper losses and iron losses
Copper losses oceur due 10 the losses in the stator windings while the iron losses occur in the
stator iron lamination. 111e iron losses in the machine can be divided into hystersis losses :md
eddy current losses. tlowever, the eddy current pan is sm3]] 3nd can be neglected becausc
stranded conductors and thc low permeability of copper. Thc copper losses can be expressed
(6.4)
where R is the winding fcsist3nce 3nd [ is the current. The total iron losses are due to the
varying magnetic field in thc stator corc 3nd are given by sum of hysteresis, eddy current and
excess losscs respectively
(6.5)
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From the above (6.5) right hand terms represenl the hysteresis losses, eddy current losses ;lnd
excess losses respectively where k~, Ie. and ~~ are cocfficienls of hysleresis. excess and eddy
current losses. Bmu is the maximum magnetic field and / is the fundamental frequency.
Hystcresis losses are due to the energy needed to reverse the rll;lgnetisation of the armature
core. Eddy current losses are ohmic losses in the stator steel due 10 induced currents in the
;lrm;lture core. Exce.~s losses (or anOlll;llous losses) are due to changes in the magnetic domain
structures when a variable magnetic field is applied to the magnetic matcrial [421, As the eddy
current losses depend on the frequency therefore the generators operating at low frequcncies
compared to 60 Hz applications will have Icss infiucnce on thc total efficiency. Other non
electrical losses such as ventilation losses and frictional losses in bearings, etc, also contribute
to the lowering of the overall generator efficiency. Therefore system efficiency can be
improved by reducing loss in the components of converter, In marine currem applications
when the genemtor is surrounded by the fiowing water a cooling system is assumed to be
unnecessary, since it is a large nl;lchine with low power. low frequency and with low
surroundingtempermures
6,2.4 Choicc of Gcncrator
The selection of a suitable generator for this thesis was very difficult due to very low rpm of
the turbine. As the design of a suitable generator for low rpm is beyond the seope of this
research so different types of generators available in market is being tried. Some of the factors
being considered as described in Article 6.2 to select different types of generators for this
researehwork.
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6.2.4.1 Stepper Motor as Generator
Thc first type of motor being used as generator arc stepper motors. Unlike small DC motors,
steppers motors can generate power at vcry low rotation speed typically only about 200 rpm for
a good output which is tcn or fiftcen times slower than the rate for a DC molOr.
Steppers come with different resolutions. Virtually all steppers are either 1.80 or 7.5 0 per step
(200 steps or 48 steps per revolution) thc difference can be felt easily if you tum the spindle by
hand. The 1.80 oncs arc good for generating at really low rpm. Thc coils in steppers havc a
relatively large induet:mce, and beyond a ccrtain specd the output frequellcy gets so high that
the impedance of the coils starts to becomc significant and limits thc current. When making a
stepper-based generator the motor speed nceds to be around a couple of hundred rcvolution per
Stepper motors are also a small multi-pole altcrnator, but being more modem they have four
phases. As with a DC permanent magnet motor, turning thc motor's shaft makes it work
backwards, causing pulscs of current 10 come out of the windings. Howcvcr. the current is AC,
going plus as a magnet polc approaches a coil and then minus as it goes away again. Usually
thcre are four phascs at 9O-degrec imervals so when onc eomes down to zero, the next one has
reached maximum. This is a benefit as it means the output can be rectificd to produce much
smoother DC with hardly any gaps, but it means they have a large number of wires coming
Due to this fcatures of stcpper motors nowdays they havc wide use in direct driven wind
turbine gcnerator. The same concept has becn implcmcnted 10 observe the performancc of
stepper motor as marine currem generalor
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In order to increase the voltage output from the stepper motor as generator a voltage
doubler circuit is considered. A voltage doubler circuit doubles the voltage.The power
generated by the stepper motor does not change but following ohm's I:lw it c:ln be seen th~t
the output current must be halved if the voltage is to double. Using a voltage doubler enables a
useful voltage to be ouput at low rotational speeds with the disadvantage th:lt the currem
generated at high speeds is lower th:ln it would be without the voltage doubler.
Figure6.5Voltagedoublereircuit
Making a voltage doubler for a stepper motor is very simple because stepper motors generate
four-phase alternating curren( ac electricity. Therefore a couple of suitably rated bridge
rectifiers wired is required as per the circuit diagmrn shown in Figure 6.5.
The ac voltage from each of the two pairs of stepper motor coils is rectified by a bridge
rectifier into dc voltage and the two output voltages arc then added together giving a total
output of double the original voltage. but with a CUITent equivalent to that generated byjusl one
pair of coils. The two capacitors are used to give a smooth output dc voltage. Two different
types of stepper molar were used as generator. One is LM 73008 and the other one is as
Series OS22BSNFLY
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The direct drive system is being built using the single step Savonius rotor described in Chapter
3 The turbille is connected directly by means of a coupler with the two stepper motors. The
ellpcriment was carried out in flume channel. The flume tank comprises a TCClangular section
of channel with inlet and discharge tanks. which is supported by a pair of rigid pedestals. A
service module incorporating a sump tank and submersible pump provides a source of water
which is continuously re-eirculated through the channel section making the unit self
contained. The leyel in the working section of the l1ume may be controlled by an oyershot weir
:lrrangement at the ellit consisting of stop logs in a slot. Stop logs arc simply added or t:lken
:lway to provide the required depth of water in the working section. Water exiting from the
channel enters the discharge tank where it returns by gravity to the service module.
Figure 6.6 Turbine with generator fully immersed in Flume Tank
The flume channel in Memorial University of Newfoundland has got a dimension of 40 cm
width and 50 em height. The turbine is submerged fully under water in the channel, which is
shown in Figure 6.6. The flow of water is varied by the control valve and four different flow
rates can be maintained. The ellpcriment is carried out for different loads starting from I to 10
ohm 10 record the mallimum power.
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Figure 6.7 Power curve obtained from the turbine using (a) LM 73008 and
(b) OS22BSNFLY
Figure 6.7 shows the outpl.l\ power of the generators for different loads at three different water
flow. The maximum power that can be obtained is 0.45W at O.71m/s for a load of 4 ohm
from the stepper motor series OS22BSNFLY. The generators did not produce any
satisfactory result which can be noticed from the cxpectcd power curve of the turbine
Therefore the use of stepper motor as a generator for marine energy is not a good choice
6.2.4.2 Permanent Magnet Generator
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Most small wind lurbines nowda)'s use penn:menl magnet (PM) gencraton. The generators
are usually direcl-dri\'c i.e.• no gearbox is required. Dilttt-drivc PM generators are
characterized by low maintenance and high cfficiency. Generally small lurbines are stlf·
staning and require very simple conlfOls.The Olher generatOf Ihal has been tested for a full
scalc lurbine model proposed in Chapter 4 is Aquair UW . The UW is submersible water
drivcn gencrator which can be used to charge baneries. The lWO phase allernator has two
stalOf windings and lWO pennanCnl magnel rolOrs on a common shafl running in lwO sealed
lind grease p3cked b311 bearings. Thc rotors arc st3ggered lit 30" 10 each other to minimise
slarting torque due 10 magnelic cogging. The reason for selecting this particular genermor is
designed for low rpm lIpplic111ion A W31er lurbine cmulmor is built as described in Anicle
6.1 to tcst the performance of the: generalor and design a maximum power poinl lracking
(MPPT) based energy conversion system.
6.3 MPPT Techniques
For a changc in marine cumnl il is necessary to extract maximum power from the currcnl.
A general approach fOf the power feedback control is to measure and maximize the power at
the load terminal. and it assumes thaI the: powcr obl:aincd from lhe marine cumnt is lXjualto
thc maximum load powcr. Howc\'cr. this maximizes lhe: power to the lood bUl not lhe power
from the Wlllercurrcnt.
To be able 10 extract lhe maximum power from lhe waler current 10 lrack lhe ch3nges
due 10 change in flow a maximum power point lracking (MPPT) should be implemenled.
Devices lhat can perform this desired function are known liS Mllllimum Power Point
Trackers. also called MPPTs or trackers. A tracker basically consists of two components as
shown in Figure 6.8. a switch-mode convener and a cOnlrol with traCking capability. The
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switch-mode converter is the core of the entire supply. The converter allows energy al one
potential 10 be drawn stores as magnetic encrgy in an inductor, and then releases at a
different potential. By sctting up the switch-mode section in various topologies either high-
to-low (buck converter) or low-to·high (boost) voltage converters can be constructed. The
goal of a switch-mode power supply is to provide a const:mt output voltage or current.
Figure 6.8 Basic components of a MPPT system
~bny MPPT techniques arc used nowdays but there arc three main methods, which arc the
most widciy used [44]:
• Perturb and Observe (P&O)
• Inerement:!1 CondUC\:lnce (INC)
• Constant Voltage (CV)
The first two are so called 'hill-climbing' methods, and they are using the faetthat on the V-P
characteristic, on the left of the MPP [44J the variation of the power against voliage dP/dV > 0,
while at the right, dP!dV < 0 (see Figure 6.9). The CV method is based on the fact that
generally the ratio VMwVOC ::: O.76( PV) However all these methods are used to e~tract
ma~imum power from PY system.
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Figl.lre 6.9 Sign of the dP/dV 31 different positions on the power characteristic
6.3.1 Constant Voltage and Current Method
Thc constant voltagc algorithm is based on the observation from I-V curvcs that the ratio of
the maximum power voltage Vmp to its open-circuit voltage V"" is approximately const:ltlt:
(6.6)
Thc MPPT calculates the correct operating point using Eq.(6.6) and the preset value of K,
and adjusts thc input voltage until the calculated Vmp is rcached. This operation is repeatcd
periodically to track the position of the MPP. Although the mcthod is simplc but it is difficult
to choose thc optimal value of the constant K. Thc MPPT tracking cfficieney is low relativc
to thosc of othcr algorithms. The flowchart of the algorithm is shown in Fig 6.10 .This
mcthod is only applicablc for solar cells and cannot be applied for MPPT based mllrine
currClltCllcrgyconvcrsionsystcm
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Figure 6.10The flowchan of Constant Voltage and Currem method
6.3.2 Perturb and Observe Method
Perturb and Observe (1'&0) is the simplest method 10 implement [44] [n Fig. 6,9 if the
operating voltage of the generator voltage is perturbed in a given direction and dP/dV > 0, it is
known that the perturbation mOvt:-d the operating point toward the MPP. The 1'&0 algorithm
would then continue to perturb the generator voltage in the same direction. [f dP/dV < O. then
the change in operating poim moved away from the MPP, and the 1'&0 algorithm reverses the
direction of the perturbation, In other words the system works by increasing or decreasing the
operating voltage and observing its impact on the output power. The operating vohage is
perturbed with every MPPT cycle, As soon as the MPI' is reached. V will oscillate around the
ideal operating voltage
The Oowchart of the algorithm is shown in Fig 6. [I .The advantage of the P&O method is that
it is a very simple technique. However, it has some limitations like oscillations around the MPP
in steady state operation, slow response speed. :md even tracking in wrong way under any
rapidly changing conditions [45-53].This approach can be applied for a MPPT based marine
current energy conversion system.
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Figure 6.11 The fiowchart of Perturb & Obscrve Method
6.3.3 Incremental Conductance Method
The incremental conductance (IncCond) method is based on comparing the instantancous
input conduclance with Ihe incremental conductance [541. This mcthod has a good
performllnce under r:lpidly changing conditions. The :l[gorithm uses the fact that the dcriv:ltive
of the output power P with respect to Ihe voltage V is equ:l[ to zero at Ihe ma~imum power
point:
*=I*+V£-=I+V-!f&=O (6.4)
The fiowchan of the :l[gorithm is shown in Fig 6.12 One of the :ldvanlages of the IncCond
algorithm is Ihal il docs not oscill:ltc around lhe MPP. However, because of noise and errors
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due to measurement and quantization this method can produce oscillations around the MPP and
can be confused in rapidly changing conditions. Anotherdisadvamage of this algorithm is the
increased complexity whcn comparcd 10 perturb and obscrvc which incrcascs computational
time.
Figure 6.12 The flowchart of INC mcthod
6.4 I\1PIYf Algorithm
nlc most commonly uscd MPPT algorithm i,e Pcrturb and Observe (P&O) has been
implementcd to extract maximum power at evcry instant. Figure 6.13 summarized the control
action of the 1'&0 method. The flowchart of the implemented algorithm is shown in Fig. 6.14
The operating vollagc is pcrturbed with evcry MPPT cycle. As soon as the MPP is rcached, V
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will oscillate around the set operating voltage. For example if lhe controllcr senses that the
inpul power increases (dP > 0) and voltage decreases (dV <0), it will decrease (0) V..r to bring
it closer to MPP. The addition of a ·waiting· function causes a momentary cessation of
pcrturb:ltions if the algebraic sign of the perturbation is rcvcrscd several times in a row,
indicating that thcMPPhasbecn rcached.
Case dP dV Action
p
v
"--~~~~'-
<0 <0 +
<0 >0
>0 <0
>0 >0 +
Figure 6.13 Perturb and Obscrvc Control Action
It is much casier and quicker to write code in a higher level language like C Therefore a
compiler from customer computcr scrvicc ees has been used. The ees e compiler has a lot
of nice built in functions to access the PIC hardware which make it easy to quickly write useful
programs. It is not however strictly ANSI e compatible. The program written in e has been
given in Appendix D.1. The PIC has a built-in serial port that is used to output data from the
MPlyr so it can be logged externally. The serial port can also be used for simple control of the
MPIYrduringdebugging.
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Figure 6.14 The nowchart of P & 0 method
6.5 Circuit Description
The schematic of the energy conversion system is shown in Figure 6.15. The proposed power
generation system consist of a low rpm generator. batteries for energy storilge, a controlled
de-dc converter. instrumentation and a micro com roller based control system for the turbine, [n
order to measure the low rpm of the generator accurately a high resolution encoder (Grayhill)
with 256 cycles/rev have been used ,A laptop of model De11520{Pentium 4)1.6OOhz has been
used to program the microcontroller. Two wallmcter method (Power Analyzer Pro) is used to
measure the input and output power of the system.
I2J
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Figure 6.15 Schematic of Encrgy Convcrsion Systcm
Thc system comrol unit also consists of:
a) PIC 16F877 low-power consumption, CMOS microcontrollcr.
b) intcrfacc circuits which comprise of sensors and signal conditioners connected to the
Illicrocontroller AID converter:
Thc microcontrol1cr unit l6F877 features a 16 bit, four channcls. successive approximation
AID converter, used by the control program to Illeasure the signals required for the power now
control. The 16 bit reSOIUlioll is adequate for the present application. Also, it features two
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PWM outputs with program controlled duty cycle and 39.2 kHz maximum frC<IUency whcn
driven by the 20-MHz clock of the unit. Each of the PWM outputs can be used to comrol a
separate MPPT system. This type of rnicrocontrolicr was chosen because it has the necessary
features for thc proposed system, such as an on-chip ND convertcr , PWM outputs, 16-bit
architecture, high clock rate, low-power consumption and low cos\. Figure 6.16 shows the
laboratory set up of the energy conversion system
Fig. 0.16 Experimental Energy Conversion System
6.6 System Limits and Test Results
The speed of the dc motor is set to drive the generator at a waterCUITent speed of Irnls when it
allains a speed of 240 rpm A 250 pulse per revolution from the encoder is fed to PIC to
measure the rev/min of the generator. The generator docs not produce a suitable power below
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this specd so a gcar box of 1:3 can be placed between generator :md turbinc. Fig 6.17 shows
the rpm of the generator at a watcr currcnt speed of Imis.
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Fig. 6.11 RPM of AQUAIR UWGenerator
The PICI6F877 controls the convcrsion ratio of the of the DCIDC eonvcrter. The frequency of
the PWM is set 10 5 KHz by the program. The PWM output of the PIC is used to control the
duty cycle of the DC/DC converter which scts its voltage conversion ratio. The duty cyclc of
the PWM signal sets thc ratio of the on time for the high side MOSFET switch versus the on
time of the low sidc MOSFET switch. The action is performed by the itcrativc algorithm
loadcd in microcontroller. Fig 6.18(a&b) shows the variation of the PWM signal fed to
MOSrET with the change in input power
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Fig. 6.18 PWM signal generated from PIC 16Fll71
The microprocessor transmits out the serial port all the values it has measured and calculated
(volts. amps and watts) once a second to be logged by an external computer. The input and
output power for a 50 ohm load is then plotted using Matlab shown in Figure 6.19.The average
power measured at 240 rpm without implementing the MP(Yr is 6.2\V.The average output
power measured from the system is 7.4\V with MPPT on at sallie rpm.Thus an increase in
output power is achieved by the implementation of MPPT.
OUlpulP<J'>'Ier
i ! : ! ;
~~~~L~'-~··~-f....-t-~~··~1~·~~
""'·~t~---T'-4~-"~"""'~1 ~......t~:~",,- ...
o;;!o--.,:,--.,:,--.,"'o--o-_o------d
Tom.(I)
Figure 6.19 System Output power at MPPT and without MPPT
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An increase of 20% of output power is observed by the implementation of MPPT.h has been
also seen that the efficiency of the system increases with the MPPT on as shown in Figure
6.20.The two filters in the input and output reduces the voltage ripple on both ends. The
measured input and output voltage ripple factors arc less than 1% in both cases when loaded
EtlielencyofSY'lem
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Figure 6.20 System Efficiency wilh MPPT and without MPPT
The oscillation around a nHI)limum power point causes a power loss that depends on the step
width of a single perturbation. The value for the ideal step width is system dependent and
needs to be determined experimentally to pursue the tradeoff of increased losses under stable
or slowly changing conditions. In fact, since the AC component of the output power signal is
much smaller than the de component and will eomain a high noise level due to the switching
dc-de converter
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6.7 Conclusion
There arc many other MPPT mcthods and most of them are based on the combin;Hion of the
three methods discussed. The ellccution time of the control algorithm loop has been calculated
to be less than half a minute. Since the oce:m current is steady throughout, therefore the system
is cllpectcd 10 track effectively the maximum power at every instant. A very simple MPPT
control algorithm has been used that only looks at limiting the maximum voltage of the battery
The efficiency of the system can be improved by more robust and sophisticated control
algorithm. A direct drive system has a better efficicncy than with a gear box. In order to have a
direct drive system a gencrator needs to be designed by considering the characteristics of the
turbine depending upon site, required power output and water current. The optimum rotor
configuration. rotor electromagnctic and mechanical design, and the stator electromagnetic
design must be matched 10 achieve a higher efficient machine of the desired IOlld
characteristics, high power factor, and high efficiency and performance.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
7.0 Research Conclusion
A micro sea-Ooor power generation system being designed and developed ut Electrical
Energy System Lab, Memoriuj Univcrsity of Newfoundlund. Marine Current Energy is a
promising alternative energy source capable of producing electricity wilh minim:!]
cnvironmentalirnpact.
In Ihis thesis threediffercnt types of drag type Savonius rotor has becn built and tested
to sclect a suituble wutcrcurrcnt turbine .The eharucteristicsofthe lurbine is anulyzed by
studying Ihe meehanic:!1 output power, torque and power coefficient Experimental
results show thut Savoniusrotorcan be uscdas an underwater turbine.
The marine power delivered to u loud can be muximized using MPPT control
systems, which consist of a power conditioner to inlerfuce the n1:!rine output 10 the load.
and a control unit. which drives the power conditioncr such that it eXlracts Ihe maximum
power from marine current. In this thesis a 10w-cosl, low-power consumption MPPT
system for ballery charging and supplying power to signal conditioning circuits has been
developed and tested. The system consists of a high-emcieney, Boost dc/de converter und
a microcontroller-based unit which controls the dc/de convener directly by power
measurements. Experimental results show that the use of the proposed MPPT control
increases the marine output power by us much us 20% .The proposcd control unit can be
implemented also with analog circuits. but the microcontroller-based alternative was
chosen since it permits easy system modifications. The proposed systcm can be :l]so used
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in a hybrid system where the microcontroller performs simultaneously the MPPT control
of more than one renewable energy source.
7.1 Thesis Contribution
The overall research objective is to enhance the ocean energy sector in through
developing novel. environmcntally-neutral platform ocean technology. This thesis
concentrates to develop. integrate. test and commercialize a low cost device to harvest
cnergy from ocean floor currents to power marine technologies. The contributions of this
research work are listed as below:
An autonomous. lightweight. low-cost. pressure-rcsistalll energy generation
system that can e:uract power from ocean currcm source has lx.'Cn designed in this
re'iCarch work
The ocean current data around Newfoundland is collected and analysed. It shows
a significantly low non-tidal ocean current speed (in the rangc ofO.II-O.ISm/s) at
various depths. Therefore a site needs to be selected where the marine currcm is
high (>0.5 m1s)
Three different types of lightweight. drag-type Savonius IUrbine were designed
that is responsive to low marine curren\. Three prototypes of same cross section
area being tested to compare the perfonll:llIce of water current IUrbine. A three
stage type Savonius rotor with three phases has been constructed. It has three
stages and the bucket of each stage has 60° phase shift between the adj:lcent
stages. This type of arrangelllent will make the rotor olllni directional. All three
prototypes have been found to produce decent amount of power.
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An established dimensional analysis method is applied to water cum:ntturbines.
Dimensional an:lI)'sis and scaling laws for a single rotor lurbine are derived. T....o
rotor prototypes are buill and tested in the lab 10 pro\'e Ihe validity of scaling
la....s,
A \'ery simple microcontroller based micro energy con\'ersion system is being
developed and tested in the Energy lab of Memorial University of Newfoundland.
The MPPT based control strategy ensures that the system is extracting maximum
power at every inslam.
7.2 Future Work
The work presented in this thesis is only a part of the research project on marine current
energy conversion system Ihal is being studied at Memorial UniversilY of Newfoundland.
The result.s and conclusions prc5Cnted ithin this thesis is a slep ahead inlo a better
understanding of lhe marine CUrTCnt po er generalion systems presented in this thesis. It
is also acknowledged that much more theoreliea.l and experimental in\'cstigations are slill
needed so as 10 develop an efficient and COSI effective electrical energy con\'crsion from
marine rum:nts especially for very low speeds. Some of the fUlure work that could be
studicd or coniinued with referencc to the prescnt work is the following:
It is necessary to collect more infonnation as possible about the ocean currents off
the Grand Banks from: the Canadian Hydrographic Service, Canadian Tidc :Ind
Currcnt Tables, lhe Department of Fisheries and Oceans: and oil companies
oper:lting offshore. To analyze and synthesi7.e the available information into a
theoretical model to estimate ocean cum:nt \'elocities and \'clocity profiles near
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the seafloor. This will guide the proper placemcnt of turbine in areas whcre ocean
currents are sufficiently strong (>O.5rnls).
A next-gencration, lightweight, drag-type turbine of double-helix can be designed
which can generate considerable amount of torque in ordcr to make it highly-
responsive to low-current velocities. The turbine will be omni-directional so that
an occan currcnt will produce the same amount of power for any flow direction.
Tcsting of turbine both on SilC and in the laboratory, allhough of greilt importance.
cannot give complcte information on their own. not lO mcntion the high costs
involved. Numerical simulation combincd with mcasurcmcllls is therefore most
likely to constitute the basis for the analysis and design of marinc currelll devices
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) can be used in the analysis of systcms
involving fluid flow by mcans of computer-based simulation and which enables
the creal ion ofa 'virtual prolotypc'ofthc turbinc to analy1.C the effects ofdiffercm
An cncrgy convcrsion system with a gear box rcduccs thc cfficiency of the
systcm. A SIOw-TOtating, permanent magnct, multiple-pole electrical power
generator to work in 10w-cuTTCnt, dcep-sca marinc environments should be
dcsigned. A numcrical simulation based on various gencrator designs in an
undcrwatcr cnvironmcnt can be donc 10 compare the results in tcrms ofthc powcr
convcrsioncfficicncy, mcehanical complcxities and COSI. Finally it is neccsSilryto
vcrify lhe functionality of both lhe turbine and the generator to intcgrate them into
a singlc device which will be cvaluated for any corrosion that might oceur in a
marinecnvironmcnt
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A more robust and sophisticated algorithm can be developed for tracking the
maximum power point (MPP) of marinc cutTcn\. II should confirm excellent
tf:lcking effectiveness and rapid dynamic response. To develop a powcr
m:lnagemcnt systcm to cfficicntly coordinate the power-using reSOUfces and difCct
the activity sequences in real time.
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Appendix A
A.I J\;leasuremenl of Power and Coefficient of Power of Turbine
%Dimcnsion of Turbine
H=O.405;
D=O.222:
d=O.14;
a~;
Hl=D'a:
A=H"'D;
e=O.04 ;
o=efd;
% Hisheighlofrotor(m)
% D isdiameterofrotor(m)
% d is diameter of each bueket(m)
% a is aspeel ratio of rotor
% H I is height of double step rOlOr(H=Hl/2 is for single slep)
% A is swept area of rotor in square meter
% e is overlap belween two bueket(m)
% bisoverlapratio
% Processing Data for Measurement
offset=O; % Load cell offsel to measure torquc
Ya=load('runltlO.4.t;o;t'); % Load Torque al different Speed
10ra=abs(Ya( :.I).'0.001.'0.15.'9.8)+offsel: % Calculating Torque
rpma=abs(Ya(:.2»;
spa=abs(Ya(:.3»:
wa=2'pi.'rpmal60;
Isra=(wa.... D).I(2 ...spa):
Pa=abs(lora....wa);
YO=load('runmO.5.lxt'):
10rO=aos(YO( :.I).'"0.001.'0.15.'9.8)+offsel;
rpmO=abs(YO( :,2»;
spO=aos(YO(:,3);
wO=2'pi.'rpmOl60:
IsrO=(wO.'D).I(2'"spO);
PO=abs(torO. 'wO);
Y1=load('runmO.6.lxt'):
torl=abs(Y 1( :.I).'0.001.'0.15.'"9.8)+offscl;
rpml=abs(Yl( :,2»;
spl=abs(Yl(:,3»;
wl=2'pi.'"rpml/60:
tsrl=(wl.'D).I(2'spl);
PI=abs(lorl.'wl);
Y2=load('runlltO.7.lxt');
tor2=abs(Y2( :,1). '0.001.'"0.15. '9,8)+offset;
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rprn2=abs(Y2( :,2»;
sp2=abs(Y2(:,3));
w2=2*pi.*rprn2l60:
Isr2=(w2,*O)J(2*sp2);
P2=abs(lor2.*w2);
Y3=load('runlllO.8.IXI');
tor3=abs(Y3( :,I).*0.001.·0.15,*9.8)+offsCI:
rprn3=abs(Y)(:,2»;
sp)=abs(Y3(:,));
w3=2·pi.·rpm3/60;
tsr)=(w3.·0).I(2·sp3);
P3=abs(lor3.·w);
Y4=load('runl1I0.9.Ixt');
lor4=abs(Y4( :,1). ·0.001,*0.15. ·9.8)+offscl;
rpm4=abs(Y4( :,2»;
sp4=abs(Y4(:,)));
w4=2·pi.*rprn4/60:
tsr4=(w4.*O)J(2·sp4);
P4=abs(lor4.*w4);
Y5=load('runltll,O.tXI');
lor5=abs(Y5( :,1).*0.001.·0, 15.·9,8)+offsCI:
rpIll5=abs(YS( :,2»:
spS=abs(Y5(:,3»;
wS=2·pi.·rpmS/60;
tsrS=(wS.·O)J(2·sp5);
PS=abs(lorS.·wS);
sp=[spa;spO;spl ;sp2 ;sp) ;sp4 ;sp5):
rpm=[rpma:rpmO;rpm I:rprn2;rpm);rpm4;rpmS);
w=[wa;wO:wl: w2 ;w3; w4 ;w51:
P=[Pa:PO:PI ;1'2 ;1'3 ;1'4 ;1'5);
Isr=llsra;lsrO:tsrl;lsr2; Isr3 ;lsr4; Isr51;
% Comparing Ihcrcotical and Mcasured Powcr
PI =0.5.1000*A ·0.06·(sp....3);
figurc
yyl = slllooth(sp,P,O, I,'rlocss');
Ixx,ind] =sort(sp);
plol(xx,P(ind),'w.',xx,yyl(ind),'r.-')
hold on
yy 1 = slllooth(sp,P 1,0.1 ,'rlocss');
[xx,indl =sort(sp);
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plot(xx.PI(illd),'w.·.xx.yyl(ind).'b.
set(gca,'XLiI1l',!0.3 I])
set(gca,'YLim',(O 4])
xlabcl(WatcrSpced(m/s)')
ylabel('Power ofTurbine(W)')
title('Output Power of Three Stage S:lVonius')
grid
% Measuring coefficient of Power of turbille
k=O.5*A*IOOO;
sl=sp."3;
cp=P.I(k.*sl);
Cp=sl1looth(cp);
figure
yy 1 = smooth(tsr,Cp.O.l ,'rloess'):
[xx.ind[ =sort(lsr):
p[ot(xx,Cp(ind),'w.',xx,yyl(ind),'k.
sct(gca,'XLim',[O 1.6»
sct(gca,'YLim',[O 0.05])
xlabcl(Tip speed ratio')
ylabcl('Powcrcoefficient(Cp)')
titlc('Powcr Coefficient Vs TSR of Three Stage Savonius Rotor')
grid
A,2 COl1lapllTison of Power,lorque :lIld RPM of Three Prototypes al consl:mt speed
Y 1=load('sing1estepO.8.txt'):
Y2=load('doublestcpO.8.1Xt'):
Y3=load('threestcpO,8.txt');
%Ca1culatingtorqucofturbines
torl=Y I( :,1).*0.001·0.15.*9.8;
IOr2=Y2( :,1).*0,001.*0.15.*9.8;
tor3=Y3( :,1).*0.001.*0.15.*9.8;
% Calculating RPM of turbines
rpml=abs(YI( :,2);
rpm2=abs(Y2(:,2»:
rpm3=abs(Y3( :,2»):
% Mcasuring length of data
NI =length(lorl);
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N2=lcnglh(I~2);
N3 =knSlh(I~J);
~Measuring time: span of opc:r.uion
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II=(NI-I)lSO;
12=(N2-1)lSO;
IJ=(NJ-I)l5O;
sam=SO; % sampling lime
% Comparing torque of Ihree prolotypes al constant speed
Is=O:(l/sam):II;
figure
yyl = smoolh(ls,torl.O,l,'rlocss'):
[u,indl= son(ts);
plot(xx,lorl(ind),'w,',xx.yyl(ind),'r.• ')
hold on
td=O:(l/sam):t2;
yy I = smoolh(ld.tor2,O.1 .'rlocss');
[xx,indl =sort(td);
plot(xx ,lor2(ind),'w.' ,xx ,yy I(i nd), 'b.-')
hold on
t1=O:(lIsam):t3;
yyl = smoolh(It.lorJ,O.I,'rlocss'):
[xx,indl = sort(II);
pIOl(XX .1Or3(ind),'w. '.xx ,yy I(iOO),'k. -')
SCl(gca,'XLim'.[68.5»
SCi(gca,'Ylim',IO.050.15»
xlabel(Timc:(sec)')
ylabel(Torque(N-m) of Turbines')
tillc{Torque Variation of the protoIYpes')
grid
Nl =Iength(rpm\):
N2=length(rpm2);
N3=lenglh(rpm3);
11=(NI-I)/50;
t2=(N2-1)/50;
t3=(N3-1)/50;
smn=50;
% Comparing RPM of three prototypes at constant specd
figure
yy I = smooth(lS.rpm 1,0.1 ,'rlocss');
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Ixx,ind] = sort(ts):
pIOl(ll:ll:,rpml(ind).'w,',ll:ll:,yyl(ind),'r.-')
hold on
yy I = smooth(ld,rpm2,O.I ,'rloess'):
Ixx,ind] = sort(td);
plot()[)[,rpm2(ind),'w.',ll:ll:.yyl(ind):b.
hold on
yy I = smooth(tt,rprn3.0.l ,'rlocss');
j)[)[,ind] =sort(tt);
pI0l(ll:ll:.rpm3(ind),'w.'.ll:ll:,yyl(ind),'k,-')
set(gea,'XLim'.[68.5])
set(gea:YLim',1501101)
ll:label(Time(see)')
ylabel('RPM of Turbines')
title('RPM V:lri:ltion of the prototypes')
grid
% Comparing Power of three prototypes at eonst:lnt speed
sl=YI(:,3)
wl=(2*pi*rpml)/60
Pl=torl.*wl
s2=Y2(:,3)
w2=(2*pi*rpm2)/60
P2=tor2.*w2;
s3=Y3(:,3);
w3=(2*pi*rpm3)/60:
P3=tor3.*w3:
figure
yyl = smooth(ts,Pl ,0. I,'rlocss'):
Ill:ll:,ind] =sort(ts):
plot()[)[.Pl(ind),'w.',ll:ll:,yyl(ind),'r,-')
hold on
yyl = smooth(ld,P2,0.I.'rlocss'):
Ill:ll:,ind] =sort(td);
plot(xx'p2(ind),'w.',xll:,yyl(ind),'b,-')
hold on
yyl = smooth(lI,P3,O.l,'rlocss'):
Ixx,ind] = sort(n);
pIOI(xx'p3(ind),'w.',ll:x,yyl(ind),'k -')
set(gea:XLim',168.5J)
set(gea:YLim'.[O.5151)
xlabel(Time(see)')
ylabel('Power of Turbine(W)')
titleCOutput Power of Single Step Savollius')
grid
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Appendix B
n.1 Comparison or two diITerent size prototypes ill Wave T:mk
% First PrOlotype Dimension
H=OA05; % H is height of rolor(m)
D=0.222; % D is diameter of rotor(m)
d=0,14; % d is diameter of each bucket(m)
A=H*O; % A is swept area of rOlor in square meIer
% Second Prototype Dimension
1-11=0.87*1-1;
DI=O.87*0;
dl=0.87*d;
AI=HI*OI:
% First ProtolYpe Data Manipulation
offscl=-0.OO8;
Ya=load('runttOA.txt');
tora=abs(Ya( :, I).*0.00 I. *0.15.*9.8)+offsel;
rpma=abs(Ya(:,2»;
spa=abs(Ya(:,3»;
wa=2*pi.*rpmal60;
tsnl=(wa.*D).I(2*spa);
Pa=abs(tora.*wa);
YQ=load('runttO.5.lxt');
torO=abs(YO( :, 1).*0.001.*0.15,*9.8)+offset;
rpmO=abs(YO(:,2»;
spO=abs(YO(:,3»;
w0=2*pi.*rpmO/60;
tsrO=(wO.*0).I(2*spO);
PO=abs(lorO.*wO);
Y 1=load('runnO.6,txt'):
lorl=abs(Y 1( :,I).*0.001.*O.15.*9,8)+oITset;
rpml=abs(YI(:,2»;
spl=abs(YI(:,3»;
wl=2*pi.*rpml/60:
tsrl=(wI.*D).I(2*spl);
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PI=abs(torl.*wl);
YZ=loadCrunltO.7.txt');
lorZ=abs(YZ( :,1). *0.00 I. *0.15. *9.8)+offsct;
rprnZ=abs(YZ( :,Z»;
spZ=abs(YZ(:,3»;
wZ=Z*pi.*rprn2l60:
lsr2=(WZ.*O).I(Z*spZ);
PZ=abs(tor2.*w2);
Y3=load('runuO.8.txt');
tor3=abs(Y3( :,I).*0.OOI.*0.15.*9.8)+offsCl:
rpm3=abs(Y3( :.Z»:
sp3=abs(Y3(:,3»;
w3=Z*pi.*rpm3/60;
tsr3=(w3.*O).I(Z*sp3):
P3=abs(lor3.*w3):
Y4=loadCrunnO.9.lxt');
tor4=abs(Y4( :.1 ).*0.00 I. *0.15. *9.8)+offsct;
rpm4=<lbs(Y4( :.Z»;
sp4=abs(Y4(:.3»;
w4=2*pi.*rpm4/60;
tsr4=(w4.*D).I(Z*sp4);
P4=abS(lor4.*w4);
Y5=load('runlll.0.t1<t');
lor5=abs(Y5( :,I).*0.OOI.*0.l5.*9.8)+offsCl:
rpm5=abs(Y5(:,Z»:
sp5=abs(Y5(:,3»;
w5=Z*pi.*rpm5/60:
tsr5=(w5.*D).I(Z*sp5);
PS=abs(torS.*w5):
sp=lspa:spO;spl ;spZ ;sp3 ;sp4 ;sp51:
rpm=lrpma:rpmO:rpm I:rpmZ;rpm3:rpm4:rpm51:
w=(W<l:wO;wl; wZ ;w3; w4 ;w5];
P=[Pa;PO:PI ;1'2 ;1'3 ;P4 :P5J:
tsr=(tsra;tsrO:lsrl;tsrZ:tM3;tsr4;tsr5]:
% Sccond Prolotype Data Manipulation
offsctI =O.()()4;
Y87a=load('run87uO.4.lXl');
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tor87a=abs(Y87a( :,1 ).*0,00 I. *0.15. *9.8)+offsctl;
rpm87a=abs(Y87:l( :,2»;
sp87:l=abs(Y87a(:,3»;
w87ao:2*pi.*rpm87aJ60;
tsr87a=(w87a.*OI)./(2*sp87a);
P87a=abs(tor87a,*w87a);
Y870==IoadCrun87110.5.txt');
lor870=abs(Y870( :, 1).*0.001.*0.15.*9.8)+offsctl;
rpm870=abs(Y870( :,2»;
sp870=abs(Y870(:,]»;
w870=2*pi.*rpm870160:
tsr870=(w870. *0 1).I(2*sp870);
P870=abs(tor870. *w870);
Y871=load('run87nO,6.lxt');
tor871=:lbs(Y871( :,I).*0.001.*O.15.*9.8)+{)ffsCII;
rpm871=abs(Y871( :,2»;
sp871=abs(Y871(:,3»;
w871=2*pi.*rpm871/6fJ;
Isr871:(w871,*OI)./(2*sp871);
P871=abs(lor871.*w871);
Y872=loadCrun87110.7.txl');
lor872=abs(Y872( :, I). *0.001. *0.15. *9.8)+offsct I;
rpm872=abs(Y872( :,2»;
sp872=abs(Y872(:,3»;
w872:2*pi.*rpm872/60;
tsr872=(w872. *0 1).I(2*sp872);
P872=:lbs( tor872. *w872);
Y873=load('run87nO.8.lxt');
tor873=abs(Y873( :,1). *0.001. *0.15. *9.8)+{)ffsct 1:
rpm873=abs(Y873( :,2»;
sp873=abs(Y873(:,3»;
w873=2*pi.*rpm873/60;
Isr873o:(w873.*OI)./(2*sp873);
P873=abs(lor873.*w873);
Y874=lo:ld('run87110.9.txt');
lor874=abs(Y874( :,1)*0.001.*0, 15.*9.8)+offsctl:
rpm874:abs(Y874(:,2»;
sp874=abs(Y874(:,]»;
w874=2*pi.*rpm874/60;
tsr874=(w874,*OI).I(2*sp874);
P874=abs(tor874.*w874);
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YS75::load('runS7nl.O.lxt');
torS75::abs(YS75(:, 1).·O.OOI.·O.15.·9.S)+offsctl:
rpmS75::abs(YS75(:,2));
spS75::abs(Y875(:,3»;
wS75:2·pi.·rpmS75/60;
tsr875::(wS75.·DI).l(2·spS75);
P875::abs(IOr875.·wS75);
sp87::10:sp87a:sp870; spS71 ;sp872 ;spS73 ;spS74 ;sp875];
rprn87::(O;rpmS7a;rpmS70;rpmS71 ;rprnS72;rpm873:rpm874;rpmS751;
wS7::(O;wS7a;w870; w871: w872 ;wS73; wS74 ;wS75];
PS7::(O;P87a;P870: PS71 :PS72 ;PS73 ;P874 ;P875];
tsrS7::10;tsrS7a;tsrS70; tsrS71; tsrS72: tsr873 :tsr874: tsrS75J:
% Ploning Power curve of Two Prototypes
tigure
yyl :: srllooth(sp,P,O.I,'r!ocss');
(xx,ind] ::SOrl(sp):
plot(xx.P(ind),'w.·,xx,yyl(indl,'r')
hold on
yyl :: smooth(spS7,PS7,O.S,'rlocss'):
[xx,ind] ::son(sp87);
plot(xx,PS7(ind),'w.',xx,yyl(ind),'b')
sct(gca,'XLim',(O.31.01)
sct(gca,'YLim',[02.5])
xlabcl('Water Speed(rnls)')
ylabcl('Power of Turbine(W)')
titlc('Output Power of Two Prototypes')
grid
% Plotting Power coefficient of Two Prototypes
k::0.5·A·l000;
sl::sp."3;
kl::O.5·Al·1000:
sS7::(spS7)."3;
cp::P.I(k.·sl):
cpS7::PS7.1(kl.·sS7);
Cp::smooth(cp);
CpS7::smooth(cpS7);
figure
yyl :: smooth(tsr,Cp,O.I ,'rlocss');
IXX,ind): SOrl(tsr);
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plot(xx .Cp(i Ild). 'w.· ,x x,yy I(i nd), 'r')
hold on
yyl = srnoolh(lsrS7.CpS7.0.S.'rlocss');
[xx.indJ = sorl(lsrS7);
plOI(xx,CpS7(ind),'w.' ,xx ,yy I (ind),'b')
set(gea.'XLim',(O 1.0))
set(gca.'YLim',(O O.OS])
xlabcl('Tip speed ratio')
ylabcl('Powereocfficient(Cp)')
litlc('Power Cocfliciem of Two Prototypes in Water ')
grid
H,2 COin 1m rison of two dilTercnl si:r.c Ilrulol}'IICS in Wind Tunncl
% First Prototype Dimension
1'1=0.405; % H is height of rotor(m)
0=0.222; % D is diameter of rOlor(m)
d=0.14: % d isdiamclerofeachbllcket(m)
A=H'"O; % A is swept area of rotor in sqll:lre meter
% Second ProtOlype Dimension
HI=O.87'"H;
0I=O.S7'"0;
dl=O.S7'"d;
AI=HI'"OI;
% Firsll>rolotype Data Manipulation
offscl=O.023;
YI=load('runtl.Iln');
avgtorl =mcan(Y I(:, I»). '"0.001. '"9.8. '"0. I5+offSCI;
avgrpml=111C:ln(YI(:,2»;
Y2=IO:ld('runI2.1Xt');
avgtor2=mcan(Y2(:, I»). '"0.001. '"9.8. '"0. I5+offSCI;
:lvgrpm2=mcan(Y2(:,2);
Y3=lo:ld('runt3.1X1');
avglor3=mean(Y3(:, I»). '"0.001.'"9.S. '"0. I5+offsct;
avgrp1113=mcan(Y3(:.2);
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Y4=load('runt4.txt');
avglor4=mcan(Y4(:, I». ·0,00 I. *9.8. ·O.15+offsCI:
avgrpm4=rnean{Y4(:,2»;
YS=load('runtS.IX");
avgtor5=mcan(Y5(:, 1»). ·O.<JOI.*9.8.*0. 15+Offscl;
avgrpm5=mcan(Y5(:.2);
Y6=load('runt6.lxt'):
avglor6=mcan(Y6(:, I». ·0,00 1. *9.8. *O.15+offsct:
avgrpm6=rncan{Y6(:,2»):
Y7=loadCrunI7.txt');
avgtor7=mcan(Y7(:,l». *0.00 [. *9.8. *0. 15+offscl:
avgrpm7"'mcan(Y7(:,2);
Y8=load('runt8.Ott'):
avglor8=mean(Y8(:.1 ». ·0.00 I. *9.8. ·0. JS+Offsel;
avgrpm8=mcan(Y8(:,2»):
Y9=loadCrunt9.txt');
avglOr9=meun(Y 1(:.1». ·0.00 [. *9.8.*0. [S+offscl:
:lvgrpm9=mcan(Yl(:.2));
YIO=[oadCruntlO.\xt'):
avglor IO=mcan(Y 10(:, I». ·0.00 t. *9.8.*0. IS+offsct:
avgrpm 1O=mcan(Y 10(:,2»;
Yll=load('runlll.lxl');
avglorl I=mc:lI1(Y 11(:, 1».*0.001.*9.8.*0.IS+offscl;
avgrprnl l=rncan(YI 1(:,2»;
YI2=loadCrunI12.txt');
avglorI2=mcan(Y 12(:, 1». ·0,00 1. *9.8. ·O.IS+offsct;
:lVgrprn 12=mcan(Y 12(:,2»;
YI3=load('rulllI3.lXI');
avglor 13=rnean(Y 13(:, 1».*0.00 I. *9.8, *0.15+offsel;
avgrpmI3=mcan(YI3(:,2»;
Y 14=load('runI14.lxt');
avglorI4=mean(Y 14(:, I». ·0.001. *9.8. ·O.IS-offsel:
avgrprn 14=rnean(Y 14(:,2));
Al'pelldixJJ
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YIS;load('runtIS.IJH');
avgtorlS;mean(y IS(:.1 ». -0.00 I. -9.8.-O.ISo{lffsct:
avgrpm IS:mean(Y IS(;.2»;
Y 16=:load('runtI6.txt1;
avgtorI6;mean(Y 16(:.1».-0.001. -9.8.-O.ISo{lffsct:
avgrpml6=:mean(YI6(:.2»;
YI7:103d('runtI7.tJl!');
avgtorI7;mean(Y 17(:.1».-0.00 I. -9.8.-0.1 So{lffset;
avgrpm 17:mean(Y 17(:,2»;
YI8:1oad('runtI8.txl');
avglOrI8"'mcan(Y t8(:.1 ». -0.00 I. -9.8.-0.1 S-offsct:
lIvgrpm I8:mcan(Y 18(:.2»;
Y19"'loaJ('runt 19.txt');
avgtorI9"'mcan(Y 19(:.1 ».-0.00 I. -9.8. -0.1 S·offsct;
avgrpm 19;mean(Y 19(:.2»;
Y20::IooJ('runt20.txt');
avgtor20::mean(Y2O(:.I».-0.001.-9.8.-O.IS-offset;
avgrpm20::mcan(Y2O(:.2»;
Y21 ;looJ('ront21.ut');
avgtor21 :mean(Y21 (:.1 ».-0.00 I.-9.8.-O.ISo{lffset;
avgrpm21 "'mean(Y21(:.2»;
Y22:=load('ront22.Utl');
avgt0r22:mean(Y22(:, 1».-0.00 I. -9.8.-O.ISo{lffset;
avgrpm22"'mean(Y22(:.2»;
Y23"'loaJ('runt23.txt');
avgtor23:mcan(Y23(:.I». -0.001. -9.8. -O.ISo{lffset;
:lvgrpm23"'mcan(Y23(:.2»;
Y24"'loaJ('runt24.txt'):
3vgtor24:mcan(Y24(:.1 ». -0.001. -9.8. -0. 1S-offsct;
llvgrpm24",mcan(Y24(:.2»:
Y2S",load('runI2S.txt'):
avglor25",mcan(Y25(:.I». -0.001.-9.8. -0. IS-offset;
avgrpm2S",mean(Y25(:.2»:
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Y26=load('runI26.lXt');
avglor26=mean(Y26(:.1 ».'0.001. '9.8. '0.15-offsct;
avgrpm26:mean(Y26(:,2»:
Y27=load('runI27.u:t');
a\ glOf27=mean(Y27(:.1 ».'0.001. '9.8. '0.15-offset:
avgrpm27=mean(Y27(:.2»:
Y28=lo:td('runt28.1;ll1'):
avgtor28=mean(Y28(:.1 ». '0.001. '9.8.'0.15-offset;
avgrpm28=mean(Y28(:,2»:
Y29=load('runt29.lxt');
avglor29=mcan(Y29(:,1 ». '0.001. '9.8. '0. J5-offset:
a\'grp1ll29=mean(Y29(:,2»:
Y30=loadCrum30.1xt'):
avglOr30=mean(Y30(:, J». '0,00 J. '9.8. '0.15+offscl:
avgrpm30=mean(Y3O(:,2»:
Y3O=Ioad('runt30.lxl'):
avglor30=mcan(Y30(:.1 ». '0.00 I. '9.8. '0. J5+offset;
avgrpm3O=mean(Y3O(:,2»:
Y3O=Ioad('runtJO.IXI');
avgtor3O=mean(Y3O(:.1 ». '0.00 I. '9.8. '0. 15+offset:
avgrpm3O=mean(Y3O(:,2»;
YJI =load('runt3l.utl'):
a\'gtor31 =mean(Y31 (:,1 ». '0.00 I. '9.8. '0. I5+offset;
avgrpm31 =mean(Y31(:.2»:
YJ2=loadCrunt32.lxl'):
avgtorJ2=mean(YJ2(:, J». '0.00 I. '9.8. '0.15+offsct;
3vgrpmJ2=mean(Y32(:.2»;
Y33=loadCrunt33.lxt'):
avgtor33=mean(Y33(:,I». '0.001. '9.8. '0.15+offset;
avgrpm33=rnean(Y33(:,2»;
Y34=loadCrunt34.1XI'):
:lvgtor34=mcan(Y34(:,I». '0.00 I. '9.8. '0.15+offset;
avgrpmJ4=mcan(Y34(:,2»:
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sp=10123456.256.257.17,18.18.18.1 10.110.110.110.110.110.110.111,011.0
11.011.011.01212121212121213.613.613.6 [3.61
lor=IO 0 0 0 0 0 avgtor[ avglor2 avglor3 avglor4 avglOr5 avglOr6 :lVglor7 llvglorl2
avglorl3 avglOrl4 avgtor15 avglOr[6 avgtorl7 avglorl8 avgtorl9 avglor20 avglor2[
avgtor22 avglor23 avgtor24 llvglOr25 avgtor26 avglor27 avglor28 avglOr29 avglor30
avgtor31 avglor32avgtor33avglor341
rplll=IO 0 0 0 0 0 avgrpml avgrpm2 avgrpm3 avgrpm4 avgrpm5 avgrpm6 avgrp1ll7
avgrpml2 avgrpm13 avgrpm[4 avgrpm15 avgrpm16 avgrpml7 avgrpllll8 avgrpm[9
avgrpm20 avgrpm21 avgrpm22 avgrpm23 avgrprn24 avgrprn25 avgrprn26 avgrpm27
avgrpm28 avgrpm29 avgrpm30 avgrpm31 avgrprn32 avgrprn33 avgrpm34 1
% Second Prolotype Data Manipulalion
offscll=O.038;
YI=[oad('runlll.txt');
avglorl =mean(Y I(:, 1».*0.001.*9.8. *0. [5+offsct [;
avgrpm[=mcan(Yl(:,2»;
Y2=load('runn2.lXl');
avglOr2=mcan(Y2(:.1 »). *0.001.*9,8.*0. [5+offsctl;
avgrpm2=mcan(Y2(:,2);
Y3=loadCrunn3.txt');
avglor3=mcan(Y3(:.1 ».*0.001.*9.8.*0. 15+offscl 1;
avgrpm3=mcan(Y3(:,2»;
Y4=[oadCrunIl4.lxt'):
avgtor4=mean(Y4(:, I». *0.001.*9.8.*0. 15+offscI 1:
avgrprn4=mc:1I1(Y4(:.2»:
Y5=load('runlt5.txt');
avglor5=mcan(Y5(:. [».*0.00 1. *9.8. *0, 15+offsct I;
avgrpm5=mcan(Y5(:.2»;
Y6=load('runI\6,txt');
avglor6=rnc:1l1(Y6(:.I»*0.00 [. *9.8.*0. [5+offscll;
avgrpm6=mcan(Y6(:,2);
Y7=loadCrun1l7,lXt');
avglOr7=mcan(Y7(:, 1».*0.00 I. *9,8,*O.IS+offsCl [;
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avgrpm7=mean(Y7(:,2»:
Y8=load('runtl8.lxl');
avglor8=mean(Y8(:, I». ·0.001, *9.8. ·0, 15+affset I;
uvgrpm8=rneun(Y8(:,2»);
Y9=loudCruntt9.IXt');
uvglor9=mean(Y 1(:,1)). ·0.00 1. *9.8. ·0. 15+offsct 1;
avgrpm9=rncan(Y 1(:,2»;
YIO=load('runttIO.txt');
uvgtorlO=rncan(Y 10(:, I». *0.001, ·9.8. *0. 15+affsel 1;
uvgrprn 10=meun(Y 10(:,2»;
YII=load('runllll.txt');
uvgtorl l=mean(YI 1(:, 1».*0.001.*9.8.*0.15+affsCII;
avgrprnl l=mean(YI 1(:.2»;
YI2=load('runttI2.lXI');
uvgtorI2=rncan(Y 12(:, I». *0,001,*9.8. *0. 15+affscl 1;
uvgrpmI2=mcan(YI2(:,2»;
YI3=loadCrunltI3.lXI');
uvgtorI3=mcan(Y 13(:, 1». *0.001.*9.8. ·0, 15+affscl 1;
uvgrprnI3=rncan(YI3(:,2»;
YI4=loadCrunttI4.txt');
avgtorI4=mcan(Y 14(:, 1». ·0.001,*9.8. ·0. 15+offscl 1:
uvgrprn 14=rncun(Y 14(:,2));
YI5=loadCrunttI5.lXI');
uvglorI5=mcun(Y 15(:, 1»). ·0,00 I, *9.8. ·0. 15+offsct 1;
avgrpmI5=mean(YI5(:.2»:
Y 16=load('runllI6,1XI');
uvglorI6=mcun(Y 16(:, 1»). *0.001. *9.8. ·0. 15+offsCl 1:
uvgrpm 16=rncan(Y 16(:,2)):
YI7=load('runllI7,IXI');
uvglorI7=l11cun(Y 17(:, 1»). *0.001, *9.8. ·0. 15+offsct 1;
avgrpmI7=l11c:1I1(YI7(:,2));
YI8=loadCrunllI8.IXI');
uvglorI8=mcun(Y 18(:, 1». ·0.00 I. *9.8. ·0.15+offsct I;
avgrprnI8=mcan(YI8(:,2»;
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Y19=1oad('runIl19.IJl.I');
3vglor19=mean(Y 19(:.1».·0.00 I. ·9.8.·0.15+offsct I ;
3vgrpml9=-mean(YI9(:,2»;
Y2O=Iood('runtt20.tJtl');
avglor20=mean(Y2O(:,I». ·0.001.·9.8. ·0. I5+offsci I ;
avgrpm2O=mean(Y2O(:,2»;
Y21=load('runIl21.IJl.I');
avglor21 =mcan(Y21 (:,1 ».·0.00 I. ·9.8.·0.15+offsct I;
avgrpm21=mean(Y21 (:,2»;
Y22=load('runu22.tJl.t');
uvgtor22=mean(Y22(:, I».*0.001. *9,8. *0. I 5+offsCl I ;
avgrprn22=mcan(Y22(:,2»;
spl=[O 1234567.48.458.458.458.458.4599910 10 11111212121213.613.6
13,613.613.61
torl=IOO 0 0 0 0 0 avgtorl avgtOT2 avgtor3 avglor4 uvglor5 avglor6 avglor7 avgtor8
avglo19 avglorlO avglorll avgtorl2 avgtor13 avgtorl4 avglOTI5 avgtorl6 avgtorl7
avglorl8 3vgtorl9 3vglor20 avglor21 avglor22]
rpm 1=[0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a\'grpm I avgrpm2 avgrpm3 avgrpm4 avgrpm5 avgrpm6 avgrpm7
:lvgrpm8 avgrpm9 :lvgrpm 10 avgrpm II :lvgrpm 12 :lvgrpm 13 avgrpm 14 avgrpm 15
:lvgrpm 16 :lvgrpm 17 avgrpm 18 avgrpm 19 :lvgrpm20 :I\'grpm21 avgrpm22 I
% Plotting Powcrcun'c of Prototypes in Wind
w=abs«2*pi. ·rpm)l60);
Pm=abs(tor.*w);
Iigure
'I'll = smoolh(sp.Pm.O.3,'rlocss');
[ltJl.,indl =sort(sp):
plot(Jl.Jl..Pm(ind),'w.'.Jl.Jl.,yyl(ind).'r')
hold on
ON 1=ubs«2*pi. *rpm [)/60);
Pml=ubs(lorl.*wl);
yy I = smooth(sp 1,Pm l,O.5.'rlocss'):
IlIlI,ind] =sOr1(spl);
plot(lIlI.Prnl(ind).'w.',n,yyl(ind),'b')
sct(gca.'XLim',[4101)
sct(gca.'YLim',[O LSI)
Jl.labcl('Wind specd(mls)')
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yl~bel('Power(W)')
tit1c('Output Power of Two Prototypes')
grid
% Ploning Power coeflicient curves of Prototypes in Wind
k=O.5 f A f I.29;
tsr=(w.*D)./(2*sp);
sl=sp."3;
Cp=Pm./(k.*sl);
figure
yy 1 = smooth(tsr.Cp,O.I.'rloess');
[xx.ind)= sort(tsr);
plot(xx.Cp(ind),'w.',xx,yyl(ind).'r.-')
holdon
kl=O.5*AI*I.29;
tsrl=(wl.*Dl).I(2 fspl):
s2=spl."3;
Cpl=Pml./(kl. f s2);
yy I = smooth(tsrl ,Cp 1.0.1 ;rloess');
[xx.indl =sort(tsrl);
plot(xx ,Cp 1(ind), 'w.' ,xx ,yy I(ind), 'b.-')
set(gca.'XLirn',[O I])
set(gca.'YLim',[O 0.05])
xlabcl("Tip speed ratio')
ylabcl('Cp')
title('Powcr coefficient Curve of two Prototypes')
grid
n.3 I'lnlting the Power coefficient cun'e of two prototypes in watcr lHld wind
UsingAl'proach A
% First Prototype Dimension
11=0.405; % H is height of rotor(m)
D=0.222; % Disdiameterofrotor(m)
d=O.14: % d is diameter of each bucket(m)
A=H*D; % A is swept area of rotor in square meter
% Second Prototype Dimension
HI=0.87*H;
DI=0.87*D:
dl=0.87*d;
AI=HlfDl;
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% First PrOtotype Data Manipulation in Wave Tank
offscl=-O.OO8;
Ya=load('runuO.4.txl');
IOra=abs(Ya( :,I),*O.OOI.*O.IS.*9.8)+offsct;
rpma=abs(Ya( :,2));
spa=ahs(Ya(:,3»:
wa=2*pi.*rprnal60:
Isra=(wa.*D)./(2*spa):
Pa=abs(tora. twa):
YC!=loadCrunttO.5.IX!'):
torO=abs(YO( :.1).*0.00 I. ·0, 15.*9.8)+offsct;
rpmO=:Ibs(YO( :,2»;
spO=abs(YO(:,3»;
w0=2*pi.*rpmO/60;
ISrO=(wOo .. D)./(2" spO):
PO=:ahs(lorO.*wO):
YI:=load('runnO.6.lxl');
lorl=abs(Y I( :,1),*0.001.*0. IS.*9.8)+offsct:
rpml=abs(Yl( :,2));
spl=abs(YI(:,3»:
wl=2*pi,*rprnl/60:
Isrl =(w J, *Dl./(Z*sp1):
Pl=abs(lorl.*wl);
Y2=load('runnO.7.1Xt'):
lor2=abs(Y2( :,1 ).*0.00 I. *0.15. *9,S)+offscl:
rpm2:abs(Y2(:.2»);
sp2=abs(Y2(:,3»):
w2=2*pi.*rpm2l60;
Isr2:=(w2.-D)./(2-sp2);
P2:=abs(tor2.-w2);
Y3"'load('rulIttO.8.IXt');
lor3:=abs(Y3( :.1).-O.OOl.-O.15.-9.8)+offsCI;
rpm3",abs(Y3(:.2»;
sp3:=abs(Y3(:,3»:
w3:=2-pi.-rpm3/60;
Isr3:=(w3.-D).I(2-sp3);
P3:=abs(lor3.-w3);
Y4",IO:ld('rullnO.9.lxt');
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tor4==ahs(Y4( :.I).*0.OOI.*0.15.*9.8)+offsct;
rpm4==abs(Y4(:.2»;
sp4==abs(Y4(:,3»;
w4==2*pi.*rpm4/60:
tsr4==(w4.*D).I(2*sp4):
P4==abs(lOr4.*w4):
Y5==load('rUIl111.0.txt'):
lOr5==abs(Y5( :,I).*0.OOI.*0.15.*9.8)+offsct:
rpm5==abs(Y5(:.2));
sp5==abs(Y5(:,3)):
w5==2*pi.*rpm5/60:
tsr5=(w5.*D).I(2*sp5);
P5=abs(lOr5.*w5);
sp=lspa;spO:spl ;sp2 :sp3 ;sp4 :sp51:
rpm=lrpma:rpmO:rpm I:rpm2:rpm3;rpm4:rpm51:
w=lwa;wO:wl: w2 :w3: w4 ;w51:
P=IPa;PO;PI :P2 :P3 ;P4 :P51:
tsr=ltsra:tsrO;tsrl:tsr2;tsr3:lsr4;tsr51:
% Sccond Prototype Data Maniplliatioll in Wavc Tank
offsctl =0.004;
Y87a"'load('run87tt0.4.txt'):
tor87a=abs(Y87a( :.1 ).*0.001.*0, 15.*9,8)+offsctl:
rpm87a"'abs(Y87a(:,2»:
sp87a"'abs(Y87a(:,3»;
w87a",2*pi.*rpm87a160:
tsr87a=(w87a.*Dl).I(2*sp87a);
P87a"'abs(tor87a.*w87a):
Y870=<Ioad('run87n0.5.lxt');
tor870=<abs(Y870( :, 1).*0.OOI.*0.15.*9.8)+affsctl;
rpm870=<abs(Y870( :,2));
sp870=<abs(Y870(:,3));
w870=<2*pi.*rpm870/60;
tsr870=(w870.*DI).I(2*sp870);
P870"'abs(tor870.*w870);
Y871=loadCrun87uO,6.lxt'):
lOr871=abs(Y871( :,1).*0.001 ,*O.15,*9.8)+offsctl;
rpm871=abs(Y871(:,2»;
sp871=abs(Y871(:,3»:
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w871",2·pi.·rp1ll871/60;
Isr871"'(w871.·Dl).I(2·sp871);
P871"'abs(tor871.·w871);
Y872"'load('run87110.7.t:o;t');
IOr872=abs(Y872( :.1).·0.001.·0, 15.·9,8)+<>ffsctl;
rpm872=abs(Y872( :.2»;
sp872=abs(Y872(:.3»;
w872=2·pi,·rpm872160;
tsr872=(w872. • D1).1(2· sp872);
P872=abs(lor872.·w872);
Y873=load('run87ttO.8,t:o;l');
lor873=abs(Y873( :.1). ·0,001. ·0.15. ·9.8)+<>ffsetl;
rpm873=abs(Y873( :,2»;
sp873=abs(Y873(:.3»;
w873=2·pi.·rpm873/60;
tsr873=(w873.·DI).I(2·sp873);
P873=abs(lOr873.·w873);
Y874=loadCrun87nO.g.lxt'):
tor874=abs(Y874( :,l).·O.001.·0.15.·9.8)+offsctl;
rp1ll874=abs(Y874( :.2»;
sp874=abs(Y874(:,3»;
w874=2·pi.·rpm874/60;
Isr874=(w874.·D 1).I(2·sp874);
P874=abs(lor874.·w874);
Y875=load('run87nl.0.txt');
tor875=abs(Y875( :.I).·0.001.·0.15.·9,8)+<>ffscll:
rprn875=abs(Y875( :.2»:
sp875=abs(Y875(:.3»);
w875=2·pi.·rpm875160;
tsr875=(w875.·DI).I(2·sp875);
P875=abs(tor875.·w875);
sp87=[0;sp87a;sp870; sp871 ;sp872 :sp873 ;sp874 ;sp875[:
rp1ll87=[0:rpm87a;rpm870;rpm871 :rprn872;rpm873:rpm874:rpm875 J:
w87",[0:w87a;w870; w871: w872 ;w873; w874 ;w8751;
1'87=[O;l'87a:P870: 1'871 ;1'872 :P873 ;1'874 ;l'875J:
Isr87=[0;tsr87a;tsr870; tsr87 1: tsr872; tsr873 ;tsr874; Isr875]:
% Analysis of powcr coefficient curve in WalCr
k=O.5·A·I(X)();
,\pptlldix H
16()
sl:sp,"3;
kl:().S*Al*l000;
s87:(sp87)."3;
cp:P.f(k.*sl);
cp87:P87.1(kl.*s87);
Cp:smoolh(cp);
Cp87:srnooth(cp87);
figure
yy I : smooth(tsr.Cp,O.l.'rlocss');
IJOtoindl"'sort(tsr);
plot(xx ,Cp(i nd), 'w.',JOt .yy I(i nd). 'r')
hold on
yyl '" smooth(tsr87,Cp87,0.1,'rloess');
(JOt,indl"'s0J1(lsr87);
plot(xx.Cp87(ind):w.',xx,yyl(ind):b')
hold on
% First Prototype Data Manipulation in Wind Tunnel
offsct=0.023;
YI=load('runtl.txt');
avgtor I=mean(Y 1(:,1 ».*0.001, *9.8. *0.15+offset;
avgrpml=mean(YI(:.2»;
Y2=load('runt2.tx.I');
avgtor2=rnean(Y2(:, I».*0,001. *9.8. *0.15+offset;
avgrpm2:mean(Y2(:.2»;
Y3=load('runtltxt');
avgtor3=rnean(Y3(:, 1».*0.001, *9.8. *0.15+offset;
avgrpm3=mean(Y3(:,2»;
Y4=load('runt4.lxt'):
avgtor4:mean(Y4(:, I».*0.00 1, *9.8. *0.15+offset;
avgrprn4=mean(Y4(:,2»;
Y5=load('runt5.IXI');
avgtor5=rnean(Y5(:, I».*0.001, *9.8. *0.15+offset;
avgrpm5=mean(YS(:.2»:
Y6=load('runt6.lxt');
avgtor6=mean(Y6(:, 1».*0.001, *9.8. *0.15+offset;
avgrprn6=mean(Y6(:,2»;
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Y7=load('runt7.lxl');
avglor7=mcan(Y7(:,I». ·0.00 I. ·9.8, ·0.1 S+offscl;
avgrpm7=mean(Y7(:,2»;
Y8=load('rum8,txt');
avgtor8=mean(Y8(:,I».·0.00 I. '"9,8.'"0.IS+offset;
avgrpm8=mean(Y8(:,2»;
Y9=loadCrunt9.txt');
avglor9=mcan(Y 1(:.1». '"0.00 I. '"9.8.'"0.1 S+offscl;
avgrpm9=mcan(Y 1(:,2»);
YIO=load('runtIO.txt');
avglor IO=mcan(Y 10(:,1)), '"0.001. '"9.8. '"0, 1S+Offsct;
avgrpmIO=mcan(YIO(:.2»;
YII=load('runlll.txt');
avglorll=mcan(Y 11(:.I».'"0.001.'"9.8.'"0.IS+offsct;
avgrpmll=mcan(Yll(:,2»;
YI2=load('rumI2.lxt');
:lvglor 12=mcan(Y 12(:.1 ». '"0.00 I. '"9.8.·0.1 S+offsct;
avgrpmI2=mcan(YI2(:.2»);
YI3=loadCruntI3.lxt'):
avgtorI3=mcan(Y 13(:,1 ». '"0.00 I. ·9.8. '"0.1 S+offsct:
avgrpmI3=mcan(YI3(:.2));
Y14=load('runt 14.un');
avgtorI4=mcan(Y 14(:, 1». ·0.001.'"9.8. '"0.1 S~offsct;
avgrpm 14=mcan(Y 14(:,2»;
YIS=load('runtIS,txt');
avglorIS=mcan(Y IS(:.I)), '"0.001. '"9.8. ·0.1 S-offsct;
avgrpll1IS=mcan(YIS(:,2»;
Y16=load('runI16.lxt');
avglor 16=mcan(Y 16(:,1 ».·0.00 I. '"9.8.·0.IS-offsel;
avgrpmI6=mcan(YI6(:,2»;
YI7=load('runtI7.txt');
avglOr 17=mean(Y 17(:,1 ». '"0.00 I. '"9.8.·0.1 S-offscI;
avgrpmI7=mc:ln(YI7(:.2»);
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YI8=loadCrunI18.lxl');
avglor 18=lllcan(Y 18(:.1 ». ·0.00 I. ·9.8.·0. IS-offSCI:
avgrpmI8=mean(YI8(:,2);
Y 19=1oadCrunI19.w');
avglor 19=mean(Y 19(:.1 ». ·0.00 I. ·9.8.*0.IS-offsel;
avgrpmI9=mean(YI9(:.2»;
Y20=Ioad('rum20.txt');
avgtor20=mcan(Y20(:, I».·0.001. ·9.8. ·0. IS-offsel;
avgrpm20=mean(Y20{:.2»;
Y21=load('rUIlI21.txt');
avglOr21 =mcan(Y21 (:, 1».*0.00 I. ·9.8. ·0. IS-offset;
avgrpm21=mean(Y21(:.2»;
Y22=loadCrunt22.txt');
avglor22=mean(Y22(:.1 ».*0.00 I. ·9.8. *0. IS-offset;
avgrpm22=mean(Y22(:.2»;
Y23=load('runt23.lxt');
avglOr23=mean(Y23(:, I).·0.00 I. ·9.8. ·0. IS-offset;
avgrpm23=mean(Y23(:.2»;
Y24=loadCrunI24.txt');
avglor24=mean(Y24(:, I».*0.00 I. ·9.8. ·0. IS-offsct;
avgrpm24=mean(Y24(:.2»;
Y2S=loadCrunI25.txt');
avglor25=mean(Y25(:.1 ». ·0.00 I. ·9.8. ·0.15-offset;
avgrpm25=mean(Y25(:.2»;
Y26=load('runI26.txt');
avglor26=mean(Y26(:.1 ».·0.00 I. ·9.8. ·0. I5-offset;
avgrpm26=mean(Y26(:.2»;
Y27=loadCrunI27.txt');
avglOr27=mean(Y27(:.1 ».·0.00 I. ·9.8.·0.15-off!iCl;
avgrpm27=mean(Y27(:.2»;
Y28=load('runt28.txt');
avgtor28=mean(Y28(:.1 ». ·0.00 I. ·9.8.·0.15-offscl;
avgrpm28=mean(Y28(:,2»;
Y29=load('runt29.txt');
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avgtor29=mean(Y29(:, I». *0.001.*9.8.*0. 1S-offset;
avgrpm29=mcan(Y29(:.2»:
Y30=load('runt30.IXI');
avgtor30=mean(Y30(:, 1)). *0.001.*9.8.*O.IS-offset;
avgrpm30=mcan(Y30(:.2»;
Y30=load('runt30.\)(\'):
avgtor30=mean(Y30(:, I). *0.001.*9.8.*0. 1S-offset;
avgrpm30=mcan(Y30(:.2»:
Y30=Ioad('runt30.lxt');
avgtor30=mean(Y30(:.1)). *0.001.*9.8.*0. IS-offset;
avgrprn30=mcan(Y30(:.2»;
Y31=load('runt31,txl');
avgtor31 =mcan(Y31 (:,1).*0.00 I, ·9.8. *O.lS-offsel;
avgrpm31=mean(Y31(:,2));
Y32=load('runI32.txt');
avglor32=mean(Y32(:.1 »).*0.00 I. *9.8.*0. IS-offSCI:
avgrpm32=mean(Y32(:.2));
Y33=load('runI33.txt');
avgtor33=mcan(Y33(:.1 »). *0,00 I. *9.8.*O.IS-offset;
avgrpm33=mcan(Y33(:.2));
Y34=load('runt34.1XI');
avgtor34=mean(Y34(:, I). *0.001.*9.8.*O.IS-offset;
avgrpm34=mcan(Y34(:,2»;
sp=[01234S6.2S6.2S7,17.18,18.18.1 10.110.110.110.110.110.110.111.011.0
1l.0 11.0 11.0 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 13.6 13.6 13.6 13.6)
tor=(O 0 0 0 0 0 avglOrl avgtor2 avgtor3 avglor4 avglorS avglor6 avglor7 avgtorl2
avglOrl3 avgtorl4 avglorlS avgtorl6 avglor17 avglorl8 avgtor19 avgtor20 avglOr21
avgtor22 avglor23 avgtor24 avgtor2S avglor26 avgtor27 avgtor28 avgtor29 avgtor30
avgtor31 avglOr32avgtor33avglor34)
rpm=[O 0 0 0 0 0 avgrpml avgrpm2 avgrpm3 avgrprn4 avgrpmS avgrprn6 avgrpm7
avgrpm 12 avgrpll113 avgrprn 14 avgrpmlS avgrpm 16 avgrpll117 avgrpm18 avgrpm 19
avgrprn20 avgrprn21 avgrpm22 avgrpm23 avgrpm24 avgrprn2S avgrpm26 avgrpm27
avgrprn28 avgrpm29 avgrpm30 avgrpm31 avgrprn32 avgrpm33 avgrpm34 I
% Ploning Power coefficient curve of First ProtolYpe in Wind
w=abs«2*pi.*rprn)/60):
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Pm=abs(lor*w):
k=0.5*A*I.29:
Isr=(w.*D).I(2*sp);
sl=sp."3;
Cp=Pm.l(k.*sl);
yyl = smooth(tsr,Cp,O.I,'rlocss');
]xx.ind] = sort(lsr);
plot(xx,Cp(ind),'w.',xx,yyl(ind).'r')
hold on
% Second Prototype Data Manipul:Uion in Wind Tunnel
offsctl=O.04:
YI=loadCrunltl.txt'):
avgtorl =mean(Y 1(:, I».*0.001.*9.8. *0. I5-tOffscl 1:
avgrpml=rnean(YI(:,2»):
Y2=loadCrunlt2.txt'):
avgtor2=mcan(Y2(:, 1»). *0.001. *9.8. *0.15-tOffsctl:
avgrpm2=mean(Y2(:,2);
Y3=load('runn3.lxt');
avgtor3=rnean(Y3(:, I)). *0.001. *9,8.*0. 15+offsCI I;
avgrpm3=mcan(Y3(:,2);
Y4=loadCrunIl4.txt');
avglor4=mcan(Y4(:, I». *0.00 I. *9.8.*0. 15+offsCI I;
avgrpm4=mean(Y4(:,2»;
Y5=loadCrunlt5.txl');
avgtor5=mean(Y5(:, 1».*0.00 I. *9.8. *0.15+offsct I:
avgrpm5=mcan(Y5(:,2»):
Y6=loadCruntt6.txt'):
avgtor6=mean(Y6(:, I».*0.001.*9.8. *0. I5-tOffsct I :
avgrpm6=mcan(Y6(:,2»:
Y7=load('runtt7.txt');
avglor7=rnean(Y7(:, I)). *0.001. *9,8, *0. I5+offsct I ;
avgrpm7=mcan(Y7(:,2);
Y8=load('runIl8.lxl');
Appt/lllixlJ
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avglor8=mcan(Y8(:, I»). *0.001. *9.8. *0. 1S+Offscl 1;
avgrpm8=mcan(Y8(:,2»:
Y9=load('runn9.1XI');
avglor9=mc:m(Y 1(:, 1».*0.001. *9.8. *0. IS+offscl 1:
avgrpm9=mcan(Y 1(:,2»;
Y 10=load('runllI0.t;>;t'):
avgtor 100mcan(Y 10(:, 1)). *0.001.*9.8. *0. 1S+Offsct 1;
avgrpm 100rncan(Y 10(:,2»:
Yl I=Ioad('runtt 11Ht');
avgtorll=mcan(Yll(:,1 ».*0.001.*9.8.*0.IS+offsctl;
avgrpm 11=mcan(Y 11(:,2»:
YI2=load('runttI2.txt');
avgtorI2=mcan(Y 12(:,1 ».*0.00 I. *9.8.*0.15+offset I:
avgrpmI2=mcan(YI2(:,2»;
YI3=load('run1113.1;>;1'):
avglOr 13=mcan(Y 13(:, I»). *0.00 I*9.8. *0. I5+offsci 1:
avgrpmI3=mean(YI3(:,2)):
YI4=load('runttI4.txt');
avglorI4=mean(Y 14(:, 1»,*0.001. *9.8, *O.IS+offscll;
avgrprn 14=mcan(Y 14(:,2»;
Y1S=load('runI\IS.1Xt'):
;lvglOr 15=mcan(Y 15(:, 1». *0.00 I. *9.8. *0. 15+offscl I :
avgrpmlS=mean(Y1S(:,2)):
Y 16=load('runllI6.1XI');
;lvglorI6=mean(Y 16(:, 1».*0.001.*9.8. *0. 1S+Offscl 1:
avgrpmI6=mcan(Y 16(:.2»:
YI7=load('runII17.IXI');
avglorI7=mean(Y 17(:, 1».*0.001. *9.8, *0. IS+OffsCI 1;
uvgrpmI7=mcan(YI7(:,2»;
YI8=load('runtlI8.m'):
avglor 18=rnean(Y 18(:,1 ».*0.00 I. *9.8. *0. 15+offscl I :
avgrpm 18=mcan(Y 18(:,2));
Y 19=1oad('runllI9.m');
avgtor 19=mcan(Y 19(:, 1».*0.001.*9.8.*0. 15+offsci 1;
Appel/disH
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avgrpm 19=mcan(Y 19(:,2»;
Y20=Ioad('runn20.txt');
avgtor20=mean(Y20(:, I»....0.001 ....9.8. "'0, 15+offsctl:
avgrpm20=mean(Y20(:,2»:
Y21=load('runtt21.lxt');
avgtor21 =mean(Y21(:, 1»). "'0.001. "'9.8. "'0. I5+offsct I :
avgrpm21=mean(Y21(:,2»:
Y22=load('runtt22.txt');
avgtor22=mc:m(Y22(:, 1»."'0.001, "'9.8. "'0.15+offsct I;
avgrpm22=mcan(Y22(:,2»:
sp=[ 0 1 234567.4 8.45 8.458.45 8.45 8.4599910 10 1111 1212121213.613.6
13.613.613.6)
tor=(O 0 °0 0 0 0 avgtorl avgtor2 avglOr3 avgtor4 avgtor5 avgtor6 avglOr7 avgtor8
avgtor9 avgtorlO avglOrt 1 avgtor12 avgtorl3 avglOrl4 avgtorl5 avgtorl6 avgtor17
avgtorl8 avglOr19 avgtor20 avgtor21 avgtor22)
rpm=IO 0 0 0 0 0 0 avgrprnl avgrpm2 avgrpm3 avgrpm4 avgrpm5 avgrprn6 avgrprn7
avgrpm8 avgrprn9 avgrpml0 avgrpmll avgrpml2 avgrpm13 avgrpml4 avgrpml5
avgrpm 16 avgrpm 17 :tvgrpm 18 avgrpm 19 avgrprn20 avgrpm21 avgrpm22 J
% Plotting Power coefficient curve of Second Prototype in Wind
k=O,5"'AI"'1.29;
w=abs«2...pi. ... rpm)/60);
Pm=abs(tor. ... w):
tsr=(w....OI).I(2 ...sp):
s!=sp:"3;
Cp=Pm.l(k....s I):
yyl = smooth(tsr,Cp,O, l,'rloess');
!xx,illd)= sort(tsr):
plot(xx ,Cp(ind), 'w.' ,x x,yy 1(ind), 'b')
set(gca,'XUm',IO 1.0))
set(gca,'YLim',IO 0.08])
xlabel("Tip speed ratio')
ylabel('Powcr Coefficient{Cp)')
title('Powcr coefficient Curve of two Prototype Using Aprroach B')
grid
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8.4 Plotting the I'ow('r coefficient cllnc uftwu protot}'lles in wllter and wind
UsingAllproach B
% First Prototype Dimension
H=O.405; % H is height of rotor(m)
0=0.222; % D is diameter of rotor(m)
d=O.14; % d is diameter of each bucket(m)
A=I-I*O: % A is swept area of rotor in square meter
% Second Prototype Dimension
1-11=0.87*1-1:
Dl=0.87*0:
dl=0.87·d:
AI=Hl t Dl;
% First Prototype Oata Manipulation in Wave Tank
offset=-0.OO8
Yl=load('runttO.4.txt'):
avgspeedl=mean(Yl(:.3»;
avgtorl=mean(YI( :.I),tO.001.·0.15.t 9.8)+offset;
avgrpml=mean(Yl(:,2»;
Y2=load('rutluO.5.txt');
avgspccd2=mcan(Y2(:,3»;
avgtor2=mcan(Y2( :.1). to.OO I. to.15. t9.8)+offset;
avgrpm2=mc:ln(Y2(:.2»;
Y3=load('runnO.6.txt'):
avgspecd3=mean(Y3(:,3»;
avgtor3=mean(Y3( :, I). to.001, ·0.15.t 9.8)+offset;
avgrpm3=mean(Y3(:,2»+offset;
Y4=load('runuO.7.txt');
avgspccd4=mcan(Y4(:,3»;
avgtor4=mcan(Y4( :,1). ·0,00 1. to.15. t9.8)+offsct;
avgrptll4=mcan(Y4(:.2»;
Y5=lo3d('runttO.8.1Xt');
:lvgspeed5=mean(Y5(:.3»;
avglOr5=mean(Y5( :.1).*0.001.*0.15.*9.8)+offset:
:lvgrpm5=mean(Y5(:,2»;
"8
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Y6=load('runnO.9,txt');
:lVgspccd6"'mcan(Y6(:,3»;
avgtor6",mean(Y6( :, [). *0.001.*0. [5.*9.8)+offsel;
avgrpm6"'mcan(Y6(:,2»
YaO"'[oad('runlllmO.9.lxt');
avgspccdaO=mean{YaO(:,3»;
avgloraO=mcan(YaO( :,1). *0.001.*0.15. *9.8)+offscl;
avgrpmaO::mcan(YaO{:,2»
Y7"'load('runnl,0.txt');
avgspccd7=mcan(Y7(:,3»;
avgtor7"'mcan(Y7( :, [)*0.001. *0.15. *9.8)+offsCl:
avgrpm7=mcan(Y7(:,2»;
Ya=load('runllllltl.0.txt');
avgsjX'Cda"'mcan(Ya(:,3»;
avglora=mcan(Ya( :, I).*0,00 I. *0.15. *9.8)+offscl;
avgrpma=mcan(Ya(:,2));
Sp=(O;O.1 ;0.2;0.3;avgspecdl: avgspced2: avgspecd3; avgspecd4; uvgspccd5; uvgspecd6;
avgspcedaO;avgspecd7;avgspecda]
10r:=[0;0;0:0;avglorl; avglor2; avglor3; avglor4; avglor5; avglor6;avgloraO; avglor7
:avglora]
rpm",[O;O:O;O;avgrpml; avgrpm2 avgrpm3 ;avgrpm4 ;avgrpm5; avgrpm6:uvgrpmaO:
avgrprn7:avgrprna[
% Second ProtolYpe Data Manipulalion in Wave Tank
offSCI 1"'0.004
Y871=load('run87ltOA.lxl');
avgspecd87 I"'mcan(Y87 1(:,3»
avglor871=mcan(Y871 ( :, I).*0.001. *0.15.*9.8)+offscll;
avgrpm871=mcan(Y871(:,2»
Y872=loadCrun871l0.5.lXt'):
avgspced872=mean(Y872(:,3»)
avglor872=mcan(Y872( :.1). *0.00 I. *0,15. *9.8)+offsCll
avgrpm872=rncan(Y872(:,2»
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Y873=lood('ron87110.6.ul');
avgspeed873=mcan(Y873(:.3»
avgll>r873=mc:an(Y873( :.1).'0.001.'O.IS. '9.8)+Qffscll
a\·grpm873:rnean(Y873(:.2»
Y874=lood('ron87ttO.7.1:1:11:
a\'gspced874=mean(Y874(:.3»
avgt0r874=mean(Y874( :.1).'0.001.'0.15.'9.8)+Qffscll;
avgrpm874=mc:an(Y874(:.2»
Y875:10ad('ron87ItO.8.IXI'):
avgspeed875:mean(Y87S(:.3»
avgtor87S=mean(Y875( :.1). '0.001. 'O,IS. '9.8}+offscll:
avgrpm875:mc:m(Y875(:.2»
Y876=load('ron87UO.9.ul'):
avgspecd876:mean(Y876(:.3»
avglor876=mean(Y876( :.1 ).'0.00 I, '0,15. '9.8)+offsct I:
avgrpm876=mcan(Y876(:.2»
Y877=load('ron87n 1.0.txt'):
avgspeed877=mean(Y877(:.3»
avgtor877=mean(Y877( :.1). '0.001.'0.15.'9.8}+offsct I:
avgrpm877:mean(Y877(:.2»
spS7:10;0.1 :0.2:0.3:avgspced871; avgspccd872: a\'gspced873: a\ gspeed874:
a\'gspced875: avgspeed876; a\'gspeed877 I
IOf87:[0:0:0:0:avglor87I : avglor872: avglor873: a\'glor874: avgt0r87S: avglor876:
avglor877 J
rpm87=10:0:0:0;avgrpm87I : avgrpm872 : avgrpm873 :avgrpm874 :avgrpm875;
avgrpm876: avgrpm877 I
'l> Analysis of power coefficient cun'c in Waler
w=(2'pi'rpm)/60;
I'=abs(tor.'w):
w87=(2'pi'rpm87)/60:
P87=abs(lOr87.'w87):
OS=0"5:
RPM=rpm."3:
Cpl=PJ(IOOO.'OS.'RPM):
Csl=spJ(rpm.'D):
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D6=Dl"'5;
RPM87=abs(rpm87."'3);
Cp87=P87.1(IOOO.'D6.'RPM87);
rpm87=abs(rpm87);
Cs87=sp87.1(rpm87.'DI):
figure
'I'll = smooth(Cs I,Cp I,0.1 :rlocss');
[xx,ind] =sorl(CsI);
plot(xx,Cpl(ind),'w.',xx,'1yl(ind):r')
hold on
'I'll = smooth(Cs87,Cp87,0.1 ,'rlocss');
[xx,indl :sorl(Cs87);
plot(xx ,Cp87(ind), 'w.' ,xx ,yy I(i nd), 'b')
hold 011
% First Prototype Data M:mipulalion in Wind Tunnel
offsel=0.023;
YI=IO:Jd('runtl.txt');
avgtor I=mean(Y 1(:, I». '0.001.'9.8. '0. 15+offset;
avgrpml=mean(YI(:,2»;
Y2=load('runt2.txt');
avglor2=mcan(Y2(:, I»). '0.001. '9.8. ·0.15+offset:
avgrpm2=mcan(Y2(:,2»;
Y3=load('runt3.txt');
avglor3=mcan(Y3(:, I». '0.001. '9.8, ·0.15+offsct;
avgrpm3:mcan(Y3(:,2»;
Y4=loadCru1l14,lxt'):
avgtor4=rncan(Y4(:,I». '0.00 I. ·9.8.·0.15+offsCI:
avgrpm4=mean(Y4(:,2»;
Y5=load('runt5,lxt');
avglor5=mean(Y5(:,I», '0.00 I, '9.8.·0.15+offsCI:
avgrprn5=mcan(Y5(:,2»;
Y6=loadCrunt6.lxl'):
avglor6=mcan(Y6(:, I», '0.00 I. ·9.8.·0.15+offscl;
avgrprn6=mean(Y6(:,2»;
Y7=loadCrunI7.lXI');
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avglor7=mean(Y7(:.I». *0.00 I. *9.8,*O.IS+offsCI;
avgrpm7=mcan(Y7(:,2»;
Y8=load('runt8.txt');
avgtor8=mcan(Y8(:, 1».·0.001.*9,8.·0.IS+offsCI;
avgrpm8=mean(Y8(:,2»;
Y9=load('runt9.lxt');
avgtor9=mcan(Y I(:.1», *0.001.*9,8,*O.IS+affscl:
avgrpm9=mcan(YI(:,2»;
Y100load('runt IO.txl');
avgtorl O=mean(Y I0(:, I».*0.001.·9.8.*O.IS+offscl;
avgrpm 10=mcan(Y 10(:.2»:
YII=load('runt11.1XI'):
avglorll=mean(YII(:.I»).*0,001.·9.8.*0.IS+offscl;
avgrpml l=mcan(YI 1(:.2»;
YI2=load('runtI2.lxl');
avgtorI2=mcan(Y 12(:, I»). *0.001.·9.8.*0. IS+affscl;
avgrpmI2=mcan(YI2(:.2»;
YI3=load('runtI3.lxt');
avglorI3=mcan(Y 13(:, I»). *0.001.·9.8.*0. IS+affSCI:
avgrpmI3=mcan(YI3(:.2»;
YI4=load('runtI4.txt');
avglorI4=mcan(Y 14(:, 1». ·0.001.*9.8.*0. IS-offsct;
avgrpmI4=mcan(YI4(:.2»;
YIS=load('runtIS.lxt');
avglor IS=mcan{Y IS(:, I».·0.001. *9.8.*0, IS-offset;
avgrpmIS=mcan(YIS(:,2»;
Y 16=load('runI16.txt');
avglor 16=mcan(Y 16(:.1 ».*0.00 I. *9.8.·0.IS-offscl;
avgrpmI6=mean(YI6(:.2»;
YI7=load('runI17.txl');
avglor 17=mcan(Y 17(:, 1»,*0.00 I. *9,8.·0. IS-offscl:
avgrpmI7=mean(YI7(:,2»;
YI8=load('runI18.txt');
avgtor 18=mcan(Y 18(:.1 ». *0.00 I. *9.8.·0.IS-offscl;
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avgrpmI8=mcan(YI8(:,2»;
YI9=load('runtI9.IXI');
avglorI9=rncan(Y 19{:, 1».*0.001. *9.8. *0. 15-offsct;
avgrpmI9=mcan(Y 19(:,2»;
Y20=Ioad('runt20.lxt');
avgtor20=mean(Y20(:, 1».*0.001.*9.8. *0.15-offsCI;
avgrpm20=mcan(Y20(:,2»;
Y21=load('runt21.IXt');
avgtor21 =mean(Y21(:, 1».*0.001. *9.8. *0.15-offsCI;
avgrprn21=mcan(Y21(:,2));
Y22=load('runl22.lxl');
avgtor22=mcan(Y22(:, 1».*0.001.*9.8. *0.15-offsCI:
avgrprn22=mcan(Y22(:.2)):
Y23=loadCrunt23.lxl'):
avgtor23=rncan(Y23(:, 1».*0.001.*9.8. *0.15-offsCI:
avgrprn23=rncan(Y23(:,2»:
Y24=load('runt24.IXt');
avgtor24=mcan(Y24(:.1 »). *0.001.*9.8. *0.15-offsCI;
avgrprn24=mcan(Y24(:.2»;
Y25=load('runt25.lxt');
avglor25=rncan(Y25(:, 1».*0.001.*9.8. *0.15-offsCI:
avgrprn25=mcan(Y25(;,2»;
Y26=load('runt26.lxt');
avglor26=mean(Y26(:.1 ».*0.001. *9,8, *0.15-offsCI:
avgrpm26=mcan(Y26(:,2»;
Y27=load('runt27,IXI');
avglor27=rncan(Y27(:,I». *O.{X)1 ,*9.8. *0.15-offscl:
avgrpm27=mcan(Y27(:,2»;
Y28=load('runt28,IXI');
avglor28=rncan(Y28(:,I)). *0.001. *9.8. *0.15-offsCI;
avgrpm28=mcan(Y28(:,2»:
Y29=load('runI29.lXI');
avglor29=mcan(Y29(:,1 )).*0.001. *9.8. *0.15-offsCI;
avgrpm29=mcan(Y29(:.2»;
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Y30=Io:Jd('runt30.txt');
avgtor30=mean(Y30(:, 1»). ·0.00 I. ·9.8. ·O.IS-offset;
avgrpm30=me:m(Y30(:.2»;
Y30=Ioad('runt30.txt');
avgtor30=mean(Y30(:, 1». ·0.00 I. ·9.8.·0. [S-offset:
:lvgrpm30=mean(Y30(:,2)):
Y30=[oad('runt30.txt');
avgtor30=mean(Y30(:.1 ». ·0.00 [. ·9.8.·0, IS-offset;
avgrpm30=mean(Y30(:.2»;
Y31=[oad('runI3[.txt');
avgtor3 1=mean(Y31 (:, [».·0.001. ·9.8. ·0. 1S-offset;
avgrpm3[=mean(Y3[(:,2»;
Y32=[oad('runt32.txt');
avgtor32=mean(Y32(:.1 ».·0.00 I. ·9.8. ·O.IS·offset;
avgrpm32=me:ln(Y32(:.2»;
Y33=[oad('runt33.lxt');
avgtor33=mean(Y33(:.t ».·0.001. ·9.8. ·0. 1S·offset;
avgrpm33=mean(Y33(:.2»;
Y34=load('runt34.w');
avgtor34=mean(Y34(:.1 ».·0.00 [. ·9.8, ·0. IS-offset;
avgrpm34=me:ln(Y34(:,2»;
sp=10[234S6.2S6.2S7.17.18.18.18.1 10.[ 10.110.110.1 10.110.110.[ [1.011.0
11.0 11.011.012 [2 12 [2 12 12 [2 13.6 13.6 13.6 13.6 I
tor=IO 0 0 0 0 0 avgtorl avgtor2 avgtor3 avgtor4 avgtorS avgtorn avgtor7 avgtorl2
avgtor13 :lvgtor[4 :lvgtortS avgtor16 avgtorl7 :lvglorl8 :lvgtorl9 avgtor20 :lvgtor2[
avgtor22 :lvgtor23 avgtor24 :lvgtor2S :lvgtor26 avgtor27 avgtor28 avgtor29 avglor30
avgtor31 :lvgtor32:lVgtor33 avgtor34 J
rpm=IO 0 0 0 0 0 :lvgrpmJ avgrpm2 avgrpl1l3 avgrpm4 avgrpmS avgrpm6 avgrpm7
avgrpm [2 avgrpm13 avgrpm 14 avgrpm 15 :lvgrpm 16 :lvgrpm 17 avgrpm 18 :lvgrpm 19
avgrpm20 avgrpm21 avgrpm22 avgrpm23 avgrpl1l24 avgrpm2S avgrpm26 avgrpm27
avgrpm28 avgrpm29 avgrpl1l30:lvgrpm31 :l\Igrpm32avgrprn33avgrprn34)
% Plotting Power coefficient curve of First Prototype in Wind
w=:lbs«2·pi.·rpm)/60);
Pm=abs(tor.·w);
rpm=abs(rpm);
DS=D"'S;
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Cp:Pm.l( 1.0.*05.*rpm, "3);
Cs:sp.l(rpm.*D);
yyl = smooth(Cs,Cp,O.I,'rloess');
Ixx,indl :sorl(Cs);
plol(xx,Cp(ind),'w.',xx.yyl(ind).'r')
hold on
% Second Prototype Data Manipulation in Wind Tunncl
offsctl:0.038;
Yl:loadCrunIl1.lxt');
avgtorl :mcan(Y I(:, 1»). *0.001, *9.8. *0. 15+offsCI I;
avgrpml:mean(YI(:.2»:
Y2:loadCrun112,txt');
avgtor2=me:m(Y2(:, 1».*0.001. *9.8.*0. I5+offsct 1;
avgrpm2:mean(Y2(:,2));
Y3=load('runtt3.txt');
avglor3:mcan(Y3(:, I».*0,00 1. *9.8. *0. I5+offsel 1:
avgrpm3=mcan(Y3(:,2»);
Y4=load('runtt4.txt');
avglor4:mcan(Y4(:.1 ».*0,00 I. *9.8, *O.15+offscll:
avgrpm4=mcan(Y4(:,2»);
Y5:load('run115.lxt');
avglor5:mcan(Y5(:,1 »,*0,00 1. *9.8.*0. I5+offsct 1;
avgrpm5:mean(Y5(:,2»;
Y6=load('runtl6.IXI');
avglor6:mean(Y6(:, I»,*0,00 1. *9.8.*0. I5+offsct I ;
avgrpm6=mean(Y6(:,2»):
Y7=load('runn7.txt');
avglor7=mean(Y7(:.1 ».*0,00 1. *9.8. *O.15+offscll;
avgrpm7=mcan(Y7(:,2»);
Y8:1oad('runn8.txl');
avglor8=mean(Y8(:, I».*0,00 I. *9.8.*O.15+offscll:
avgrpm8:mcan(Y8(:,2»);
Y9:1oad('runtt9.txt');
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avglor9=mcan(Y 1(:.1 ». *0.00 1. *9.8. *0, 15+offset I:
avgrpm9=mcan{Y 1(:,2»):
Y100Ioad{'runnI0.lxt');
avglorl0=rnc:m(Y 10(:.1 ».*0.00 I. *9.8. *0. IS+offsCI 1;
avgrpm 100mcan(Y 10(:,2»;
Yl 1=Ioad('runll 1 l.txl'):
avglorll=mcan(Y 11(:,I».*0.OOI.*9.8.*0.15+offsCII;
avgrpmll=mcan(Yll(:,2»;
YI2=load('runIl12.lxt');
avglor 12=mcan(Y 12(:.1 ». *0.00 I. *9,8.*0. IS+offsCI 1;
avgrpmI2=mcan(YI2(:,2»;
YI3=loadCrunIl13.IXt'):
avglOr 13=rncan(Y 13(:, 1». *0.00 I. *9.8. *0. 15+offsCI 1;
avgrpmI3=mcan(YI3(:,2»;
YI4=loadCrunIl14.lxl');
avglOr 14=mcan(Y 14(:, 1». *0.00 I. *9.8. *0. 15+offsCI I ;
avgrpmI4=mcan(YI4(:,2»;
YI5=loadCrunllIS.IXI');
avglorIS=mcan(Y 15(:, 1». *0,001. *9.8. *0. I5+offscl 1;
avgrprnI5=mcan(YI5(:,2)):
Y16=load('runII16.IXI');
avglorI6=mcan(Y 16(:, I»). *0.001,*9.8. *0. 15+offscl 1;
avgrprn 16=mcan(Y 16(:,2»;
YI7=load('runltI7,lxl');
avglor 17=mcan(Y 17(:.1».*0.001. *9.8. *0. 15+offscl 1;
avgrpmI7=mcan(YI7(:,2»;
YI8=load('runIl18.IXt'):
avglor 18=mcan(Y 18(:.1 ».*0.00 I. *9.8.*0.15+offscII;
avgrpmI8=mcan(YI8{:,2»;
YI9=loadCrunIl19.IXI'):
avglorI9=mcun(Y 19(:,1 ».*0.00 I. *9.8.*0.15+offsCII;
avgrpmI9=mcan(YI9{:,2»;
Y20=loadCrunlt20.1XI'):
avglor20=mcan(Y20(:, I»). *0.00 1. *9.8. *0.15+offsct I:
Appe"dix B
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avgrpm20=mean(Y20(:,2»;
Y21=10ad('run1121.l~t');
avgtor21 ==mean(Y21 (:, 1».*0.001.*9.8.*0. 15+offsel 1;
avgrpm21=mean(Y21(:,2»;
Y22=load('runtt22.txt');
avgtor22=mean(Y22(:,1». *0.001.*9.8.*0. 15+offsel 1;
avgrprn22=mean(Y22(:,2»;
sp=[O 1234567.48.458.458.458.458.4599910 10 11111212121213.613.6
13.613.613.61
tor=[O 0 0 0 0 0 0 avglOrl avglor2 :lvglor3 :lvglor4 avgtor5 avglor6 avgtor7 avgtor8
avglor9 avglorlO avglorll avglor12 avglorl3 avglor14 avgtor15 avglorl6 avg1Orl7
avglorl8 avgtor19 avglor20 avglor21 avglor221
rprn=IO 0 0 0 0 0 0 avgrpml avgrpm2 :lvgrprn3 avgrpm4 avgrpm5 avgrprn6 avgrpm7
avgrpm8 avgrpm9 avgrpm 10 avgrprnl1 avgrpm 12 avgrpm 13 avgrpm14 avgrpm15
avgrpm 16 avgrpm 17 avgrpm 18 avgrprn 19 avgrpm20 avgrprn21 avgrprn22 I
% Plotting Power coefficient curve of Second ProtOlype in Wind
w=abs«2*pi.*rpm)/60);
Pm=abs(tor.*w);
rpm=abs(rpm);
05=01"5;
Cp=Pm.l(1.0.*05.*rpm."3);
Cs=sp.l(rpm.*DI);
yyl == srnooth(Cs,Cp,O.l:rloess');
[xx,indl =sort(Cs);
pl0l(X ~ .Cp(i nd). 'w.'. ~ x,yy I(i nd), 'b')
set(gca,'XLim',[O 1.0])
set(gca,'YLim',IO 0.01 J)
xlabcl('Flow Cocfficient(Cs)'l
ylabcl('Power Coefficienl(Cp)'l
litleCPowcr coefficient of Two Prototypes Using Approach A')
grid
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Appendix C
C.l Uoost COII\'erler Design
% Input paramelers to boost converter
f=5000;
rip=O.OOI:
n=O.8;
Vf=O.7:
%fisswitchingfrequency
% rip is the desired voltage ripple(del_YouuYout)
%nistheconverterexpcctedfrequency
% Yfis the diode voltage
% DUlY cycle of boost converter
Gain=2.5;
Yin=0:0.5:8.2; % Yin is the input voltage
Yout=Gain,*Yin; % Yout is lhe oUlput voltage
D=(Yout-Yin).lYout % D is Ihe duty ratio
T=l/f % T is lime period
'l'on=D.*T % Ton is on lime
Toff=(I-D),*T % Toffis off time
% Parameters of boost converter
R=50: % R is resistor al output
Lmin=(R.I(2*f)).*D.*(I-D).*(I-D): % Lmin is minimum inductance for conduction
model
L=1.2*Lmin; % L is inductance 10 meet design requiremenl
C=D/(R.*f*rip); % C is capacitor to eliminate ripple
% Expcrimcnlal Results
Yinl=(O 1.04 3.04 4.42 5.08 6.49 7.42 8.24];
Youtl:102.17 7.611.413.0115.718.4819.79];
Inl=(00.200.891.021.121.311.481.55];
10u1I"'10 0.t16 0, 15 0.23 0.27 0.32 0.38 0.41]:
Pinl=Yinl.*lnl:
Poull"'Youtl.*loutl;
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%Ioistheoutputcurrcnl
% Calculating power
%dcUislhcpcaktopcakripplccuITCm
% lavg is the average currcnt in inductor
%Imaxisthcrnaximumcurrcnt
% Irnin is the minimum current
% Output parameters of boost converter
lo:VoutlR
Po:lo.+Vout;
deU=«Vin).IL).+D+T
lavg=lo.l(I.D)
Imax=lavg+«deU)/2)
Imin=lavg-«deU)/2)
figure
plot(Vin,Po,'-+')
hold on
plot(Vinl,Poull,'-r+')
xlabel('lnput Voltagc(V)')
ylabel('Output power(Wn
title('Output Power of DC DC Converter')
grid
figure
plot(Vout.lo,'.+')
hold on
plot(Voutl,loutl,'.r+')
xlabel('Output Voltage(V)')
ylabel('OutputCurrent(A)')
litle('OutputVoltageandCurrcnt')
grid
figure
plot(Vin,Vout,'-+')
hold on
plol(Vinl,Voutl,'-r+')
xtabelClnput Voltage(V)')
ylabel('Output Vohage(V)')
litlc('Output Voltage Vs Input Voltage ')
grid
figure
plot(Vout,Po,'.+')
hold on
plot(Voutl,Poutl,'-r+')
xlabel('OulpuIVollage(V)')
ylabeICOutputPower(W)')
tille('Output Power Vs Voltage')
grid
n=Poutl.lPinl
figure
plot(VinI ,n,'+')
xlabel('lnput Vohage(V)')
ylabeICOutputPower(W)')
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title('Output Power Vs Voltage')
grid
% fs=(2*lo*(Vout-Vin+Vl»/(lmin+(VinIL)*T)
rip_pcreent"'(del_l.!lavg)* 100 % rip_percent is the percentage of ripple
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D.I
/'
-Start the pwm to the MOSFET at some set value
~measure the current Input
-measure the voltage of the bus
-calculate the power
-increment the turn on period of the pwm
-measure the current and bus voltage again
-eaJculate the new power value
-if the power has dropped, reduce the duty cycle of the pwm
-if the power has inereascd, increase the duty cycle of the pwm
-repeat the steps
'/
#include <16f877.h>
#DEVICE ·=16 ADC=10
#use Delay(Clock=2()()()(X)(X)
#use rs232(baud=9600, xmit=PIN_C6, rcv=PIN_C7)
lIintialize constants and varibles
CONST float Vref = 18:
CONST long d_hill = -I:
CONST byte in_volt = 0, in_amp = I, out_volt = 2, out_amp = 3;
float input_current. output_current, inpucvoltage, ompUl_voltage:
float input-POwer, output_p0wer,old_output_power;
float gain. &.,..walls, £-amp, £-volt:
long u_hill = I, pwm_max, pwm;
long boost = 0, boost_gain:
booJc:ln run:
/I Glob:ll Variables
boolean meas_done = FALSE. once = TRUE;
unsigned int8 loops = 0:
unsigned int32 RPM, sensor_pulses = 0:
#int_EXT
EXT_isrOI
if(!mc:ls_dollc)l
sensor_pulses++: /I Sensor pulses into PIN_BO
I
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#incTIMERl
TlMER1_isr()(
if(loops)l
loops--:
I
else if(loops==O){
meas_done=TRUE;
I
I
11--- ---------------------------------------------
IIThisfunctionisusedlOsetthedutycycleofthePWMoutput.ltuseslhebuilt
1/ in C compiler funelion sel_pwrn I_duty to sellhe duty cycle.
1/-------------------------------------------------------------..--..-•... -----
void pWlll_duty(long pwrn_pcrcent, long pWlll_lllaxirnUlll) I
set_pwml_duly(pwm_maximumll00)+pwlll_pcrcent): II sci PWM #1 duty cycle
I
voidslart_rneasurcme1l101
if (once == TRUE)l 1/ only executes once until measurement is complete
meils_donc=FALSE:
loops = 19: 1/ 52.5ms + 19 = -IOOOms(997.6ms)
II This is lhe measuremenl window lime
enable_inlerrupls(INT_TIMER l);IITo ereale a measurement window
enable_imerrupls(INT_EXT); 1/ Generate an interrupt every pulse
flcommingfrom thescnsor
seUimerl(O);
once = FALSE:
I
I
float inpUI_channcl(bytechan) I
int i.avg...num=30;
floatavg=O;
sCI_adc_chanllcl(chan):
delay_us(l00);
for(i=l: k=avg...nurn;++i) I
avg += read_adeO:
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delay_us(IOO);
I
rcturn(avgfavg...num);
I
II Input voltage,current and power
void in_powerOI
input_voltage = input3hannel(in_volt)"O,O 1900125;
inpul_current =«0.0262"( input_channel(in_amp») -(2.8332»;
input_power = input_current - input~voltagc;
IIOutput voltage.current and power
void ol1u>owcrOI
Output_vohuge = input3hanncl(out_volt)-0.01922125;
oUlput3urrent=«0.0258-( input3h:lIlnel(oul_amp))) -(2.8332»;
output_power = OUlput_current - outpul_voltagc;
I
void mainO
I
lIinitializeellcoder
setup_limer_I(TI_INTERNAL ITI_OIV_BY_4); lIinterrups every 0.0525088s
cxUnt_cdgc(H_TO_L);
cnablc_interrupls(GLOBAL);
II initializchardwarc
sctup_pon_a(ALL_ANALOG); II set up NO channcls
setup_adc(adc_clock_div_32); II start NO clocks
SClup_limcr_2(T2_0IV_BY_4.249, I); II pwm frcqucncy 5kHz
setup_ccp I(CCP]WM); II Configure CCP I as a PWM
pwm_max = 400; II maximum value for PWM based on frequency
pwm = 0; II sct pwm to 85% 10 stan
pWIll_duty(pwm. pwm_max); II set pwm duty cyclc to pwmloo value
output_high(PIN_C3); II set enable pin on FET driver
outpUl_high(PIN_CO); ilIum on green led
delay_ms(IOOO); II delay to get Slarled
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forC;) {
start_measurernentO;
I/loop forever
Appelldix I)
if (rncas_done){ II only updates whcn measurement is completc
disablc_illlcrrupts(INT_EXT);
disablc_intcrrupts(INT_TIMER 1);
RPM: (sensocpulses • 60)/256;
sensor_pulscs=O;
oncc =TRUE;
in_powerO:
oUl_powerO;
if (output_voltage:> Vrcl) {
u_hill :<I_hill:
output_high(PI N_C5);
I
else if (old_output_power:> output_power) {
u~hill :~u_hill:
outpuUow(PIN_C5);
I
old_output_power: output_power;
pwrn+= u_hill;
if (pwm:> pwm_ma;l;) pwm= pwrn_rnax:
else if (pwm < 0) pWIll =0;
pwm_duty(pwm. pwm_max);
if «++boost-£ain % 10) == 0) l
pwm_dllty(IOO, pWIll_llla;l;);
dclay_ms(20);
!Lvoh: input_channcl(in_voh)*0.01900125;
g...amp :«0.0262*( inpu,-channcl(in_amp») -(2.8332»;
if (!Lamp < 0.05) l
output_high(PIN_C4);
outpuUow(PIN_C3);
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dclaY_llls(lOOO);
I
~walls = ~amp * ~volt;
gain = input_power I~watts;
booSI = (Iong)«gain * 1(0) - 100);
I
printf(" %4.2F %4.2F %041u %04lu \n \r"inpUl_power.output_power,RPM,pwm);
de[aY_llls(500);
run=TRUE;
I /lend forevcr[oop
I /lclldmuin
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